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Summary
Sound zone reproduction facilitates listeners wishing to consume personal audio content within
the same acoustic enclosure by filtering loudspeaker signals to create constructive and destruc-
tive interference in different spatial regions. Published solutions to the sound zone problem are
derived from areas such as sound field synthesis and beamforming. The first contribution of this
thesis is a comparative study of multi-point approaches. A new metric of planarity is adopted to
analyse the spatial distribution of energy in the target zone, and the well-established metrics of
acoustic contrast and control effort are also used. Simulations and experimental results demon-
strate the advantages and disadvantages of the approaches. Energy cancellation produces good
acoustic contrast but allows very little control over the target sound field; synthesis-derived
approaches precisely control the target sound field but produce less contrast.
Motivated by the limitations of the existing optimization methods, the central contribution of
this thesis is a proposed optimization cost function ‘planarity control’, which maximizes the
acoustic contrast between the zones while controlling sound field planarity by projecting the
target zone energy into a spatial domain. Planarity control is shown to achieve good contrast
and high target zone planarity over a large frequency range. The method also has potential for
reproducing stereophonic material in the context of sound zones.
The remaining contributions consider two further practical concerns. First, judicious choice
of the regularization parameter is shown to have a significant effect on the contrast, effort and
robustness. Second, attention is given to the problem of optimally positioning the loudspeakers
via a numerical framework and objective function.
The simulation and experimental results presented in this thesis represent a significant addition
to the literature and will influence the future choices of control methods, regularization and
loudspeaker placement for personal audio. Future systems may incorporate 3D rendering and
listener tracking.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The sound zone problem, using loudspeakers to deliver independent audio programme material
to a number of listeners sharing an acoustic space, is one with many conceivable real-world
applications. This thesis concerns the application and advancement of sound field reproduction
technology for achieving sound zones in real acoustic environments. In the following sections
the motivation, problem statement, and contributions are summarized, and the remainder of the
thesis is introduced.
1.1 Motivation
Audio-visual media can be accessed on a growing number of devices, and in an increasing
number of locations. For instance, a typical open plan living space might contain a television,
a stereo or surround sound audio system, and multiple laptops, tablet computers and smart-
phones. Similarly, a car might contain a navigation device and, for the passengers, built-in
games consoles and media players, in addition to the usual music player. In such situations,
the people sharing the space may wish to listen to the audio relating to their own device or
1
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task, without any interference from the other devices. Many other applications can be imag-
ined: passengers seated next to one another in an aircraft cabin may wish to access different
entertainment options; exhibits at a museum may benefit from localized audio; privacy could
be improved at bank machines and using mobile phones with focused sound. Consequently,
multiple listeners sharing a space are likely to require personalized sound streams, all of which
will compete if no control is applied. The presence of competing audio programmes has a
detrimental effect on the experience of each listener, who will consider the other audio to be
interference.
While headphones can be used to create isolated listening conditions, they carry a number of
disadvantages. Firstly, the isolation can significantly impede communication between listen-
ers. In an open plan living scenario in a domestic environment, the ability to communicate
with other family members or friends sharing the space may significantly improve the expe-
rience of consuming personal audio while sharing a room. Secondly, headphones isolate the
listener from the surrounding environment. In an automotive environment, headphones may
impair the driver’s ability to respond to their environment and cause increased fatigue [Nelson
and Nilsson, 1990]. Thirdly, for critical listening tasks, headphones have been found to be
uncomfortable [Bauer, 1965] and listeners have expressed a preference to sound reproduced
over loudspeakers [Toole, 1984]. Augmented-reality headphones, where ambient sounds are
mixed with the target sound content, may alleviate these effects to some degree, however the
delivery of personal audio in this way has not been investigated and the effects are unknown.
Loudspeaker systems operating at moderate levels allow normal conversation and relatively
good audibility of background sounds, while reducing fatigue.
It would therefore be ideal if each listener could have their own audio programme delivered
to them via loudspeakers, but in such a way that the interference corresponding to competing
audio programmes is minimized.
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1.2 Problem statement
The concept of sound zone reproduction, motivated above, can be further described by con-
sidering an example scenario. Figure 1.1 depicts a domestic living room environment, where
sound zones may benefit the lifestyle of the residents. In the diagram, two listening regions are
shown: zone A, where the listener may wish to listen to a radio programme or use a mobile
device without headphones; and zone B, where a number of listeners may wish to watch a
television programme or film. A number of loudspeakers in the room are used for sound zone
control, by filtering each audio programme such that the signals interfere in space to create the
desired sound zone effect. In principle, the loudspeakers may be placed arbitrarily in the room.
The zones themselves may be defined either geometrically, or by sampling the sound field
with virtual or physical microphones. These approaches will be elaborated in Section 2.1. In
the latter case, the zones are entirely defined by the positions of the microphones and their
assignment to be part of a certain zone. In either case, the size and position of a zone is
arbitrary.
The multi-zone problem can be separated in to the reproduction of a target zone (or bright
zone) for each listener, together with at least one cancellation region (or dark zone), which
corresponds to the location of the alternate listening region. The two-zone case depicted in
Fig. 1.1 is considered throughout the thesis, although in principle the problem scales to three or
more regions by placing multiple dark zones at the positions corresponding to all other bright
zones. Considering Fig. 1.1, the solution would be created by first designating zone A as the
bright zone and zone B as the dark zone. A set of filters can be calculated as such, which would
lead to programme A being at a lower level (ideally inaudible) across zone B. Similarly, a set of
filters can be calculated considering zone B as the bright zone and zone A as the dark zone. By
superposition of the two solutions (literally summing the filtered audio at each loudspeaker),
the sound zone effect can be achieved.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the sound zone concept, showing two regions marked A and B, where
listeners may wish to listen to independent audio programmes delivered over loudspeakers.
Accordingly, this thesis considers only the reproduction of a single bright zone and dark zone.
The bright zone requires creation of a region of constructive interference, and further require-
ments to control the spatial properties in the zone may also be imposed in order to better achieve
a satisfactory listening experience. The desirable properties of such a zone will be discussed in
depth in this thesis. For the dark zone, the loudspeaker array should reduce the sound pressure
by creating destructive interference. The success of sound zone reproduction fundamentally
depends on the acoustic contrast (sound pressure level difference between the zones, linked
to the perceived interference), and additional metrics of the control effort (power requirement,
linked to the robustness) and planarity (spatial energy distribution, linked to the localisation of
the programme material) are used to further discern among potential approaches.
Perceptual experiments by Druyvesteyn et al. [1994] found that the acoustic contrast should
be above 11 dB, with around 20 dB preferable. More recently, Francombe et al. [2012] found
that, for an entertainment scenario, 95% of inexperienced listeners required a separation of 31
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dB for the situation to be acceptable, while 95% of experienced listeners required 39 dB.
Druyvesteyn and Garas [1997] realized a personal audio system through a combination of ac-
tive noise control (at low frequencies), loudspeaker array processing (at mid frequencies) and
directional sound using the natural directivity of the loudspeakers (at high frequencies). For a
feasibility study, Druyvesteyn and Garas [1997] placed a loudspeaker array above the listening
zone at a distance of 0.5 m, comprising 21 loudspeakers driven in 7 groups, and additional
loudspeakers for active control were placed between the zones, 0.5 m from the dark zone. In
this manner, an acoustic contrast of 20.3–23.8 dB was achieved over the 250–4000 Hz octave
bands. Such a geometry would require extension to reproduce the sound to two zones, and it
may also be undesirable to have reproduction apparatus between the listening zones. In any
case, the concept of sound zone reproduction was demonstrated over a wide bandwidth. Array
optimization approaches can be used to create quiet regions at low frequencies and directive
sound at higher frequencies, given the appropriate configuration and design of the loudspeak-
ers. Therefore, this thesis focuses on sound zone reproduction using arrays of loudspeakers.
In the last decade, a number of techniques have been proposed that have the potential to su-
persede the system proposed above. For instance, Choi and Kim [2002] proposed an optimal
beamforming approach that maximizes the ratio of squared sound pressures between two re-
gions, and Poletti [2008] created sound zones with a plane wave target field. The former tech-
nique belongs to a category of ‘energy cancellation’ approaches where some function of the
squared pressures in the zones is optimized, and the latter is a multi-point sound field synthesis
approach [Spors et al., 2013], where the complex sound pressure field is specified across each
zone. Such techniques have not been thoroughly evaluated against one another in the literature,
nor have practical concerns such as robustness and the number and position of the loudspeakers
been completely explored.
This thesis, then, aims to advance future sound zone system design by answering the following
research questions:
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1. What are the performance characteristics of the state of the art approaches to sound zone
reproduction?
2. How can the existing approaches be improved upon?
3. How can a practical system be made robust to typical sources of noise and error?
4. How can the loudspeaker array geometry be optimally configured to realize the best
practical performance of a system with a limited number of loudspeakers?
1.3 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are best summarized in relation to the above research questions.
The comparative performance study of sound zone optimization approaches leads to the devel-
opment of the planarity control optimization cost function, which is the main contribution of
this thesis. Additional contributions relate to the practicality of sound zone systems by con-
sidering robustness and the number of loudspeakers required. In the following sections, the
detailed contributions relating to each research question are listed, and where the outcomes of
the work has been reported in the literature, citations are given.
1.3.1 Comparative performance of sound zone methods
There are many acoustical signal processing techniques with the potential for application to
sound zone reproduction. Yet, no comparison of methods under identical conditions has been
published to date, and the advantages and disadvantages of various approaches have not been
discussed in detail. Motivated by the insufficient depth of comparison between sound zone
methods in the literature, the first contributions of this thesis relate to the study designed and
conducted to understand the properties of the state of the art methods. The following contribu-
tions are demonstrated in this thesis:
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• Adoption of a novel evaluation metric ‘planarity,’ proposed by Jackson et al. [2013a]1
and also adopted in Coleman et al. [2014a]2 to analyze and expose the spatial properties
of sound fields without presupposing a precise target field, and give new insights into the
spatial performance of the methods.
• Implementation of the planarity metric in an experimental setup, confirming its ability to
discern between sound field types that correspond well to predictions made under ideal
conditions.
• Adoption of an ensemble of evaluation metrics designed to facilitate a fair and thorough
evaluation of the approaches [cf. Coleman et al., 2014a, 2013a; Olik et al., 2013a]3.
• Adoption of a simple yet novel regularization approach whereby the effort constraint is
adjusted to ensure both that the condition number of any matrix to be inverted is suitably
low, and that the control effort for reproduction falls below a suitable threshold. This
approach applied across each method implemented to ensure a physically relevant fair
comparison among methods.
• Simulation results to establish the characteristic performance of each evaluated method
under ideal conditions.
• Measurement and presentation of experimental results in a reflective room to validate
the conclusions drawn from simulated systems. This represents a valuable addition to
the literature, where results are often presented under simulated or anechoic conditions.
1The contributions of the author include conceptual input, as well as review based on experience using the
metric for sound zone evaluation. The latter contributions are extended in this thesis by means of experimental
validations of the planarity metric’s ability to discern between sound fields.
2Coleman et al. [2014a] is a peer-reviewed article based on work in Chapters 3 and 5, extended here with
additional line array simulation results and experimental results.
3The author contributed to the realization of the sound zone system described in Olik et al. [2013a].
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• Presentation of simulated and measured results to compare the effect of system size on
sound zone performance [cf. Coleman et al., 2014a].
1.3.2 Planarity control optimization
The comparative study highlights the excellent contrast and reasonable control effort available
when adopting an energy cancellation approach to sound zone reproduction, yet also high-
lights some undesirable spatial properties brought about by the lack of phase control attributed
to these methods. Motivated by this deficiency in the energy control approaches, which other-
wise lend themselves very well to sound zones, the planarity control optimization is the most
significant contribution of this thesis, and includes the following elements:
• Proposal of a novel cost function for sound zone optimization to improve the energy
distribution in the bright zone [Coleman et al., 2013b]4. The cost function includes a
term to project the sound pressures at the microphones into a spatial domain, together
with a term that specifies the range of angles from which energy may impinge on the
zone.
• Presentation of simulation results to validate the concept of the novel optimization ap-
proach, including analysis of the distribution of energy for planarity control with respect
to the other state of the art approaches.
• Measured performance results to validate the planarity control performance, and further
demonstrate the desirable properties of the method with respect to the state of the art.
• Measured performance results investigating the effect of designing the angular pass range
such that stereophonic programme material could be reproduced in the context of per-
sonal audio.
4Coleman et al. [2013b] is a peer-reviewed conference paper in which the cost function was first proposed.
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1.3.3 Robustness and regularization of sound zone systems
The first practical concern considered was the robustness to errors of the control methods. This
motivated a study of the relationship between regularization and the corresponding robustness
of sound zone systems. Contributions were made in terms of the approach of the study and its
scope:
• The approach of directly varying the regularization parameter. Regularization has been
considered in acoustical inverse problems for a number of years, but the relationship be-
tween reproduction error and acoustic contrast for the inverse techniques has not been
explored. In Coleman et al. [2013a], the performance using various algorithms to calcu-
late the regularization parameter was compared, but in this thesis the focus is placed on
the effects themselves rather than the derivation of the optimal parameter.
• Investigation of the regularization effect under ideal conditions [Coleman et al., 2014a,
2013a]5. These investigations exposed properties whereby an optimal regularization pa-
rameter was shown to exist for the sound zone methods.
• Investigation of robustness by perturbing the conditions in an anechoic environment
[Coleman et al., 2014a, 2013a]. Systematic errors were introduced to the positions of
the loudspeakers and the speed of sound, and array source weights were applied based
on the original conditions.
• Investigation into the regularization effect in a practical system by measuring the perfor-
mance achieved by directly varying the regularization parameter.
5The cited works are extended here with experimental results.
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1.3.4 Optimal selection of loudspeaker positions
The second element of practical implementation considered was the number and position of the
loudspeakers for sound zone reproduction. It would be desirable to use as few loudspeakers as
possible in a practical system. Related work has considered the positioning and orientation of
a pair of loudspeakers with respect to reflecting surfaces [Olik et al., 2013b]6. The following
contributions in this thesis relate to the loudspeaker selection problem:
• Application of a search based optimization to select loudspeakers for sound zone repro-
duction [cf. Coleman et al., 2012].
• Proposal of a novel objective function comprising terms relating to acoustic contrast,
robustness and reproduced sound field properties.
• Experimental results demonstrating the potential of the approach to optimally choose a
number of loudspeakers using a contrast-only objective function.
• Experimental results demonstrating the potential of the objective function terms relating
to effort, planarity and matrix condition number to influence the reproduced sound field
based on the positioning of 10 loudspeakers.
1.4 Organization of thesis
The above contributions are set out in this document as follows. Loudspeaker array processing
techniques and the necessary theoretical background from the literature are introduced and
reviewed in Chapter 2, focusing on practicability for real-world sound zone implementations.
6The author contributed to the software used for simulations in Olik et al. [2013b], and to the writing of the
paper itself.
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In Chapter 3, the evaluation criteria are considered and the primary metrics of acoustic contrast,
control effort and sound field planarity are described and motivated. Simulated and measured
results are then presented to demonstrate the performance characteristics of sound focusing,
energy cancellation and sound field synthesis approaches for sound zone reproduction.
A novel optimization cost function motivated by the results of the comparative study is in-
troduced in Chapter 4. The cost function is designed to combine the desirable aspects of the
existing control approaches: high acoustic contrast, low control effort and high sound field
planarity. This approach is investigated in computer simulations and validated with practi-
cal performance measurements, and is shown to compare favourably with the state of the art
methods.
Subsequent work presented in this thesis explores practical concerns by considering the ro-
bustness of a configuration of loudspeakers, and by proposing a method for optimally selecting
a number of loudspeakers. In Chapter 5, the effect of regularization on sound zone system
performance is explored. Novel simulation results, where the sound zone system is perturbed
between the calculation of sound zone filters and their application, are presented, and a regu-
larization approach is suggested. The effect of regularization on measurable performance in a
practical implementation is subsequently explored.
In Chapter 6, a novel optimization approach is used to select loudspeaker positions from a set
of candidate locations. Such an approach is useful for maximizing the performance of arrays,
especially when relatively few loudspeakers are available.
Chapter 7 contains the conclusions from this research and proposes further work arising from
this study.
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Chapter 2
Literature review and theory
The application of sound field control algorithms to reproduce personal audio spaces, or sound
zones, has been an active research topic for the acoustic signal processing community for
around two decades. Array signal processing techniques for sound zoning that appear in the
literature are generally derived from two approaches: sound field synthesis, where the entire
sound field controlled by the array can be specified, and beamforming, where the array instead
focuses the sound energy in a target direction and may also cancel the energy over a region.
In this chapter, the sound zone problem is first defined, based on the two zone scenario consid-
ered throughout this thesis. Acoustical and geometrical perspectives on the problem are given.
Then, each approach is introduced from the literature and the theory stated. The approaches
are discussed in relation to their suitability for sound zone applications in real rooms. Factors
of particular importance for this aim include the number and configuration of the loudspeakers
forming the loudspeaker array, the size of the sound zones created, and the suitability of the
methods to be adopted in a reflective listening room environment.
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2.1 Sound zone problem definition
For two-zone sound reproduction, audio programmes A and B are to be reproduced in zones
A and B, respectively. In the general case, the loudspeakers may be distributed arbitrarily
throughout the room. Similarly, arbitrary regions within the room can be designated as listening
zones. In the next sections, acoustical and geometrical definitions of a sound zone system are
discussed.
2.1.1 Acoustical description
The acoustical definition of the two sound zone system is based on the transfer functions be-
tween the loudspeakers and a number of microphones sampling the sound field. This definition
is depicted in Fig. 2.1, where L loudspeakers are arbitrarily distributed in the enclosure, to-
gether with NT control microphones and MT monitor microphones. The sets of microphones
are subdivided; NT = NA+NB; MT =MA+MB, with NA and MA microphones defined as occu-
pying zone A, and NB and MB microphones occupying zone B. The control microphones used
for calculating the sound zone filters (setup process) and the monitor microphones for assess-
ing performance (playback process) are kept spatially distinct in order to reduce possible bias
due to measurement of performance at the exact control positions. Thus, the evaluation met-
rics contain an inherent assessment of how well techniques calculated for discretized control
points affect the sound field elsewhere in the vicinity of those positions. With fixed microphone
positions, the independence of the control and monitor points increases with frequency.
The remaining area of the room is uncontrolled, as it is assumed that each listener inhabits a
zone. Although the zones considered in this thesis are fixed in position, a tracking system that
could ensure the listener was always within a controlled region is also conceivable. In practice,
it may be necessary to impose constraints on the uncontrolled space, such as a maximum sound
pressure level (SPL) to avoid excessive spill into the room. Such a constraint could be imposed
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Figure 2.1: An acoustically defined two zone system, with L loudspeakers and target zones A and
B comprising NA and NB control microphones and MA and MB monitor microphones, respectively.
For clarity, the dependence of the volume velocities, transfer functions and sound pressures on
frequency ω is removed from the notation.
under the acoustical definition by assigning further control microphones outside of the zones.
In this thesis, only monitor microphones are placed outside of the zones, and these are used to
render visualizations of the reproduced sound fields.
The acoustical description of the system can be written in terms of the volume velocities of the
loudspeakers, the pressures produced at the microphones, and the transfer functions between
the loudspeakers and the microphones.
Each of the loudspeakers produces a volume velocity, where that of the lth loudspeaker is de-
noted as ql(ω) and ω indicates frequency dependence. The velocities of all the loudspeakers
can be written in vector notation as a vector of source strengths q(ω)= [q1(ω),q2(ω), . . . ,qL(ω)]T .
The vector q(ω) defines the amplitudes and phases of the loudspeakers at a certain frequency,
and it is selection of an appropriate q(ω) that can produce the constructive and destructive in-
terference necessary to produce sound zones. At the nth control microphone, the contributions
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of the L loudspeakers sum to give the complex pressure
pn(ω) =
L
∑
l=1
Gnl(ω)ql(ω), (2.1)
where Gnl(ω) denotes the transfer function between the nth control microphone and the lth
loudspeaker. Similarly, the observed pressure at the mth monitor microphone due to the loud-
speaker array is
om(ω) =
L
∑
l=1
Ωml(ω)ql(ω), (2.2)
where Ωml(ω) denotes the transfer function between the mth monitor microphone and the lth
loudspeaker. The acoustical definition can be adopted in anechoic simulations by using an
analytical transfer function such as the free field Green’s function (see Eq. (3.9)), which de-
scribes the sound propagation between an ideal monopole source and a virtual microphone. For
practical implementations, a system can be defined acoustically by measuring the impulse re-
sponse between each loudspeaker and each microphone. As the impulse response incorporates
information about the room reflections as well as the direct sound propagation, this problem
definition is very useful for systems in reflective rooms.
The plant matrices for the system, describing the physical system that exists between the loud-
speakers and the microphones, can be populated with each of the transfer functions. For zone
A they are defined as
GA(ω) =

G11A (ω) · · · G1LA (ω)
...
. . .
...
GNA1A (ω) · · · GNALA (ω)
 , ΩA(ω) =

Ω11A (ω) · · · Ω1LA (ω)
...
. . .
...
ΩMA1A (ω) · · · ΩMALA (ω)
 , (2.3)
and for zone B
GB(ω) =

G11B (ω) · · · G1LB (ω)
...
. . .
...
GNB1B (ω) · · · GNBLB (ω)
 , ΩB(ω) =

Ω11B (ω) · · · Ω1LB (ω)
...
. . .
...
ΩMB1B (ω) · · · ΩMBLB (ω)
 . (2.4)
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The sound pressure vectors for each zone are defined as the sum of the sound radiated by each
loudspeaker through the acoustic system, and may be written as:
pA(ω) = GA(ω)q(ω) = [p
1
A(ω), p
2
A(ω), . . . , p
NA
A (ω)]
T
oA(ω) = ΩA(ω)q(ω) = [o
1
A(ω),o
2
A(ω), . . . ,o
MA
A (ω)]
T
pB(ω) = GB(ω)q(ω) = [p
1
B(ω), p
2
B(ω), . . . , p
NB
B (ω)]
T
oB(ω) = ΩB(ω)q(ω) = [o
1
B(ω),o
2
B(ω), . . . ,o
MB
B (ω)]
T . (2.5)
Multiple listening zones are achieved by the superposition of systems which aim to produce a
target region (bright zone) and a cancellation region (dark zone), and therefore the following
discussion of the literature will be restricted to such a ‘single-sided’ case, where zone A will be
considered to be the target (‘bright’) zone, and zone B the cancellation (‘dark’, ‘quiet’) zone.
2.1.2 Geometrical description
The sound zone problem can also be described geometrically. Such a description will prove
to be useful for representing the sound zones in terms of basis functions such as circular or
spherical harmonics (see Section 2.4.1). As an example of a geometrical description, consider
the 2D case where cylindrical sound zones are reproduced by a circular loudspeaker array of
line sources1. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. For the sound zone problem expressed
in such a geometry, it is convenient to convert to polar coordinates. Thus, the pressure at some
arbitrary point at a distance r and angle θ from the origin is denoted as p(r,θ ,ω). Similarly, the
loudspeaker at a certain position has a source weight of q(rc,θc,ω). The notation .
l introduced
above for the position of the lth loudspeaker is unnecessary for this geometry, assuming that
all of the loudspeakers are arranged around the same radius and that loudspeakers are not
1The dimensionality of sound zone reproduction problems will be treated in Section 2.4.1.
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Figure 2.2: Geometrical description of the sound zone system using a circular geometry and polar
coordinates [Modified from Wu and Abhayapala, 2011]. Two zones with origins at OA and OB,
located at (r(A0),θ (A0)) and (r(B0),θ (B0)) and radii R(A)z and R
(B)
z are to be reproduced by the circular
array of loudspeakers. The source weight of the loudspeaker at (rc,θc) is q(rc,θc,ω). The position
of an arbitrary observation point in zone A is (r,θ) with respect to the main coordinate system and
(R(A),Θ(A)) with respect to zone A. For clarity, not all quantities are shown for each zone.
coincident. The observation points are not made explicit, as the zones are continuous and fully
cover the space in the geometrical design.
2.2 Sound focusing approaches
One approach to sound zone reproduction is to use the array to direct a beam of sound to-
wards the listening zone, without attempting any cancellation. Beamforming based approaches
have seen significant advances in recent years. From the classical analytical approach of delay
and sum beamforming, optimal approaches based on constrained optimization of the sound
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pressure have emerged. In this section, sound focusing methods are introduced. Figure 2.3 il-
lustrates the sound focusing and energy cancellation approaches, with sound focusing depicted
in Figure 2.3a.
2.2.1 Delay and sum beamforming
The simplest strategy to focus sound is to delay each loudspeaker relative to its neighbours,
such that it compensates for the phase differences between loudspeakers and creates construc-
tive interference in the desired direction (towards the target zone). In fact, beamforming ap-
proaches have been primarily developed for sensor array processing, over a diverse range of
applications including RADAR, source localization and biomedical imaging. Van Veen and
Buckley [1988] provide an overview of such spatial filtering techniques including data inde-
pendent, statistically optimum, adaptive, and partially adaptive beamforming. Although these
are applied to sensor arrays, the techniques can by reciprocity be applied to loudspeaker ar-
rays. In particular, the delay and sum beamformer (DSB) is notable for its simplicity and it is
also commonly regarded as a baseline for beamforming performance. For instance, Wen et al.
[2005] use the DSB as a lower bound for personal sound performance, and it is regarded as the
foundation for super-directional beamforming approaches [Mabande and Kellermann, 2007].
In the DSB, the source signal is passed to each loudspeaker, and the vector of filter weights is
given by
q(ω) =
[
e jωτ1 ,e jωτ2 , . . . ,e jωτL
]T
, (2.6)
where τ1,τ2, . . . ,τL are the time delays applied to the sources, calculated by
τl =
rmax− rl
c
; l = 1,2, . . . ,L, (2.7)
where rmax = max{rl}, rl is the distance between the lth loudspeaker and the reference point
(in practice, a single control microphone in the bright zone), and c is the speed of sound.
Typically, the DSB is specified by means of far-field distances, represented by a planar sound
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Figure 2.3: Concept of (a) sound focusing and (b) energy cancellation approaches. The red shading
indicates a sound beam and the blue shading indicates a region of destructive interference. In (a),
the distances rl between each loudspeaker and a single control point in the bright zone are indicated.
field across the zone. If the zone is in the near-field of the array, then interference may affect the
uniformity of the sound distribution. Various alternative broadband beamforming techniques
have also been adopted, for instance the filter-and-sum beamformer [Doclo and Moonen, 2003].
Classical beamforming has some advantageous properties: the filters are easy to calculate, short
and simple (leading to good sound quality), and robust to noise. However, the performance
of such beamformers for sound zone reproduction is limited by their reliance on analytically
defined source and sensor geometry and estimates of the speed of sound, and in that they do
not attempt to cancel the sound pressure at the dark zone.
2.2.2 Brightness control
Choi and Kim [2002] proposed two constrained optimization cost functions pertaining to sound
zones, an optimized beamformer ‘brightness control’ for focusing the energy in a particular
direction, and ‘acoustic contrast control’ achieving suppression in the dark zone in addition to
the sound focusing effect. The latter method will be introduced in Section 2.3.1.
Brightness control (BC) represents an optimal beamforming approach to producing sound
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zones, where constructive interference is sought but no cancellation is attempted. BC extends
the DSB approach by using the plant matrix between the loudspeakers and microphones for
the calculation of the source weights. This means that interactions between the array and the
room, as well as any differences between the drivers in the array, can be taken into account.
Two useful physical quantities A and Q related to the sound pressure level in the bright zone
and the control effort may be introduced for the discussion of the BC theory:
A = MA|pr|2×10 TA/10 (2.8)
Q = |qr|2×10 E/10, (2.9)
where pr = 20 µPa is the threshold of hearing, TA is the spatially averaged sound pressure
level in zone A, expressed in decibels, and qr is a reference volume velocity used to calculate
the control effort E, also expressed in decibels. The control effort will be formally introduced
in Eq. (3.3). A and Q will be used as constraints on optimizations introduced throughout this
chapter.
The BC cost function is written as a constrained optimization problem (for a single frequency
and omitting the frequency dependence for clarity), maximizing the pressure in bright zone
A with the solution constrained to a fixed sum of squared source weights Q [Choi and Kim,
2002]:
JBC = p
H
A pA−λ (qHq−Q), (2.10)
where the superscript H denotes the Hermitian matrix transpose, and λ is a Lagrange multiplier.
The point that maximizes the cost function can be found by taking the partial derivatives of JBC
with respect to q and λ respectively and setting to zero,
∂JBC
∂q
= 2
[
GHA GAq−λq
]
= 0 (2.11)
∂JBC
∂λ
= qHq−Q = 0. (2.12)
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Equation (2.11) describes an eigenvalue problem, and the optimal source weight vector q is
proportional to the eigenvector qˆ corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of GHA GA. Equa-
tion (2.12) is used to enforce the effort constraint Q, and introducing a normalization constant
a, the Lagrange multiplier can be written as [Choi and Kim, 2002]:
λ =
pHA pA
qHq
=
a2qˆHGHA GAqˆ
a2qˆH qˆ
, (2.13)
where q = aqˆ. Thus, BC maximizes the SPL in the bright zone for a certain input power.
Adjusting a, one can set either the effort or the brightness (i.e., the target SPL in the bright
zone).
Although the BC is classified alongside the DSB as a sound focusing approach, it has some
advantageous properties. Firstly, it expands the reference point into a region. Mathematically,
it creates the maximum gain in this target region, for a certain input energy. Secondly, the fil-
ters may be calculated based on measured transfer functions. This means that the optimization
is able to use the room reflections to contribute to the creation of the region of constructive
interference. On the other hand, this means that prior knowledge of the room is needed for
a successful implementation. In terms of sound quality, BC may give slightly inferior perfor-
mance to the DSB, as the eigenvalue decomposition is likely to result in more complex filter
coefficients than simple time delays. However, the larger concern for both methods is the
level of interference that would still be audible when two programme items are simultaneously
replayed.
2.3 Energy cancellation approaches
Derived from the beamforming approach of focusing sound by manipulating the directivity of
a loudspeaker array, energy cancellation approaches optimize the sound field to create cancel-
lation regions in addition to focusing the sound energy towards a target point or region. When
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Figure 2.4: Concept of applying energy cancellation techniques for super-directive beamforming.
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Figure 2.5: Concept of the formulations of acoustic contrast control. The geometry in (a) may be
adopted to minimise the overall sound energy in the room with respect to a single bright zone, and
that in (b) may be adopted for the multiple sound zone situation.
the sources are clustered, energy cancellation approaches exhibit the characteristics of a super-
directive beamformer, and for arbitrary array geometries, the behaviour tends from this towards
the creation of smaller points of cancellation around the control microphones. The concept of
an energy cancellation approach is shown in Figure 2.3b, and application of energy cancellation
for super-directive line array beamforming is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The energy cancellation
approaches are reviewed in the following sections.
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2.3.1 Acoustic contrast control
Choi and Kim [2002] proposed acoustic contrast control (ACC), which uses a constrained
optimization approach to maximize the ratio of squared sound pressures between a bright zone
and the rest of the control volume. Two formulations of ACC, depicted in Fig. 2.5, have been
used. In the original article, the control points are all found within the listening zones A and B,
but zone B is expanded to limit the overall sound pressure in the room with respect to the target
zone. This situation is illustrated in Figure 2.5a. The cost function, with the combined sum
of squared pressures in both zones constrained to be equal to T = (MA +MB)|pr|2× 10 TT /10,
where TT is the target spatially averaged sound pressure level across both zones in decibels,
can be written as:
JACCa = p
H
A pA−µ(pHA pA+pHB pB−T ), (2.14)
where µ is a Lagrange multiplier. Choi and Kim show that by taking the derivatives with
respect to q and µ the solution of this cost function is equivalent to maximising the ratio
µ =
pHA pA
pHA pA+p
H
B pB
=
qHGHA GAq
qH(GHA GA+G
H
B GB)q
. (2.15)
Equation (2.15) clarifies that the effect of the cost function JACCa is to ensure that as much as
possible of the sound pressure T across the control region is localized to zone A. The method
therefore exhibits clear potential for the sound zone application. As for BC (Eq. (2.11)), the
derivative ∂JACCa/∂q leads to an eigenvalue problem,
µq = (GHA GA+G
H
B GB)
−1
(GHA GA)q, (2.16)
and the solution is proportional to the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of
[(GHA GA+G
H
B GB)
−1
(GHA GA)], with the eventual solution being scaled to satisfy the constraint
T = pHA pA+p
H
B pB, which is obtained by taking the derivative ∂JACCa/∂µ . It is noteworthy that
in the form presented, ACC does not include any power constraint on the source weights, and
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furthermore the solution requires the inversion of an unregularized matrix which may be ill-
conditioned, for instance when the microphone spacing is small compared to the wavelength.
Many later implementations [e.g. Elliot and Jones, 2006; Cheer et al., 2013b] adopted an alter-
native formulation of ACC, where the bright zone pressure is not included in the denominator
of Eq. (2.15). Therefore, instead of maximizing the proportion of the total sound pressure re-
produced in zone A, the proportion of sound pressures between discrete zones is maximized,
corresponding to the situation illustrated in Figure 2.5b. The cost function from Eq. (2.14) is
slightly simplified, and becomes
JACCb = p
H
A pA−µ(pHB pB−B), (2.17)
where B = MB|pr|2× 10 TB/10 is a constraint on the sum of squared pressures in dark zone B,
and TB is the corresponding spatially averaged dark zone pressure in decibels. If the derivatives
with respect to q and µ are again taken, the corresponding ratio that is maximized is
µ =
pHA pA
pHB pB
=
qHGHA GAq
qHGHB GBq
, (2.18)
and the source weights can be found as above by finding the eigenvector corresponding to the
maximum eigenvalue of [(GHB GB)
−1
(GHA GA)] and scaling such that B = p
H
B pB. As for JACCa,
there is no power constraint on the solution.
The formulations of ACC described above and depicted in Fig. 2.5 are both useful for max-
imizing the contrast between the bright zone and the dark zone. The formulation adopted
depends on whether the designer wishes the optimization to produce acoustic contrast based
on the overall sound pressure level in the room, suitable for the case where the dark zone sur-
rounds the bright zone, or whether instead the sound pressure level in one of the zones should
be constrained. The latter approach is adopted here in order to achieve the maximum contrast
between spatially separated zones.
In order to ensure that the loudspeakers were not required to produce very large volume ve-
locities, and that numerical analysis was robust to errors, Elliott et al. [2012] considered the
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problem of regularization for ACC, first exploring the direct addition of a power constraint to
Eq. (2.17):
JACCc = p
H
A pA−µ(pHB pB−B)−λ (qHq−Q), (2.19)
which can be solved by as above treating ∂JACCc/∂µ as an eigenvalue problem,
µq = (GHB GB)
−1(GHA GA+λ I)q, (2.20)
where I is the identity matrix, and meeting the additional constraints imposed by taking the
derivatives with respect to µ and λ and setting them to zero,
pHB pB = B; q
Hq = Q. (2.21)
However, the solution in this case still involves the unregularized inversion of GHB GB. Elliott
et al. [2012] therefore employ a so-called ‘indirect formulation’ where the cost function is
written as a minimization of the pressure in the dark zone, constrained by A and Q:
JACC = p
H
B pB+µ(p
H
A pA−A)+λ (qHq−Q). (2.22)
The derivation of source weights, stated concisely above for the alternate versions of ACC, will
be shown fully here, as Eq. (2.22) has been used for the implementations of ACC in this thesis.
The solution that maximizes Eq. (2.22) can be found by taking the derivatives with respect to
q, and both Lagrange multipliers µ and λ :
∂JACC
∂q
= 2
[
GHB GBq+µG
H
A GAq+λq
]
= 0 (2.23)
∂JACC
∂µ
= pHA pA−A = 0 (2.24)
∂JACC
∂λ
= qHq−Q = 0. (2.25)
As before, Eq. (2.23) can be rearranged as an eigenvalue problem:
µq =−(GHA GA)−1(GHB GB+λ I)q, (2.26)
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from which the global minimum of JACC is seen to be proportional to the eigenvector corre-
sponding to the minimum eigenvalue of [(GHA GA)
−1
(GHB GB +λ I)]. Elliott et al. [2012] show
that this is equivalent to taking the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of
[(GHB GB+λ I)
−1
(GHA GA)]. Therefore, the Lagrange multiplier λ acts as regularization both by
transforming the control effort into increased bright zone energy and by improving the numer-
ical conditioning of the inversion of GHB GB. As for BC, the prototype source weight vector
(found by the eigenvalue decomposition) can be denoted as qˆ, and a constant a, where q = aqˆ,
can be introduced for scaling.
To practically enforce both constraints (Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25)), the following procedure is
followed. The constraint that A = pHA pA is first enforced by setting a with λ = 0. The second
Lagrange multiplier λ is then chosen iteratively such that the constraint on qHq is satisfied.
If Q > qHq when λ = 0, the constraint is not active. Otherwise, λ is determined numerically
using a gradient descent search such that qHq≤ Q, with the constraint on A being met at each
step.
Although ACC has primarily been investigated through frequency domain simulations and
measurements, a time-domain formulation has been proposed by Elliott and Cheer [2011] and
investigated by Cai et al. [2013]. The real-time implementation in an anechoic chamber was
shown to improve the quality of the audio reproduced via acoustic contrast control due to the
usage of shorter filters.
Contrast control has been the foundation of much subsequent sound zone attention, and in
particular a number of practical realizations have been reported. These fall broadly into four
categories now described: active aircraft headrests, super-directive line arrays, personal audio
for mobile phones, and personal sound zones in car cabins.
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Active headrest
The first published practical implementation of ACC was for the application of personal au-
dio for aircraft passengers. Here, the aim of the control was to deliver sound to a passenger
without disturbing passengers in the adjacent seats. Elliot and Jones [2006] applied ACC us-
ing up to three sources, which for comparison with feedforward active control were denoted
as one primary and two secondary (active control will be briefly discussed in Section 2.5.1).
Two measurement positions were defined near each ear position of two listeners, giving a to-
tal of 8 microphone locations. The initial approach was to use a secondary source near each
ear of the listener seated in the dark zone, to cancel the sound radiating from the adjacent
seat. Free field simulations found that ACC was effective as a strategy for such cancellation,
but that the zones of quiet were small (highly localized around the control points), especially
at higher frequencies, and likely to be unstable in the event of head movements. Therefore,
the strategy was modified to use just two sources, with the primary and secondary sources
mounted back to back. The latter approach was developed through free field simulations, ane-
choic measurements and measurements in a small room using a real-time implementation, and
gave improvements in the spatial extent of the contrast, particularly at high frequencies. Using
this approach, analysis of the sound pressure distribution across the microphone positions re-
vealed that ACC essentially focused on minimizing the sound pressure at a single point in the
dark zone. Therefore, an active control strategy using the same point as the error microphone
position was used for comparison. In the sound zone case considered in e.g. Figure 2.5b, the
zones are much larger and the primary source may not be in such close proximity to the bright
zone, making this strategy less useful. Additionally, in attempting to create a cancellation re-
gion at four microphones using only two sources, the array does not have sufficient freedom to
improve the cancellation at each point, so the cancellation at each point is compromised.
Elliot and Jones found that the agreement between the measured performance and the free field
simulations was very good, particularly at lower frequencies. In the anechoic chamber, the
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active control strategy was comparable with ACC, with ACC giving a marginally better perfor-
mance at some frequencies. In the real-time implementation of the active control strategy in a
small room, ACC was outperformed. However, the implementation of ACC was unregularized,
and the application of anechoic weights in a reflective environment may have degraded the per-
formance. On the latter point. even though the authors noted that the direct sound dominated
the measurements, the unregularized sensitivity of ACC to room reflections and mismatched
conditions may have affected the measured performance. These issues have been investigated
in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Jones and Elliott [2008] extended the work to include multiple dark zones, i.e. to reduce the
sound leakage to all the surrounding seats rather than just the one next to the target zone. Again,
three loudspeakers were used, this time to control a bright zone defined by four microphones
and two dark zones, each defined by a further four microphones. Jones and Elliott introduced
a new optimization cost function, sound power minimization, which minimizes the total sound
pressure at all microphones, subject to maintaining a target pressure in the bright zone. The
cost function to be minimized is
JSPM =
1
2
qHℜ{Gq}q+µ(pHA pA−A), (2.27)
where Gq is a L× L matrix defining the transfer functions between each source and each
other source, and 12 q
Hℜ{Gq}q is the sound power. Similarly to BC (Eqs. (2.10) to (2.12)),
the solution is proportional to the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of
2[ℜ{Gq}]−1GHA GA. The sound power minimization formulation follows from the geometry
where there are few control sources, in the near-field of the target zone, surrounded by dark
zones. In fact, with such a geometry in an anechoic room, the ACC solution will converge to
the power minimization as there is no other way to maximize the acoustic contrast between the
zones. However, the method is really more similar to BC in its formulation in that it does not
consider the cancellation in the dark zones as a component in the optimization.
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Line arrays
A number of line array implementations of ACC have been developed. These are mainly fo-
cused on the problem of maximizing the directivity of the array. Choi et al. [2008] investigated
ACC applied for this purpose under free field conditions, also considering regularization of
the solution by introducing a hybrid cost function containing ACC and BC terms to limit the
total output power. In this study, a weighting matrix for determining the energy assigned to
each point in the bright or dark zones was also introduced in order to compensate for the un-
even pressure distributions brought about by the lack of phase control for the method. Chang
et al. [2009a] and Chang et al. [2009b] applied ACC to a line array of sources mounted on a
computer monitor, considering the situation where computer users are seated in a row with a
requirement for personal audio. Such a situation might be encountered in a shared comput-
ing space, for instance. Acoustic contrast measurements are reported, with the latter article
addressing the issue of head scattering when a listener is present in the target zone. This led
to a modified target zone geometry which was split to avoid a peak of sound energy directed
towards the centre of the listener’s head, which acts as the scatterer. The approach was shown
to improve performance when a listener occupied the bright zone, and was more recently ex-
tended by Park et al. [2010] to include independent zones around each ear of a listener, thereby
delivering a stereo signal in the context of a personal audio system. The scattering effect has
been shown in Olsen and Møller [2013] to degrade the measurable contrast under anechoic
conditions, with especially severe degradation for ACC compared to a synthesized plane wave
target field. Choi et al. [2010] considered the effects of the array configuration on robustness,
leading to a clustering of the array edge sources for improved robustness. Parameters for line
array beamforming using ACC have also been investigated by Wu and Too [2012].
For line array beamforming, the use of simulations or measurements conducted in an anechoic
environment, means that rear radiation from the array does not affect the achieved acoustic
contrast. This may make adoption of the array difficult in a real room, as reflections from the
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walls behind and opposite the array may be to the detriment of the achieved contrast. In order
to reduce the impact of this issue, Simo´n Ga´lvez et al. [2012] used a phase-shift loudspeaker
array, with the application of improving speech intelligibility for hearing-impaired listeners
watching television. Such an array consists of a number of loudspeakers mounted back to back
in a single enclosure. The physical coupling of the loudspeakers, together with active control
of the rear facing loudspeaker, can significantly reduce the rear radiation of the array. The
array design was verified in an anechoic room, and was later extended for reflective rooms by
Simo´n Ga´lvez and Elliott [2013] by using four such line arrays stacked on top of one another
to reduce the impact of floor and ceiling reflections.
Mobile devices
The application of a loudspeaker array mounted above a screen can naturally be extended
to smaller devices, such as mobile phones and tablet computers. Here, people may wish to
consume media or use the speakerphone without causing undue disturbance to those around.
Unlike the computer monitor, however, there are limitations on the array size and power re-
quirements imposed by the mobile devices. Elliott et al. [2010] investigated the application of
ACC for hand held personal audio devices, considering two back-to-back mounted loudspeak-
ers, and arrived at a similar solution to Jones and Elliott [2008] for minimizing the dark zone in
all directions apart from a single bright zone point. Cheer et al. [2013a] extended the geometry
considered to 3D, also extending the bright zone to multiple points, and considered the effects
of the mobile device baffle on the reproduced acoustic contrast.
Car cabins
One further application for the adoption of sound zones is within the cabin of a car. In this
situation, the listening positions are relatively well known, although the acoustics present sig-
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nificant difficulties compared to the anechoic conditions under which ACC has mostly been im-
plemented. Recent work has investigated the realization of ACC in a car. Cheer et al. [2013b],
compared ACC and least-squares approaches (cf. Section 2.4.2) to make front and rear sound
zones using the installed car audio array of 4 loudspeakers at low frequencies below 200 Hz
and arrays of phase-shift loudspeakers mounted on the headrests at the remaining frequencies
up to 10 kHz [see also Cheer, 2012; Cheer and Elliott, 2013b,a].
2.3.2 Acoustic energy difference maximization
Although ACC has been widely adopted, care must be taken to apply correct regularization
due to the inversion of the often ill-conditioned matrix GHB GB. Motivated by this, an alternative
cancellation method known as acoustic energy difference maximization (AEDM) was proposed
by Shin et al. [2010] with a modified cost function negating the need for matrix inversion. The
cost function
JAEDM = p
H
A pA−ζpHB pB−λ (qHq−Q) (2.28)
maximizes the difference between the squared pressures in the target zone and the dark zone,
with the familiar power constraint. After the partial differentiation, as above, the solution can be
found by forming an eigenvalue problem, and the optimal q is proportional to the eigenvector
corresponding to the maximum eigenvector of [GHA GA−ζGHB GB]. The real valued constant ζ
represents a weighting parameter that can be used to adjust the behaviour of the cost function.
For ζ = 0, the cost function in Eq. (2.28) becomes identical to Eq. (2.10) for BC and the cost
function behaves as a beamformer. For increasing ζ , the cost function focuses on minimizing
the squared pressure in the dark zone.
If the lower bound of contrast performance for AEDM is given by BC (Eq. (2.10)), the upper
bound of performance can be given by ACC. Elliott et al. [2012] note that the AEDM cost
function Eq. (2.28) only differs from Eq. (2.19) in that the parameter ζ is a constant, rather
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than a Lagrange multiplier. Therefore, the eigenvalue problem must be formulated around λ .
This has two implications. Firstly, if ζ = µ (Eq. (2.19)), the performance of AEDM and ACC
will be equivalent. Secondly, it means that the maximum eigenvector of [GHA GA−ζGHB GB] is
independent of the control effort constraint Q and therefore the solution must be further scaled
to satisfy this constraint. Furthermore, ζ has limited physical interpretation and in order to
select the best value a further optimization may be necessary [Elliott et al., 2012].
Shin et al. presented results validating the method by measuring the sound pressures when
pure tones at 100, 200 and 300 Hz were filtered and applied to the loudspeakers. A 10 element
circular array and 40 element spherical array are both used, in an anechoic chamber, and the
results are compared with ACC. The published results are given as the spatially averaged sound
pressure levels in each zone, and on calculating the contrast value, the reader notes that AEDM
has zone separation between 2.2 and 23.3 dB. In each case, AEDM outperforms the acoustic
contrast score. However, the cost functions do not compare exactly the same situation; the
ACC cost function in Eq. (2.14) is adopted which is both unregularized and corresponds to the
geometry in Figure 2.5a, where AEDM corresponds to the geometry in Figure 2.5b.
AEDM has not been widely adopted in subsequent sound zone implementations, although Shin
et al. [2012] used it to measure the directivity performance of a line array comprising two layers
of 8 loudspeakers mounted back to back. The method was found to create narrower directivity
than a least-squares optimization approach, but was not compared directly against an ACC
implementation.
2.4 Sound field synthesis approaches
Sound field synthesis (SFS) describes an approach to sound field reproduction whereby a de-
sired field is defined and source weights are derived in order to best reproduce the desired field.
Wu and Abhayapala [2011] categorize four approaches for spatial sound field reproduction,
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namely:
• Ambisonics [e.g. Gerzon, 1973; Ahrens, 2012]
• Spherical harmonics based systems [e.g. Ward and Abhayapala, 2001; Poletti, 2005]
• Wave field synthesis [e.g. Berkhout et al., 1993; Spors et al., 2008]
• Least squares techniques [e.g Kirkeby and Nelson, 1993; Poletti, 2007]
These methods were primarily developed in order to advance spatial audio reproduction from
stereophony towards the situation where any auditory scene could be created for a listener.
Spors et al. [2013] provide a thorough overview of the development of spatial audio technolo-
gies through to the present day. In order to use SFS methods for sound zone reproduction,
a description of the sound field is required that allows for the specification of a desired field
where the sound pressure can also be attenuated over a particular region.
In the list of approaches given above, the first three can be considered as analytical, and the
last, while governed by the same physical limitations, as a direct optimization. In the follow-
ing sections, these two broad approaches (analytical and optimization) will be outlined and
considered for their application to the sound zone problem considered in this thesis.
2.4.1 Analytical approaches
There is a rich selection of literature relating to sound field reproduction. Further to Wu and
Abhayapala’s list of approaches (above), the analytical approaches useful for sound zones may
be more simply categorized as belonging either to wave field synthesis (WFS) or higher order
ambisonics (HOA) [Ahrens, 2012, p. 13]. Ambisonics, defined in the traditional sense, is
excluded as it uses only the 0th and 1st order spherical harmonics and although it only requires
a few loudspeakers, the sound field is reproduced only at small single region in space. For
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zones of increased spatial extent, higher orders of spherical harmonic expansion are required
[Spors and Ahrens, 2008a]. The HOA approach is closely related to the spherical harmonics
based approach in that they both fundamentally rely on an expansion of the sound field into
orthogonal basis functions. However, the HOA involves finding an explicit solution to the
Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral, whereas other numerical solutions can be used for spherical-
harmonics based representations, for example the least-squares mode matching used by Ward
and Abhayapala [2001].
With a number of reproduction techniques available, the key requirement for sound zone repro-
duction using analytical methods is the definition of a single desired sound field from the multi-
ple zone definitions (location, level and target field) specified for multi-zone reproduction. Wu
and Abhayapala [2011] developed an analytical approach to this mapping based on the trans-
lation of sound field coefficients from several zones into a single set of coefficients, employing
circular arrays of line sources in 2D [see also Abhayapala and Wu, 2009; Wu and Abhayapala,
2010]. Jacobsen et al. [2011] adopted the same approach in 2.5D (using point sources). The
resultant desired field can be reproduced by any of the methods described above [Wu and Ab-
hayapala, 2011]. Therefore, the WFS and HOA approaches will be briefly described in order
to provide the fundamental basis for the explanation of the coefficient translation approach,
which follows.
Physical fundamentals of sound field reproduction
Sound zone reproduction via SFS requires finding a solution to the interior reproduction prob-
lem, illustrated in Fig. 2.6. Both sound zones are to be located in the volume V , in which there
are no sources. The pressure at a certain point x and for a certain angular frequency ω = 2pi f
is indicated by p(x,ω). The position of a certain point on the surface ∂V is defined as x0, and
the inward pointing surface normal at x0 is indicated by n.
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Figure 2.6: Concept of the interior reproduction problem. The source free reproduction volume
V is enclosed by the boundary ∂V , around which the loudspeakers are positioned. The pressure
p(x,ω) at an arbitrary observation point x, Green’s function G(x|x0,ω) between a source on ∂V
and x, and the inward pointing surface normal n are also shown.
All SFS approaches are governed by the same underlying physical constraint, namely that in
order to be physically realizable, the sound field in the volume of interest must satisfy the scalar
wave equation [Williams, 1999, p. 15]
∇2 p(x, t)− 1
c2
∂ 2 p(x, t)
∂ t2
= 0. (2.29)
The zero on the right hand side of Eq. (2.29) indicates the absence of sources in V . The
Laplacian ∇2 is a scalar differential operator representing the gradient ∇ applied twice, and
can be expressed in terms of the desired coordinate system [see Ahrens, 2012, pp. 23-29].
Assuming steady state conditions, and taking the Fourier transform of the wave equation, yields
the Helmholtz equation [Williams, 1999, p. 18]
∇2 p(x,ω)+ k2 p(x,ω) = 0, (2.30)
where the wavenumber k = ω/c. Every SFS approach is governed by the solutions to the
Helmholtz equation. The Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral represents solutions of the Helmholtz
equation with inhomogenous boundary conditions [Ahrens, 2012, p. 53], meaning that the
pressure around ∂V is not assumed to be stationary, and is an important result for deriving
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the source weights for WFS and HOA. The Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral can be written as
[Williams, 1999, p. 257]
a(x)p(x,ω) =−
∮
∂V
(
G(x|x0,ω)
∂
∂n
p(x0,ω)− p(x0,ω)
∂
∂n
G(x|x0,ω)
)
dA(x0), (2.31)
where dA(x0) is an infinitesimal surface element of ∂V , with
a(x)

1 if x ∈V
1
2 if x ∈ ∂V
0 otherwise.
(2.32)
Under free field conditions, the 2D (line source) or 3D (point source) free-field Green’s func-
tions may be used for G(x|x0,ω) depending on the dimensionality of the problem considered
[Spors et al., 2013]2. Equation (2.31) states that the sound field at any point x ∈V is uniquely
determined by the sound pressure and inward facing sound pressure gradient on the boundary
∂V . Theoretically, then, an infinite distribution of monopole and dipole sources around ∂V
would allow reconstruction of any arbitrary sound field within V , including regions with zero
sound pressure to create dark zones.
In practice, two modifications must be made in order to derive the loudspeaker weights. Firstly,
note that Eq. (2.31), by means of the position dependent coefficient a(x) defines the whole
sound field including the infinite region outside of the volume of interest, which is zero3. This
means that control of either the sound pressure or sound pressure gradient around ∂V is ad-
equate to reproduce the sound field in V [Williams, 1999, p.272]. Usually, a so-called single
layer potential of monopoles is used, as these are simpler and represent real loudspeakers rel-
atively well [Spors and Ahrens, 2008a]. The sound pressure produced within V by the con-
2The application of the 3D Green’s function to circular array configurations creates a dimensionality mismatch
and is referred to as 2.5D. Such synthesis suffers from artefacts including amplitude deviations [Spors et al., 2013].
3The equivalent formulation of Eq. (2.31) can be made for the exterior problem, where the loudspeakers pro-
duce the sound field outside of V and the pressure within V is zero [see Williams, 1999, pp. 260-262].
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of WFS and HOA solutions with respect to the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz
integral [Reproduced from Spors and Ahrens, 2008b].
tinuous layer of monopoles can be written in terms of the source weights of the monopoles as
[Spors and Ahrens, 2008a]
p(x,ω) =−
∮
∂V
G(x|x0,ω)q(x0,ω)dA(x0), (2.33)
and the problem for the SFS to solve is to select q(x0,ω) for each position x0. In this case, the
wave field outside of V will no longer be zero. For the second modification, the assumption
of a continuous layer of monopole sources must be violated as in practice a finite number of
sources with non-infinitessimal dimensions must be used.
The differences between HOA and WFS follow from their differing formulations with respect
to the elimination of the dipole layer (leading to the selection of q(x0,ω)) and the discretization
of the loudspeakers. In particular, the latter aspect leads to spatial aliasing effects, where the
loudspeakers are not closely enough spaced to reproduce a physically accurate sound field.
Figure 2.7 shows the conceptual differences between the two approaches, which are briefly
expanded upon in the following subsections.
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Higher order ambisonics
As indicated by Fig. 2.7, the HOA derived source weights depend on the explicit solution
of Eq. (2.33), which is a compact Fredholm operator of zero index. A solution is given by
expanding each element of Eq. (2.33) into a series of orthogonal basis functions [Spors et al.,
2013]. The source weights can be expressed as [Ahrens, 2012, pp. 58-61]
q(x0,ω) =
Nm
∑
n=1
q˜n(ω)ψn(x), (2.34)
where ψn(x) are the orthogonal basis functions, Nm is the order of the expansion, and the
projection of the source weights on to the basis functions is
q˜n(ω) =
p˜n(ω)
anG˜n(ω)
, (2.35)
with p˜n(ω) representing the expansion of the (desired) sound field, G˜n(ω) are the eigenvalues
of the Fredholm operator and an is a normalization constant [Ahrens, 2012, pp. 58-61]. The
comparison of modes in Eq. (2.35) is also referred to as mode matching.
Equation (2.34) can in theory be solved for an arbitrary distribution of sources around the
boundary ∂V . In practice, analytical basis functions are only available for special geometries,
and depending on the dimensionality, circular or spherical harmonics are usually adopted, re-
stricting the loudspeakers to be arranged as circular or spherical arrays. The discretization of
source weights in HOA means that above a certain frequency, the effect of spatial aliasing is
to reduce the size of the zone of accurate reproduction to be smaller than the entire volume V .
The HOA solution uses all available sources and is termed as a global solution.
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Wave field synthesis
The WFS approach is usually defined in terms of Rayleigh’s first integral [Williams, 1999, p.
36],
p(x,ω) =−
∮
∂V
2
∂
∂n
p(x0,ω)G(x|x0,ω)dA(x0), (2.36)
which states that the sound pressure pressure in one half-space (the ‘target’ half-space) can be
specified by a continuous distribution of monopole sources along an infinite planar boundary.
Equation (2.36) can be related to the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral (Eq. (2.31)), as implied by
Fig. 2.7, by applying Neumann boundary conditions to the Green’s function,
GN(x|x0,ω)
∣∣∣
x0∈∂V
= 2G0(x|x0,ω), (2.37)
where the subscripts 0 and N denote free field and Neumann Green’s functions, respectively,
and substituting G(x|x0,ω) = GN(x|x0,ω) in Eq. (2.31) [Spors and Ahrens, 2008a]. The the-
oretical basis for WFS thus holds only for a planar boundary, although it is generally assumed
that a bent surface can be approximated as a series of planar ones [Spors et al., 2013; Spors
and Ahrens, 2008a]. One result of this assumption is that in WFS, sources whose normal n is
not coincident with the propagation direction of the desired wave field, are often switched off
[Spors and Ahrens, 2008a]. Therefore, a window function w(x0) is introduced into Eq. (2.36),
p(x,ω) =−
∮
∂V
2w(x0)
∂
∂n
p(x0,ω)G(x|x0,ω)dA(x0), (2.38)
and the source weights, which can be simply derived by comparing Eqs. (2.33) and (2.38), are
given as
q(x0,ω) =−2w(x0)
∂
∂n
p(x0,ω). (2.39)
A number of comments can be made with regards to WFS. Firstly, as WFS does not use all
available sources to reproduce a wave-field, it is termed a local solution. In order to reproduce
complex wave-fields, the target field must therefore first be decomposed into plane wave com-
ponents which can then be reproduced by subsets of the loudspeakers [Wu and Abhayapala,
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2011]. A further consequence of the unwrapping of a planar boundary around an arbitrary
shape ∂V is that exact sound field reproduction is not possible within V using WFS. A number
of experimental and commercial WFS systems have been realized for spatial audio reproduc-
tion, and the approximation gives a reasonable result for such applications [Spors et al., 2013],
but it is not clear how this would affect sound zone reproduction. The HOA approach, on the
other hand, does give an exact solution. Furthermore, the Neumann Green’s function depends
on the geometry of the boundary ∂V , and it may therefore turn out to be impossible to realize in
practice [Spors and Ahrens, 2008a]. Implementations of WFS therefore tend to be constrained
to circular, planar or square array geometries. As WFS is considered at the boundary of the
domain, the spatial aliasing artefacts arising from the source discretization affect the whole
sound field, including the listening position [Spors and Ahrens, 2008a].
Coefficient translation for multi-zone reproduction
In order to apply either of the above methods to sound zone reproduction, the entire desired
sound field must be represented in a single expression. For multi-zone reproduction, this means
that the (local) sound field in each zone must be translated on to the global sound field. Wu and
Abhayapala [2011] developed an approach for this translation based on cylindrical harmonics
in 2D.
With reference to Fig. 2.2, the geometry is described as follows. Two zones with origins at
OA and OB, located at (r
(A0),θ (A0)) and (r(B0),θ (B0)) and radii R(A)z and R
(B)
z are to be repro-
duced by the circular array of loudspeakers. The source weight of the loudspeaker at (rc,θc)
is q(rc,θc,ω). The position of an arbitrary observation point in zone A is (r,θ) with respect
to the main coordinate system and (R(A),Θ(A)) with respect to zone A. For compactness in the
following description, the subscripts and superscripts relating to zones A and B will be denoted
as .z and .
z respectively, indicating the zth zone4. By convention, the wavenumber k is used to
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indicate frequency, where c is assumed to be constant. The sound field in the zth zone can be
represented (in polar coordinates) by the cylindrical harmonic expansion [Wu and Abhayapala,
2009, 2011]
p(R(z),Θ(z),k) =
∞
∑
m=−∞
αd(z)m (k)Jm
(
kR(z)z
)
e jmΘ
(z)
, (2.40)
which perfectly describes any 2D sound field in the zth zone by means of the mth order Bessel
functions Jm(.) and coefficients α
d(z)
m (k), with superscript .
d indicating the desired sound field.
In practice, the number of modes must be limited in order to shrink the reproduced sound
field to the desired source-free region and allow a finite number of loudspeakers to be used.
Equation (2.40) can therefore be rewritten as [Wu and Abhayapala, 2011]
p(R(z),Θ(z),k) =
Mz
∑
m=−Mz
αd(z)m (k)Jm
(
kR(z)z
)
e jmΘ
(z)
, (2.41)
indicating that the zth zone is limited to 2Mz + 1 modes. The number of modes required de-
pends on the wavenumber and radius of the reproduction region as Mz = dkeR(z)z /2e [Wu and
Abhayapala, 2011; Kennedy et al., 2007].
The global sound field, on to which the zone sound fields will be translated, can in the same
way be expressed as [Wu and Abhayapala, 2011]
p(r,θ ,k) =
M0
∑
m=−M0
β dm(k)Jm (kr)e
jmθ , (2.42)
where the global coefficients β dm(k)Jm (kr) are mode limited to M0 = dkerc/2e and rc just en-
closes all of the zones. The translation can be written by relating the geometries of the zones
as if they belong to separate coordinate systems with the same orientation. The position of the
coordinate system 2 in relation to coordinate system 1 (see Fig. 2.8) is given as (r(12),θ (12)).
The translation between two zones can then be written in terms of a translation operator T (21)m
4The translation is therefore applicable to an arbitrary number of non-overlapping zones contained within the
radius rc, and the theory is set out as such by Wu and Abhayapala [2011].
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r(1)
r(12)
r(2)
O1
O2
(r(1), ✓(1))
(r(2), ✓(2))
✓(12)
Figure 2.8: Geometry relating to multi-zone coordinate translation [reproduced from Wu and Ab-
hayapala, 2011]. The coordinate system located at O2 is positioned at (r
(12),θ (12)) with respect to
that located at O1. The position of an observation point can be described in terms of each coordinate
system as (r(1),θ (1)) or (r(2),θ (2)).
between O2 and O1 as [Wu and Abhayapala, 2011]
α(1)m (k) = α
(2)
m (k)∗T (21)m (r(12),θ (12),k), (2.43)
and Wu and Abhayapala prove that T (21)m (r
(12),θ (12),k), Jm
(
kr(12)
)
e− jmθ
(12)
and T (12)m (r
(21),θ (21))=
T (21)m (r
(12),θ (12)+ pi). In order to find the global sound field coefficients β dm(k), the desired
sound zone coefficients can be translated from each zone origin to the global origin and summed.
The translation can thus be written as a system of simultaneous equations (one for each zone
reproduced) in matrix form as [Wu and Abhayapala, 2011]
α d(k) = T(k)β d(k), (2.44)
where for the two zone case
β d(k) ,
[
β d−M0(k), . . . ,β
d
M0(k)
]T
(2.45)
α d(k) ,
[
αd(A)−MA , . . . ,α
d(A)
MA
,αd(B)−MB , . . . ,α
d(B)
MB
]T
, (2.46)
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and
T(k),

T (0A)−MA+M0 . . . T
(0A)
−MA−M0
...
. . .
...
T (0A)MA+M0 . . . T
(0A)
MA−M0
T (0B)−MB+M0 . . . T
(0B)
−MB−M0
...
. . .
...
T (0B)MB+M0 . . . T
(0B)
MB−M0

. (2.47)
The solution for the global coefficients can thus be found by solving Eq. (2.44) as
β d(k) = T†(k)α d(k), (2.48)
where the superscript † indicates the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. As a matrix inversion is
required for the translation, the conditioning will be affected by the positioning of the zones.
In their description of the translation from local to global sound field coefficients, Wu and
Abhayapala [2011] provide a method that can be implemented using HOA or WFS. Using
HOA, the geometry is restricted to circular or spherical arrays, and using WFS arbitrary dis-
cretized source distributions may be used, subject to the comments above about the Green’s
functions being physically realizable. In practice, non-circular arrays have not been used for
analytical sound zone reproduction. The plane wave decomposition approach has recently been
investigated by Jin et al. [2013], who achieved up to 65 dB acoustic contrast under free-field
conditions.
Wu and Abhayapala [2011] reported global reproduction errors under free field conditions of
around 2% for the 2 zone case and 10% for a three zone example; in each case reproducing
zones in 2D with Rz = 0.5 m and using 57 loudspeakers (line sources) placed around a circle
with rc = 1.5 m. In their prior application of the multi-zone translation to reproduce 2 zones,
one of which is a quiet zone [Abhayapala and Wu, 2009], a reproduction error of 2.59% was
reported. It is difficult to say precisely how this relates to the sound pressure level differences
between the zones, adopted in Section 2.3 to express the sound zone performance.
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For the 2.5D case investigated using the translation approach (reproduced using a circular array
of point sources), Jacobsen et al. [2011] reported an acoustic contrast of 10–40 dB between
100–1500 Hz under free-field conditions.
Compensating for reverberation
To complete the discussion on SFS for sound zone reproduction in real rooms, a comment on
compensation for reflective room environments is necessary. The preceding discussion of HOA
and WFS has assumed free-field conditions, however in practice sound field control systems are
deployed in listening rooms with reflective walls and reverberation characteristics. When using
a SFS method for reproduction, the reverberation can be compensated for as an additional step.
For instance, Betlehem and Abhayapala [2005] used a single or dual circle of microphones
around the reproduction region in order to estimate the sound field coefficients of the room
response based on measured transfer functions. Spors et al. [2007] proposed a technique called
wave-domain adaptive filtering, which decouples the room compensation filters, the room im-
pulse responses and the free-field propagation characteristics. Such decoupling was found to
resemble the circular harmonic expansion and so this was used as the basis for adaptive fil-
tering applied to WFS. However, using the circular harmonics restricts the compensation to
2D. Lopez et al. [2005] proposed a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) correction via the
inversion of the measured room impulse responses between the loudspeakers and a number of
microphones, which has the advantage of being applicable to flexible geometries. Yet, correc-
tion for the room at a number of discrete points collapses the benefit of WFS (synthesizing over
the whole reproduction region) to the direct least-squares solutions considered in Section 2.4.2
(which effect a local control of the sound field at the measurement points). The effect of the
room on the analytical solutions can also be reduced by controlling the exterior radiation from
the array. Poletti et al. [2010] confirmed that loudspeakers with hyper-cardioid directivity char-
acteristics reduce the influence of the room on 3D sound reproduction. It would however be
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ideal if loudspeakers of arbitrary directivity could be utilized for the sound field reproduction.
2.4.2 Least-squares solutions
In addition to the analytical SFS approaches, the synthesis of a sound field can be formulated
in terms of a least-squares optimization. Here, rather than being classified as synthesis from an
analytical point of view, it is still classified as such because a target field must be specified. This
approach is well known for plane wave reproduction. Kirkeby and Nelson [1993] demonstrated
the concept by minimizing the reproduction error when reproducing a plane wave at a number
of microphone positions. The cost function is defined to minimize the reproduction error (the
difference between the vector of the desired sound pressures d and reproduced sound pressures
p) at the microphones,
JLS = e
He = (p−d)H(p−d), (2.49)
and the solution for the optimal q is given by [Nelson and Elliott, 1992]
q = (GHG)−1GHd. (2.50)
Kirkeby and Nelson then use the LU decomposition of GHGq = GHd to obtain the source
weight vector. The concept is investigated using up to four loudspeakers, configured in a
stereo pair, a quadrophonic array (square) and a narrow arc within a stereo pair. From their
study Kirkeby and Nelson highlight important geometrical design elements of this kind of
approach, such as the size and density of the microphone array, the loudspeaker positions with
respect to the microphones, and the distance from the loudspeakers to the microphones. They
also highlight some physical factors that have been the subject of considerable subsequent
attention, making a link between the system geometry and the condition number of the system
plant matrix, and considering the overall energy that the array is required to produce. In a
subsequent work Kirkeby et al. [1996] developed the least-squares pressure matching (PM)
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approach, adding a constraint on the sum of squared source weights. Such a constraint can be
fixed to a certain Q using the method of Lagrange multipliers,
JPM = e
He = (p−d)H(p−d)+λ (qHq−Q), (2.51)
where Q and λ correspond exactly to the terms defined in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3. The inversion
of GHG is therefore regularized in the solution, which can be found by taking the derivative of
JPM with respect to q and setting to zero,
q = (GHG+λ I)−1 GHd, (2.52)
and therefore there is a closed-form solution for q, although some iteration may be required to
select λ such that the constraint qHq = Q, found by taking the derivative of JPM with respect
to λ , is satisfied Cheer et al. [2013b].
Poletti [2007] applied the PM approach to sound field reproduction using non-uniform loud-
speaker arrangements, and subsequently investigated the approach for multi-zone reproduction
[Poletti, 2008]. Application to multiple zones does not require modification of Eqs. (2.51)
to (2.52) above, but rather a redefinition of the desired field at the matching points (control
microphones), where for two zones d = [dA,dA]
T and
dA = AAe
jkxnA·uϕ , for n = 1,2, . . . ,NA (2.53)
dB = ABe
jkxnB·uϕ , for n = 1,2, . . . ,NB, (2.54)
where the xnA and x
n
B denote the positions of the nth matching points in zones A and B, respec-
tively, · denotes the inner product, and uϕ is the unit vector in the direction of the incoming
plane wave. Although the target is written here as a plane wave, the formulation could be gen-
eralized to an arbitrary sound field. The total system plant matrix is given by G = [GA,GB]
T .
Here, the effect of regularization is to convert the excess control effort to the squared error,
defining a trade-off between setting the effort constraint and achieving the minimum reproduc-
tion error. Contrast between the zones can be achieved by setting the amplitude AB to be highly
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attenuated with respect to AA; Poletti set the attenuation to 60 dB, whereas others have set AB
to be zero. In the latter case, it is useful to note the equivalence of Eq. (2.51) to
JPM = p
H
B pB+(pA−dA)H(pA−dA)+λ (qHq−Q). (2.55)
and the solution for the source weights (equivalent to Eq. (2.52)) is
q = (GHB GB+G
H
A GA+λ I)
−1 GHA dA. (2.56)
Poletti [2008] demonstrated the technique to reproduce multiple zones (at least three) within
a reproduction radius of two metres using 300 loudspeakers, under simulated free field condi-
tions. There is one target zone where a plane wave sound field is defined, and the remaining
zones are quiet zones. Poletti follows the SFS convention of reporting the results in terms of
the reproduction error. As the reproduction error incorporates bright and dark zone elements
it is difficult to disambiguate the exact level of separation between the zones. However, useful
physical insights are given into various configurations of the three zone system. For instance,
the reproduction error is noted to increase when certain plane wave angles are chosen for the
target zone (those that require sound propagation through or towards a dark zone) and the
least-squares solution is noted to be potentially ill-conditioned.
Motivated by the large number of loudspeakers required, Radmanesh and Burnett [2013b] in-
vestigated a pressure matching approach under free field conditions with a prior loudspeaker se-
lection step. A comparison was made between an equally spaced arc of 84 loudspeakers and an
optimal positioning of the 84 loudspeakers. The loudspeaker selection makes use of the Lasso
approach described by Lilis et al. [2010], which effectively imposes a sparsity constraint on
the reproduction problem. As the Lasso can be used to directly determine the source weights,
Radmanesh and Burnett first investigated this approach, and eventually used the Lasso only as
a loudspeaker preselection step before performing a traditional pressure matching to achieve
the final set of source weights. Again, the results were reported in terms of reproduction error,
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and while the proposed method was reported to significantly improve the reproduction error
over the standard least-squares solution, the minimum loudspeaker spacing was allowed to
vary. Nevertheless, the study demonstrated that consideration of the loudspeaker positions for
optimal performance is an important goal. The performance of the system optimized in a plane
over varied height was later investigated by Radmanesh and Burnett [2013a].
The PM optimization can be set up based on measured transfer functions, which lifts many of
the constraints on source and sensor geometries imposed by the analytical approaches. This
kind of solution has been shown to directly address room effects over the region where micro-
phones are place [Gauthier et al., 2005; Olivieri et al., 2013]. This has also led to its adoption
in the automotive environment [Berthilsson et al., 2012; Cheer et al., 2013b]. Nevertheless, the
effects of using limited numbers of loudspeakers for reproduction yields properties similar to
those of WFS and HOA [Spors et al., 2013], which gives an upper bound on the frequency of
reproduction due to spatial aliasing [Spors and Ahrens, 2008a].
Weighted least-squares optimization
In the sound field synthesis approaches described above, the dark zone target field is specified
either as zeros, or as an attenuated version of the plane wave propagating across the target
field. In the unweighted case solved by a least-squares optimization, the loudspeaker weights
minimize the error over both zones. Yet, for a sound zone system the reproduction effort may
be better focused on the cancellation region, allowing increased error for the target field. Chang
and Jacobsen [2012] attempt to improve the cancellation performance by weighting the least-
squares cost function between the cancellation and the target zone error minimization.
In this formulation, Eq. (2.55) is written as
JPMw = κp
H
B pB+(1−κ)(pA−dA)H(pA−dA)+λ (qHq−Q), (2.57)
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where κ can be adjusted to weight the target zone and dark zone performance and the source
energy constraint has been added for consistency with the above formulations (Chang and
Jacobsen [2012] used a method of discarding small eigenvalues to ensure the pseudo-inversion
in the solution was well conditioned). The approach was later validated in an anechoic chamber
[Chang and Jacobsen, 2013].
Betlehem and Teal [2011] devised a similar approach, minimizing the error in the bright zone
in a least-squares sense and solving the problem using a constrained optimization to find a
solution for a certain attenuation in the dark zones and under an effort constraint. Cai et al.
[2014] recently extended this approach with real-time performance measurements in an ane-
choic chamber. These kinds of optimization can trade decreased reproduction error for in-
creased contrast, but the exact reproduction error requirement is still subject to the physical
limits of the array.
Combined least-squares and energy difference optimization
A further approach combined the AEDM optimization (Section 2.3.2) with the least-squares
optimization. Møller et al. [2012] introduced a direct weighting between the two solutions, as
JAEDM PM = [ζp
H
B pB−pHA pA]+κ(pA−dA)H(pA−dA), (2.58)
where ζ weights the cancellation as in Eq. (2.28), and κ weights the reproduction error as
in Eq. (2.57). Møller et al. described a technique to adjust the two parameters which in-
volves further optimization of each with respect to some performance objectives. As above,
the optimization is sensitive to frequency limits, and the operation was only demonstrated at
frequencies below the array aliasing limit.
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2.5 Alternative approaches
In addition to the techniques considered above, which have been regularly applied to the sound
zone problem, particularly over the last decade or so, other topics prolific in the literature may
be considered as possible solutions to the sound zone problem. For instance, active noise
control aims to create a quiet zone where an interfering source is cancelled, and crosstalk
cancellation aims to cancel a binaural signal at one ear while reproducing it at the other. In this
section, such techniques are briefly treated with respect to the sound zone problem addressed
in this thesis.
2.5.1 Active noise control
The concept of active noise control (ANC) could ostensibly be applied to the sound zone prob-
lem. The control aim is typically formulated to minimize some error signal at one or more
microphone locations. Reviews of the development of ANC can be readily found in the litera-
ture [e.g. Elliott and Nelson, 1993; Kuo and Morgan, 1999]. Four topics are especially related
to sound zone reproduction: generation of expanded quiet zones, multiple point equalization,
multichannel active control and active shielding. These topics will be considered in the follow-
ing subsections.
Generation of expanded quiet zones
The region of cancelled sound pressure around an error microphone can be spatially limited, be-
ing as small as one tenth of a wavelength [Tseng, 2011]. This effectively restricts the technique
to being useful at low frequencies, hence Druyvesteyn and Garas [1997] using the approach be-
low 1 kHz in their initial experiments. Much effort has gone into improving the size of the quiet
zones by various optimization cost functions and source and sensor configurations [e.g. Guo
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et al., 1997; Tseng et al., 2000; De Diego and Gonzalez, 2001; Tseng, 2011, 2012; Brancati
and Aliabadi, 2012]. Rafaely [2009] and Peleg and Rafaely [2011] have also used a spherical
loudspeaker array to allow greater control over the quiet zone shape. These techniques typ-
ically involve a single primary source (corresponding to the target audio) and two secondary
sources which are to produce the cancellation in a certain region. Even with an extended quiet
zone, the dimensions may be relatively small and the cancellation limited, for instance Tseng
[2011] aims to create a 10 dB quiet zone of 5 cm. Clearly, this is some way short of being large
enough contrast and over a large enough area to reproduce effective sound zones, and many
control microphones, positioned close to the listeners, would be required. Finally, local ANC
techniques do not consider the target sound field, which may be important for the sound zone
scenario, and they may have the undesirable effect of increasing the interfering audio elsewhere
in the enclosure, which would be problematic in reflective conditions.
Multiple point equalization
Active techniques have been used in the literature to provide sound equalization over a listen-
ing region (i.e. to provide a flat frequency response at the listening position). Conceptually,
this problem is similar to some of the previously described situations as the sound field must
be manipulated over a certain region. Elliott and Nelson [1989] and Nelson et al. [1995] made
early investigations into algorithms for this purpose, which have been extended in various ways
in terms of, for example, robustness [Radlovic´ et al., 2000] and algorithm efficiency [Bouchard,
2003], and combined with WFS [Corteel, 2006] and crosstalk cancellation [Huang et al., 2007].
The multiple point equalization approach is conceptually similar to the multiple point sound
zone definitions previously considered, in that the sound field is modified at a point, by means
of digital filters, to match a desired response. Relevant approaches for sound zones have there-
fore already been mentioned above.
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Multichannel active control
The physical concepts on which SFS is based (described in Section 2.4.1) can also be used to
cancel unwanted external noise. The wave-domain filtering approach [Spors et al., 2007] previ-
ously referenced as a means of compensating for the effects of the listening room acoustics on
WFS, has been applied by Kuntz and Rabenstein [2004] and Spors and Buchner [2007] to can-
cel a noise source by producing an anti-wave (signal out of phase with the noise) based on the
knowledge of the pressure at the boundary of the control region in 2D. Epain and Friot [2007]
adopted a similar approach to cancel sound inside a sphere in 3D. These approaches have the
potential to be adopted for sound zones, with the frequency of operation subject to suitable
microphone sampling around the zones and loudspeaker density surrounding both control re-
gions, as for the SFS approaches. The consideration of each sound zone as a separate bounded
reproduction volume has not been investigated in the literature, although it would constitute an
interesting extension of the current analytical solutions.
Active shielding
The concept of active shielding, where two ‘domains’ are acoustically isolated by a number of
loudspeakers operating between them, has been suggested by Lim et al. [2011] as a possible
way of isolating audio programme materials. The problem is based upon the detection of
a difference potential [Ryaben’kii and Utyuzhnikov, 2007; Ryaben’kii et al., 2008] at some
barrier (the ‘active shield’) between the zones and generation of a suitable out of phase signal by
co-located dipoles. As such, the physical concept is rather similar to the WFS idea of producing
the desired field based on the pressure and velocity at the barrier. The active shielding approach
is problematic for sound zone reproduction for a number of reasons. Firstly, the formulation
is based around zones at either end of a duct, which is not suitable for localized zones in real
listening rooms. Secondly, a number of microphones and loudspeakers would have to be placed
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between the listening zones, limiting the ability of communication between listeners, which is a
key advantage of sound zones over headphones. Thirdly, such conversation may be interpreted
as noise by the system and potentially cancelled in error. Therefore, there are a number of
conceptual difficulties with adopting active shielding in the kinds of environments envisaged
for sound zones in this thesis.
2.5.2 Crosstalk cancellation
Crosstalk cancellation is the general term for the use of a number of loudspeakers to deliver
independent audio signals at each ear of a listener, thereby delivering binaural audio without
the need for headphones or personalized head related transfer functions. Bauer [1961] first
suggested the approach, and since then many groups have investigated its use for 3D audio
delivered over loudspeakers [e.g. Kirkeby et al., 1998; Bai and Lee, 2006; Huang et al., 2007].
A review of the solutions, considering design parameters and loudspeaker arrangements, has
been presented by Parodi and Rubak [2011].
Crosstalk cancellation can be considered to be specific case of sound zones (where the space
around each ear is a zone). In fact, if a least-squares framework is adopted for crosstalk can-
cellation, the source weights can be calculated by Eq. (2.52), where instead of a plane wave
desired field, dA is a vector of ones, and dB a vector of zeros.
It is therefore clear that for a small system with 2 loudspeakers and 2 microphones, the PM
and crosstalk cancellation solutions are equivalent. Furthermore, for that specific geometry,
crosstalk cancellation is equivalent to ACC [Park et al., 2010]. However, the extension of such
a target vector to an extended spatial region is not exactly equivalent to either approach. In min-
imizing the reproduction error, the approach suffers similar frequency and effort constraints to
PM. In lacking the specification of any phase propagation across the target zone, the approach
suffers similar self-cancellation problems to ACC. It can therefore be concluded that ACC and
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PM represent between them the logical ways to extend point cancellation to an extended region.
Bai et al. [2005] attempted to improve the robustness of crosstalk cancellation by controlling at
multiple points around the ears, but this still does not provide a suitably extended spatial region
for sound zone reproduction.
Crosstalk cancellation has notable advantages over the massive multichannel approaches de-
scribed above in terms of ease of implementation (especially the few loudspeakers required).
Although some online system employing listener tracking can be envisaged, it cannot straight-
forwardly be applied to create a sound zone system. Systems employing adaptive crosstalk
cancellation filters and listener tracking have been investigated [see for example Nelson et al.,
1992; Lopez and Gonza´lez, 1999; Lentz, 2006; Song et al., 2010; Ujino et al., 2010], and can
also be combined with active noise control [Bouchard and Feng, 2001], but such approaches
are beyond the scope of this thesis.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the sound zone problem was described in acoustical and geometrical terms. The
specific case addressed by this thesis is limited to two zone reproduction, although each control
approach is easily extended to three or more zones. In order to create a two zone personal audio
system, the sound must be focused towards the bright zone and cancelled at the dark zone, and
the eventual solution is found by superposition of two sets of control weights. Therefore, the
‘single sided’ case of reproducing a single bright zone and dark zone has been considered when
presenting the theory of the potential sound field control approaches.
The main approaches to sound zone reproduction, discussed in Sections 2.2 to 2.4, are summa-
rized in Table 2.1. The methods marked in bold font will be compared in detail in Chapter 3.
These methods may directly utilise measured impulse response data, which in principle means
that they will be successful in any room and use arbitrary layouts of loudspeakers and control
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Sec. Advantages Disadvantages IR?
Sound focusing
Delay and sum beamforming
[Van Veen and Buckley, 1988]
2.2.1 Simple, efficient, robust
No cancellation, must know
system geometry
No
Brightness control
[Choi and Kim, 2002]
2.2.2 Acoustically defined, efficient No cancellation Yes
Energy cancellation
Acoustic contrast control
[Choi and Kim, 2002]
2.3.1
Excellent cancellation,
acoustically defined
No phase control Yes
Acoustic energy difference max.
[Shin et al., 2010]
2.3.2
Excellent cancellation,
acoustically defined, no matrix
inversion
No phase control, performance
between brightness control and
acoustic contrast control
Yes
Sound field synthesis
Analytical synthesis
[Wu and Abhayapala, 2011]
2.4.1
Control over continuous
region, excellent phase control
Spatial aliasing concerns, must
know system geometry,
restrictive loudspeaker
positions
No
Pressure matching
[Poletti, 2008]
2.4.2
Acoustically defined, excellent
phase control
Spatial aliasing concerns Yes
Table 2.1: Summary of sound zone control strategies. The IR column indicates whether impulse
responses can be directly used in the optimization. Methods marked in bold will be compared in
Chapter 3.
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microphones.
The sound focusing approach is the classical approach to implementing a spatially directive
loudspeaker array, with a significant heritage in microphone array processing. For sound zones,
some level difference can be obtained between the zones using methods such as delay and
sum beamforming and brightness control, and the processing required may be rather simple.
Usually a line array of sources is adopted, as a geometry with sources surrounding both zones
would require sound transmission across the quiet zone.
Energy control approaches address the purest form of the sound zone problem; producing large
regions of energy cancellation where the target programme is theoretically inaudible. Acoustic
contrast control represents the most significant contribution in this area, with numerous im-
plementations still being investigated. Some of the robustness problems associated with this
method can be addressed with proper regularization. Alternatively, acoustic energy difference
maximization could be used to avoid the matrix inversion, although the performance is bounded
by brightness control and acoustic contrast control. One concern arising from the energy con-
trol formulations is their inability to control the target zone, except the sound pressure level
in a spatially averaged sense; the pressure in the target zone is always given as pHA pA, which
removes any control of the phase. This allows for uncertain phase distributions and uncertain
pressure distributions, particularly within the target zone.
Conversely, control of the sound field phase is an inherent advantage of the sound field syn-
thesis approaches. The adoption of an analytical technique such as HOA or WFS allows for
continuous control of the entire sound field within a region, subject to frequency constraints
imposed by the sampling of the boundary which is initially assumed to be continuous in the
mathematical formulation. These methods are calibrated for reproduction in an anechoic en-
vironment, although reverberation can be compensated for with an extra step, and implemen-
tations usually require specific, evenly sampled geometries, approximating circles, spheres or
planes. The latter limitations can be mitigated by instead adopting a least-squares optimization
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over a number of points in the sound field, although the synthesis region is then governed by
the distribution of microphone measurement points.
Alternative approaches such as active noise control and crosstalk cancellation were also dis-
cussed in the context of sound zone reproduction. These approaches are either unsuitable or
can be considered as special cases of one of the previously considered methods, and they have
not been used in the literature to address the sound zone problem.
In the remainder of this thesis, approaches representative of energy focusing, energy cancella-
tion and sound field synthesis are considered as solutions to the sound zone problem. Each ap-
proach is first evaluated under a common framework, and subsequently a novel control method
is proposed. Practical considerations of robustness, regularization and loudspeaker placement
are then studied.
Chapter 3
Control method comparison
In Chapter 2, a number of approaches to produce sound zones using loudspeaker arrays were
discussed. Considering issues such as the zone size and loudspeaker placement, the most
suitable approaches were shown to broadly fall into the categories of sound focusing, energy
cancellation, and sound field synthesis. These approaches have generally been compared and
evaluated with respect to other studies in the same category, and a detailed comparison between
the approaches applied to sound zone reproduction does not currently exist in the literature. In
particular, it is not clear how they compare under common design constraints such as the num-
ber of loudspeakers and microphones, the size of the zones, and the regularization approach.
The approaches have also not often been compared over a wide frequency range. In order to
formalize the study of the sound zone methods presented in the literature, it was necessary to
conduct experiments to this effect. These experiments revealed fundamental properties of the
control methods that have not previously been reported in the literature.
In this chapter, a comparison of the approaches is drawn, using three representative methods
which can all be formulated as optimization problems based on measured transfer functions:
BC (sound focusing, Section 2.2.2), ACC (energy cancellation, Section 2.3.1) and PM (SFS,
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Section 2.4.2)1. As discussed in Chapter 2, methods using measured transfer functions are suit-
able for adoption for systems in real rooms as they limit assumptions about the room geometry
and loudspeaker directivity characteristics, which are both represented in the impulse response
data. The comparative study among control methods leads to the following contributions:
• Design and adoption of a novel evaluation metric ‘planarity’ designed to analyze and
expose the spatial properties of sound fields without presupposing a precise target field,
and give new insights into the spatial performance of the methods2.
• Implementation of the planarity metric in an experimental sound zone system, confirm-
ing its ability to discern among sound fields.
• Adoption of an ensemble of evaluation metrics to facilitate a fair comparison.
• Adoption of a principled regularization approach for the comparison.
• Presentation of simulation results demonstrating the characteristics of each evaluated
method.
• Presentation of experimental results in a reflective room to validate the conclusions
drawn from simulated systems.
• Presentation of simulated and measured results to compare the effect of system size on
sound zone performance.
1Although some may argue that a SFS approach is required to synthesize continuously over the target field, PM
can be categorized as such in that it requires complete definition of the desired sound field at the matching points.
2The planarity metric has been primarily developed by Dr. Philip JB Jackson, as set out in Jackson et al. [2013a].
The contributions of the author (as a co-author of the cited article) to the planarity metric include conceptual input,
as well as review based on experience using the metric for sound zone evaluation. The latter contributions are
extended in this thesis by means of experimental validations of the planarity metric’s ability to discern between
sound fields.
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To achieve these contributions, the comparative approaches available in the literature are first
described, before the evaluation metrics for sound zones are discussed. Then, the experimental
conditions are set out and the results of the comparative study are presented, both under free-
field conditions and with measured performance in a reflective room.
3.1 Comparative studies in the literature
Although there is little by way of comparison of control approaches in the literature, a few
studies have been conducted. Olsen and Møller [2011] investigated ACC and 2.5D analyt-
ical SFS approaches in detail. This work was summarized by Jacobsen et al. [2011], who
presented comparisons in anechoic simulations and under experimental conditions using pure
tones. The anechoic work, applying both approaches to create two zones using a 67 channel
circular loudspeaker array, showed a large difference in the acoustic contrast achieved between
the approaches, with ACC outperforming SFS by up to 140 dB. The experimental work, using
fewer loudspeakers and in an acoustically treated but reflective room, resulted in more realistic
contrast values for ACC, although the method still achieved 10–34 dB contrast compared to
12–21 dB for SFS. Both the simulations and experimental results considered frequencies up to
1.5 kHz. Under the experimental conditions, the zones were specified to be smaller and closer
together with increasing frequency, in order to satisfy the geometrical constraints of SFS. In
addition to providing a contrast comparison, this study highlighted the differences in the spatial
properties of ACC in the target zone compared to the SFS approach, where a plane wave was
synthesized. The authors comment that the “wavefronts in the bright zone come from erratic
directions [Jacobsen et al., 2011].” However, this effect was not quantified. The simulations
and measured performance data presented in this chapter extend the Jacobsen et al. work by
fixing the conditions in both experimental measurements and anechoic simulations, by allow-
ing the synthesis approach to attempt cancellation above the array aliasing frequency, and by
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using the planarity metric, introduced below, to quantify the spatial properties of ACC in the
bright zone.
Other comparative work has focused on ACC and PM approaches applied to line array geome-
tries. Simo´n Ga´lvez et al. [2012] implemented both techniques using an 8 channel phase-shift
loudspeaker array for the application of improving intelligibility for hearing impaired listen-
ers viewing a television with the rest of their family. The adoption of phase-shift loudspeakers
helped to control the rear radiation of the array, thereby improving the performance of the array
in reflective environments. The comparison between ACC and PM showed that under anechoic
conditions (measured in an anechoic chamber) the contrast performance was rather similar, al-
though at frequencies above 7 kHz ACC outperformed PM by 5–10 dB. The effort for PM was
noted to be lower than that of ACC, although the effort reference was designed to match the
PM bright zone target field. Simo´n Ga´lvez et al. [2012] also noted that the matrix inverted for
PM was better conditioned than that for ACC, although they did not investigate the robustness
of the methods. Furthermore, they comment on the audio quality based on informal listening
tests, concluding that the lack of phase control in ACC resulted in reduced sound quality and
ringing in the inverse filters compared to PM. In each case, they note that “strong regularization
and a posterior truncation are needed [Simo´n Ga´lvez et al., 2012]” for good audio quality.
ACC and PM were also compared by Cheer et al. [2013b] in the context of personal audio in a
car cabin. The reproduction array was split, using the 4 loudspeakers installed in the car below
200 Hz, and using 8 phase shift sources, mounted on the headrests, at frequencies above this
and up to 10 kHz. Taking the best performance of each array in a simple rectangular model
of the car, ACC achieved 15–32 dB of contrast, whereas PM achieved 3–24 dB. The control
effort was again compared, and PM required lower control effort than ACC, where the control
effort reference again matched the PM desired bright zone field. In the subsequent experi-
mental validation, the approaches were compared by restricting the contrast to 15 dB. As for
Simo´n Ga´lvez et al. [2012], the matrix condition numbers were quoted, with ACC requiring
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inversion of a more poorly conditioned matrix than PM. In Chapter 5, the relationship between
control effort, matrix condition number and robustness is explored. In both of the comparisons
between ACC and PM mentioned above, relatively few microphones were used to define the
target zones, and these were arranged in a line. Therefore, the use of PM to reproduce a 2D
region was not fully captured by these approaches. In each case, the extent to which the dark
zones extended beyond the control microphone points is unknown, although in the automo-
tive domain it could be argued that the listener positions are well known. The comparative
study in this chapter extends the existing comparisons between ACC and PM by considering
the methods applied to many more loudspeakers and microphones, using 2D arrangements
of microphones split into spatially separate control and monitor sets, and considering loud-
speaker arrangements which enclose both zones. Furthermore, the sound focusing method BC
is included in the comparisons here, ensuring that each approach to sound zone creation is
represented.
3.2 Sound zone performance evaluation
The comparison of control methods requires evaluation metrics that are able to discern between
the pertinent method properties. In this section, three evaluation metrics are defined, which are
used throughout this thesis for evaluating system performance. The metrics quantify the zone
separation, the physical cost of achieving such separation and the spatial properties of the sound
field produced in the target zone. The following expressions are written for a single frequency.
3.2.1 Acoustic contrast
Acoustic contrast is a summary measure for sound zone performance. It describes the at-
tenuation achieved between the target zone and the dark zone, and is therefore of paramount
importance for assessing sound zone algorithms. This metric is typically used in the energy
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cancellation literature, and has also been adopted for many studies of SFS-based multizone re-
production. The acoustic contrast is related to the relative loudness between programs, giving
an indication of what a listener in the zone might experience. The acoustic contrast between
target zone A and dark zone B is the ratio of spatially averaged pressures in each zone due to
the reproduction of program A:
C = 10log10
(
MBo
H
A oA
MAo
H
B oB
)
. (3.1)
A large contrast score implies that the interfering program (that directed towards the other
zone) will be inaudible when the system is active. In fact, recent psychoacoustic research has
shown that features extracted from the target-to-interferer ratio (TIR) can be used to predict
‘acceptability’ [Baykaner et al., 2013] and ‘distraction’ [Francombe et al., 2013b] in the per-
sonal audio context. The TIR is closely related to the acoustic contrast, and can be denoted in
zone A by
TIRA = 10log10
(
qHAΩ
H
AΩAqA
qHBΩ
H
AΩAqB
)
, (3.2)
where the subscripts A and B on the source weights denote the bright zones, indicating that
both sets of source weights must be known to calculate the TIR. For the simulations and
measurements in this thesis, the convention of demonstrating method performance for a single
bright zone and dark zone (and q) is followed, and the acoustic contrast is therefore used as the
metric of zone separation.
3.2.2 Control effort
The control effort is the energy that the loudspeaker array requires to achieve the reproduced
sound field. Consequently, a high control effort implies poor acoustical efficiency, with high
sound pressure levels emitted into the room. In a practical situation an upper effort limit may
be imposed by the ability of the loudspeaker array to physically reproduce the required signals,
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and the electrical requirements necessary for such reproduction. Control effort is defined as the
total array energy relative to a single reference source qr producing the same pressure in the
target zone [Elliott et al., 2010], and expressed in decibels as
E = 10log10
(
qHq
|qr|2
)
. (3.3)
Using a reference source ensures that the effort performance is physically useful: a score of 0
dB means that the array requires the same energy as that source to reproduce the target sound
pressure, with negative scores improving upon this.
3.2.3 Planarity
The planarity of the sound field is the extent to which the sound field in the target zone resem-
bles a plane wave. The planarity metric is well suited to the sound zone scenario, where it is de-
sirable to obtain an objective measure of the sound field properties from the microphone array,
that is applicable even when the target sound field is not fully specified. While reproduction er-
ror could be readily evaluated for a synthesis approach, beamforming and energy cancellation
approaches do not consider the phase of the sound field in their optimization. For these ap-
proaches, it is therefore unreasonable to evaluate them against a target complex sound pressure
at each microphone. Adopting a pressure-magnitude based reproduction error at each point in
the target zone, with reference to a target level, might give an indication of the homogeneity of
the reproduced field, but cannot indicate spatial properties beyond this. Yet, self-cancellation
problems brought about by plane wave components impinging from various directions may
significantly affect the spatial quality of the target audio and should be accounted for in eval-
uation. Finally, the direction of the principal component may be unimportant for sound zone
performance, and the reproduction error may rate a highly planar sound field very poorly if the
plane wave direction does not match that of the specified sound field. In Appendix A, Fig. A.1,
some situations where various sound fields obtain an identical reproduction error are illustrated.
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In these cases, a metric is needed that is able to distinguish between the underlying properties
of a sound field (the number of incoming plane wave components and their relative energy)
without presupposing a plane wave direction. The planarity metric observes the energy due to
plane wave components impinging from each direction with respect to the array, and calculates
the proportion of the energy in the target zone that can be attributed to the largest energy
component.
Planarity metric definition
The energy distribution at the microphone array (over incoming plane wave direction) is given
by wi =
1
2 |ψi|2, where w= [w1,w2, . . . ,wI]T are the energy components at the ith angle, Θi, and
ψi is the corresponding plane wave component. The steering matrix HA of dimensions I×MA
maps between the observed pressures at the zone A (bright zone) microphones3 and the plane
wave components, and can be defined such that
w =
1
2
|HAoA|2. (3.4)
The planarity metric can be introduced as the ratio between the intensity component due to the
largest plane wave component and the total energy flux of plane wave components:
η = ∑i
wiui ·uα
∑i wi
, (3.5)
where ui is the unit vector associated with the ith component’s direction, uα is the unit vector
in the direction α = argmaxi wi, and · denotes the inner product. Thus, it gives a measure of
the proportion of the plane wave energy in the zone that can be attributed to the principal plane
wave component.
3Planarity could also be calculated for the dark zone. However, a link between perceived interference and dark
zone planarity has not yet been established, so these results are not reported.
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When a plane wave is reproduced, all of the energy in the zone can be attributed to the largest
component and the score approaches 100%. Where a diffuse sound field is reproduced, or
self-cancellation results in equal and opposite energy components in the zone, the score tends
towards 0%. In Appendix A, Fig. A.2, a number of sound fields, together with the corre-
sponding planarity scores, are illustrated. Therefore, evaluating the target sound field in terms
of planarity allows the differences between control method performance characteristics in the
target zone to be quantified while being applicable for all approaches.
Calculation of the steering matrix by acoustic contrast beamforming
The principle of the planarity metric is generally applicable to any valid method of populating
the steering matrix HA. For instance, matrix elements can be calculated by beamforming using
approaches readily available from the microphone array processing literature [see, for example
Van Trees, 2004], by a decomposition of the sound field into orthogonal basis functions based
on the microphone array, or by using a spatial Fourier transform. As the control methods have
been selected to apply to arbitrary loudspeaker and microphone arrangements, an approach to
populating the planarity steering matrix that applies to arbitrary geometries is also used. Here,
the steering vectors are populated using ACC beamforming applied to the microphone array,
which is equivalent to a regularized max-SNR approach [Van Veen and Buckley, 1988].
By this approach, the rows of HA can be determined for each steering angle. First, the micro-
phone responses for each look direction are defined based on the plane wave Green’s function,
G(xmA |Θi) =
e jkx
m
A .ui
MA
, (3.6)
where xmA is the position of the mth monitor microphone and ui is the unit vector in the direction
of the ith angle, and grouped into a pass range Pi and stop range Si for each angle:
Pi = {G(xmA |Θ j)} ∀m = 1, . . . ,MA; j ∈ i±θP
Si = {G(xmA |Θ j)} ∀m = 1, . . . ,MA; j /∈ i±θS, (3.7)
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the designation of the steering angle Θi into the pass range θP and stop
range θS. The red shading denotes the ‘bright zone’ and the blue denotes the ‘dark zone,’ as in
Chapter 2. The × marks depict an arbitrary microphone array.
where θP denotes the pass range and all angles outside of θS are in the stop range. The pass
range and stop range matrices are considered as the bright zone and dark zone with respect
to the microphone array, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, and maximizing the acoustic contrast as
Eq. (2.19), the weights hi for each angle are given by the eigenvector corresponding to the
maximum eigenvalue of (SHi Si +β I)
−1PHi Pi, where β is a frequency-independent regulariza-
tion parameter.
The steering matrix applied in Eq. (3.4) can be collated from these components as
HA = [h1,h2, . . . ,hI]
T . (3.8)
The parameters for the ACC beamforming were selected empirically to give a reasonable com-
promise between beam width, side lobe suppression and robustness. In the calculations of HA
used throughout this thesis, the pass range θP = 3
◦, the stop range covered angles outside of
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θS = 6
◦, and the regularization parameter was set to β = 10−3. The directivity of the array at
100 Hz, 1000 Hz and 6500 Hz, with up to 2 cm error applied to the microphone positions, is
illustrated in Appendix A, Figs. A.3 and A.4.
3.3 Anechoic simulations
Simulations were designed and conducted to compare the methods’ anechoic performance4.
In this section, the test methodology and experiments are motivated and described, and the
corresponding results are introduced.
3.3.1 Method
The simulations were conducted in Matlab using a bespoke software toolbox designed and im-
plemented by the author and colleagues5. In the following, details of the simulation geometry
and conditions are given.
Simulation geometries
To facilitate the control method comparison, a 60 element circular array was chosen. Circular
geometries have been used extensively in sound field reproduction as they enclose the control
4Anechoic simulations are a necessary stage in acoustical research. They predict the features of anechoic
performance, yet they represent an ideal perspective on performance as they are free from experimental errors,
transducer characteristics and a noise floor, unlike experimental results recorded in an anechoic chamber.
5In particular, Marek Olik (University of Surrey) made equal contributions to the author in terms of the soft-
ware design, implementation, and ongoing maintenance including debugging and adding new functionality. Martin
Møller and Martin Olsen (Bang & Olufsen A/S), also made contributions to the implementation of PM and SFS
techniques.
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region, and for the sound zone scenario the sources may sometimes surround the zones. A dia-
gram of the circular geometry is shown in Fig. 3.2. A line array, which is used for comparison
against the circular geometries for completeness, is also shown. While a 60 loudspeaker array
may be fairly large compared to existing sound reproduction systems (e.g. a 5.1 channel sys-
tem in a domestic room), a sufficient number of sources are required to ensure that the sound
field can be synthesized under the pressure matching approach. The link between the num-
ber of elements in circular arrays and the corresponding upper frequency bound for accurate
sound field synthesis is well documented, for instance in Ward and Abhayapala [2001]. Above
this limit (the spatial aliasing limit), the wavelength is too short in relation to the loudspeaker
spacing for the array to properly reproduce the sound field. For a certain wavenumber k and
reproduction region with radius rr = 0.9 m (just including both zones), the minimum number
of loudspeakers required for reproduction is L = 2dkrre. Therefore, the maximum frequency
that can be reproduced by the array of L loudspeakers is fmax = cL/4pirr. This is equivalent to
a spacing of half a wavelength around the reproduction region. The spatial aliasing limit for
this configuration is approximately 1800 Hz. As the mid-range band is targeted for reproduc-
tion, this spacing allows the performance of the array on either side of the aliasing limit to be
considered.
Simulation conditions
The anechoic simulations used in this chapter and throughout this thesis consider a free-field
environment, with each source modelled as an ideal monopole. The free-field Green’s Function
was used to populate the plant matrices,
Gnl =
jρck
4piR
e jkR, R = |rnl|, (3.9)
where ρ = 1.21 kg/m3 and c = 343 m/s.
The frequency range considered is an extended midrange band, 50–7000 Hz, which amply
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covers the telephony frequency range, and ensures that the crossover to a directive driver-based
solution is adequately covered [Druyvesteyn and Garas, 1997].
Both the control and monitor microphones in the zones are spaced 2.5 cm apart, fulfilling the
Nyquist spatial sampling criterion up to 6.8 kHz. In each case there are 192 omnidirectional
microphones in each zone, arranged to sample a 25 x 35 cm grid. Further monitor microphones
outside of the zones are used for sound field visualizations, and are spaced at 10 cm.
The target sound pressure level was set to TA = 76 dB SPL (Eq. (2.8)). This level has been
shown to be a comfortable listening level and has been used during listening tests based on
the sound zone interference situation [Francombe et al., 2012]. Although it imposes an upper
bound on performance, limiting the lowest possible sound pressure to the human threshold of
hearing is intuitively justified. It should further be noted that any SPL below the noise floor
would not be measurable in practice.
Regularization considerations
To set the regularization conditions for ACC and PM, we set Q in Eqs. (2.22) and (2.55) to cor-
respond to E = 0 dB control effort relative to a single monopole positioned on rc and equidistant
from both zones. While alternative values could be used, this value ensured that the solutions
were not overly regularized under the simulation conditions. This approach to setting Q, also
used by Elliott et al. [2012] and Bai and Lee [2006], is beneficial in that it has a clear physical
interpretation and is frequency dependent. However, as described in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.2,
the effort constraints may be inactive. Consequently no regularization would be applied to the
potentially ill-conditioned matrix inversions calculated for ACC and PM. Consider the exam-
ple of the ACC and PM solutions at 1 kHz, with a 20 dB effort constraint. For our simulation
geometry, the condition number of (GHA GA +G
H
B GB), inverted for PM, is 1.3× 1013 and the
corresponding solution has control effort of 58 dB. In this case, the effort constraint would be
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Figure 3.2: Simulation geometry with two zones surrounded by a circular loudspeaker array, show-
ing the array radius rc = 1.68 m, the reproduction radius rr = 0.9 m and the zone dimensions. The
position of the line array used for comparison in simulation is shown, and the incident angles of
the plane wave energy impinging on the bright zone, ψ , are also indicated.
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active, and the inversion would be regularized. Conversely, the condition number of GHB GB,
inverted for ACC, is 2.3× 1018, yet the corresponding solution has only -2 dB effort. In this
case, the effort constraint would be inactive and the matrix inversion prone to numerical errors.
We therefore considered the condition number of the matrices to be inverted in our selection
of the λ values (Eqs. (2.22) and (2.55)) by initializing them such that the condition number of
the matrix to be inverted did not exceed 1010. Then, the effort constraints were enforced, if
necessary, via a gradient descent search to find λ such that the control effort fell in the range
-1 to 0 dB. In Chapter 5, the effect of regularization is considered in detail.
3.3.2 Control method comparison
The simulation toolbox was used to calculate source strengths for BC, ACC and PM as set out in
Sections 2.2.2, 2.3.1 and 2.4.2, and evaluate the performance. In this section, the performance
characteristics under anechoic conditions are described, and the effect of loudspeaker array size
on performance is considered.
Performance characteristics
The performance of each method, applied to the circular array, under the evaluation metrics of
contrast, control effort and planarity, is shown in Fig. 3.3. The core properties of each method
are demonstrated here: ACC produced the maximum contrast of 76 dB across the whole fre-
quency range, required the control effort constraint to be active at some (lower) frequencies
and had a poor planarity score. PM on the other hand produced the best planarity score, along
with a contrast score of over 70 dB at some frequencies, but required a consistently high con-
trol effort. While the planarity score fell away towards 60% at low frequencies, the score was
affected by the resolution of the beamformer used to populate the planarity steering matrix
(Eq. (3.4)) which is related to the aperture of the sensor array and does not imply a large plane
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wave reproduction error at this frequency (the normalized reproduction error for PM (zone A)
at 100 Hz was 1.65%6). Finally, BC required very little control effort cost and had a planarity
that fell between the two cancellation methods, but also had a low contrast score.
The sensitivity of PM to the circular array spatial aliasing limit is evident, particularly in terms
of contrast where the cancellation across frequency fell away rather rapidly after the limit (1800
Hz). The target sound field continued to be fairly planar at higher frequencies, although the
planarity score did falter around the limit itself. The fluctuations in contrast were caused by
the aliasing lobes passing through the dark zone. Furthermore, it is clear that the frequency
range over which the effort constraint was active for PM was much larger than for ACC - in
fact, for this configuration satisfying the matrix conditioning constraint for ACC was adequate
at all frequencies to meet the control effort criterion. On the other hand, PM was constrained to
0 dB for almost of all the frequencies considered. Such properties of PM may be mitigated by
careful specification of the desired sound field, and in general be outweighed by its ability to
have specified the spatial properties of the sound field, resulting in a considerable improvement
over the planarity of ACC, both avoiding problems with self-cancellation in the target zone and
allowing potential usage for spatial audio reproduction.
The circular geometry restricts the contrast performance of BC and the planarity performance
of ACC in comparison with a less enveloping geometry. To quantify these differences, a 60
channel line array, tangential to the circular array (Fig. 3.2) was simulated, with inter-element
spacing of 9.4 cm (equivalent to the spacing around the reproduction radius for the circu-
lar array). Although this line array is longer and contains more loudspeakers than are typi-
cally adopted, the degrees of freedom available to the array and the half-wavelength spacing
were preserved for comparison with the circular array. The results are shown in Appendix B,
Fig. B.1. For the line array, the maximum contrast achievable by BC increased to 30 dB be-
tween 1–3.8 kHz, and the planarity score for ACC rose to 90% or above for frequencies above
6The normalized reproduction error was calculated as 100×
√
(pA−dA)H (pA−dA)
(dHA dA)
[Williams, 1999, p. 240]
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Figure 3.3: Performance of BC (blue), ACC (thick, green) and PM (dashed, red) applied to a 60
element circular array, under the metrics of contrast (top), effort (middle) and planarity (bottom).
300 Hz, reflecting the limited number of potential incident plane wave directions and the de-
creased potential for equal and opposite components leading to standing waves. For a line array,
the poor planarity is related to the aperture size, as multiple beams may still be formed across
the zone with a large aperture. Similarly, the contrast achieved for PM improved, especially in
terms of the upper frequency of good performance. In any case, the underlying characteristics
among the methods, and their ranking with respect to the evaluation metrics, remain unchanged
regardless of the loudspeaker geometry: ACC produces the greatest contrast, PM produces a
planar sound field and BC is the lowest effort solution.
Visualization of the sound fields reproduced by the three methods clarifies the evaluation
scores, particularly between the extreme cases. Figure 3.4 shows the sound pressure level
and phase across the simulated room at 1 kHz, for each method. The effect of the control effort
on the overall sound level in the enclosure is striking in the comparison between BC and PM;
in the latter case there is evidently more energy in the room and the introduction of a reflective
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Figure 3.4: Sound pressure level (top) and phase (bottom) distribution of reproduced sound field
at 1 kHz using BC (left column), ACC (centre column) and PM (right column). The phase plots
indicate wave propagation, where the PM target field (lower portion of bottom-right plot) is a plane
wave travelling from east to west.
surface at any boundary would have a large impact on the system performance. Similarly, the
size and depth of the cancellation region achieved by ACC with respect to the small region
achieved by PM (and very little produced by BC) is remarkable. Yet, a standing wave can be
observed running through the middle of the target zone in the case of ACC. This demonstrates
a risk of the cancellation approach that is not quantified in the contrast score: the spatial aver-
aging of the sound pressures allows inhomogenous sound pressure across the target zone due
to plane wave components arriving from various directions. The opposite is true for PM where
there is only a single component. From the phase plots, the plane wave travelling east-west can
be observed, and for ACC, the standing wave can be seen (the phase is different on each side
of the zone, but without a sharp transition of 2pi), which gives rise to the very low planarity
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score7. Visualizations of the comparative performance at 100 Hz and 3000 Hz are shown in
Appendix C, Figs. C.1 and C.2.
The properties of the sound field, described above in terms of the distribution of sound pres-
sure level and phase, can be further analyzed by means of the direction of arrival of the energy
impinging on the bright zone. The steering matrix (HA, Eq. (3.4)) used to derive the pla-
narity score was used to estimate the distribution of energy with respect to azimuth, and for
a number of frequencies between 50–6000 Hz, the results are plotted in Fig. 3.5. Although
lines corresponding to individual frequencies cannot be isolated, the overall properties are well
demonstrated. In general, the lines corresponding to lower frequencies have wider lobes about
the principal energy azimuth. The figure first clarifies the effect of the low frequency resolu-
tion on the PM planarity scores. From the lower plot, it is confirmed that the principal energy
component for PM is placed accurately at 90◦, indicating the plane wave impinging from this
angle has been accurately reproduced. Yet at 50 Hz, the lobe (centred at 90◦) is over 180◦ wide,
demonstrating the low resolution of the planarity steering beamformer (cf. Fig. A.3). For the
lines on this plot corresponding to frequencies above 1800 Hz, small side lobes appear, which
indicate the effect of spatial aliasing on the zone energy distribution. The energy distribution
for BC (top), indicates two frequency dependent modes of operation. In the first region, where
the wavelength is longer than half of the zone width (up to approximately 2.5 kHz), a single
beam is placed through the target zone at approximately 180◦ (indicated by the cluster of lines
around this azimuth). This region of operation corresponds to the case shown in Fig. 3.4. At
frequencies above this, the spatially averaged brightness is achieved by steering two beams
through the zone, which can be observed from Fig. 3.5 to be placed at approximately 180±20◦
(cf. Fig. C.2). Finally, the self-cancelling behaviour observed for ACC in Fig. 3.4 is confirmed
(middle plot Fig. 3.5). Two energy components, equally spaced about 180◦, combine to create
7Animations of the phase, showing the propagation of the sound, can be found online at
http://personal.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/P.Coleman/resources.html.
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of energy across azimuth, analyzed using the planarity beamformer, for
BC (top), ACC (middle) and PM (bottom). Each line represents a single frequency, with lines at
200 Hz intervals between 50–6000 Hz superimposed on each plot.
the target zone brightness while steering the beams around the dark zone. The actual angles of
the two beams vary depending on the wavelength, where for lower frequencies the beams are
more widely spaced.
The overall ranking of the methods is that ACC produces the best contrast, PM produces the
most planar sound field, and BC requires the least control effort. This ranking holds for both
circular arrays and line arrays of sources. Furthermore, the non-planar ACC bright zone sound
field can be attributed to a lack of phase control in the zone resulting in energy impinging from
various directions, causing unpredictable cancellation patterns.
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Figure 3.6: Upper frequency of contrast with increasing numbers of loudspeakers (L) in the (a)
circular and (b) line array, showing the frequency where the contrast falls 3 dB below the local
maximum at the point of contrast failure, for PM (blue), and ACC (dashed, red).
Effect of system size
One effect discussed above was that the phase control exerted by PM resulted in reduced con-
trast bandwidth (frequency range of effective control). Above the spatial aliasing frequency,
ACC is able to adjust the energy patterns to continue steering a pressure null towards the dark
zone. On the other hand, PM must attempt to minimize the overall error, and the contrast per-
formance very quickly drops away. The issue of the frequency range over which good contrast
can be obtained for a certain geometry and control method is important, and relates to the over-
all feasibility of the control methods for adoption in a practical system. In Figure 3.6a, the
effect of varying the number of loudspeakers in the circular array around rc (Fig. 3.2) is sum-
marized, considering ACC and PM optimization. BC is excluded as there was no significant
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change in contrast over frequency. In the simulation results, ACC exhibited a roll-off where
the maximum contrast was no longer reached, and PM exhibited a contrast degradation at its
transition into the region of aliasing performance. The upper frequency of effective contrast
performance was therefore taken as the frequency 3 dB below the local maximum at the roll-
off point. From Figure 3.6a, it is clear that the achievable bandwidth of effective contrast for
ACC increased more steeply with additional sources than for PM, in addition to the absolute
contrast values being higher (this trend in Fig. 3.3 held for reduced numbers of sources). The
fit line plotted for ACC has the gradient cL/4piR(B)z , where R
(B)
z was taken as the distance from
zone centre to zone corner, corresponding to the spatial aliasing limit for controlling just the
dark zone, and this fits the roll-off points well for the circular array simulations. The gradi-
ent follows from the ACC cost function (Eq. (2.22)), where only the dark zone pressures are
considered as the primary minimization. Similarly, it was observed from the sound pressure
level distributions that the drop from 76 dB contrast occurred when the width of the deep null
between aliasing lobes was no longer wide enough to cover the whole zone. The position of
the line was adjusted to have its x intercept at L = 8, being the minimum array order achieving
the 76 dB maximum.
In the line array simulations, the overall pattern of ACC producing greater acoustic contrast
than PM over a broader frequency range held. Varying the number of loudspeakers in the
line array equivalently to the simulations described for the circular array (by fixing the array
aperture and varying the loudspeaker spacing) obtained similar results to the circle under each
evaluation metric. For the arrays with 30 or more elements, the ACC contrast remained at 76
dB for the entire frequency range of the simulations. Nevertheless, for ACC with 20 elements
or fewer, and for each case using PM, the roll-off behaviour observed for the circular array was
again noted. For the line array, the upper frequency of contrast performance is governed by the
grating equation for aliased arrays, whereby the angle between the main lobe (steered towards
the bright zone) and the grating lobe depends on the loudspeaker separation and reproduction
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wavelength [see e.g. Kim and Choi, 2013, p. 238], decreasing with increasing frequency. The
highest frequency of reproduction is therefore when the dark zone just fits between two grating
lobes. For the arrays considered here, with a large aperture, the ACC optimization is able
to place the ‘centre’ of the array (from which the main lobe radiates) so that the distance
between grating lobes at the dark zone position is as wide as possible. ACC optimization,
in being free to create an arbitrary bright zone field, has more freedom to place the beam
such that the grating angle can be maximized, and therefore is able to reproduce contrast at
higher frequencies than PM. The effect is also somewhat evident in the PM roll-off for 60
loudspeakers, which was at a higher frequency than predicted. This effect is illustrated by
means of SPL maps in Appendix C, Fig. C.3. As the number of loudspeakers was reduced,
ACC was able to maintain this effect, but the array centre for PM tended towards the actual
centre of the array (i.e. equidistant from zones A and B) and the upper frequency therefore
corresponded to a loudspeaker spacing of approximately one wavelength (plotted as the fit line
for PM).
An alternative modification of the array order in the case of the line array would be to fix the
inter-element spacing and change the aperture. In this case, the upper limit of the performance
was similar for both methods, although the contrast values were higher for ACC. It should
further be noted that, as the number of loudspeakers in the line array are reduced in this con-
figuration, fewer sources are physically located at the ‘origin’ of the PM plane wave, making
it require very significant control effort to approximate the desired field. However, varying the
aperture exposed an effect of a ‘roll-on’ frequency for both methods, where the array aperture
must be of a certain size to achieve control at low frequencies. This effect was most severe
for PM (cf. Figs. B.2 and B.3). Similarly, the planarity scores for ACC increased as the ar-
ray aperture became less than the zone separation, as the sources are physically constrained
to producing a narrow range of energy directions. Illustrative examples of the effect on the
performance over frequency with ACC and PM for line arrays with 10 and 30 loudspeakers are
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shown in Appendix B, Figs. B.2 and B.3.
The acoustic contrast achieved with each array configuration above has not been stated. Al-
though there was some variation in the maximum values of the contrast achieved, the most
significant change with the adoption of various numbers of loudspeakers in various geometries
was the frequency range over which good contrast could be achieved. Both ACC and PM ex-
hibited roll-off behaviour at a certain frequency limit, and the simulations showed that PM, in
requiring control over the amplitude and phase in both zones, was more frequency-limited than
ACC for both line and circular array geometries.
3.4 Measured performance in a reflective environment
In Section 3.1, a number of studies were identified that have partially contributed towards an
understanding of the properties of sound field control methods for sound zone reproduction. A
comprehensive study was presented above, where the control methods were implemented and
evaluated under free-field conditions. Such a study is essential for establishing the fundamental
properties of the control methods and their physical limitations, and results are presented thus
in a significant number of publications. However, the outcomes of this thesis are intended to be
relevant to real-world applications of sound zone technology, and in the first instance the instal-
lation and evaluation of sound zones reproduced in a reflective room environment is necessary.
The system described in Fig. 3.2 was realized in an acoustically treated room in a recording
studio environment, and filters were designed to facilitate the measured performance of the
sound zone algorithms. In this section the reproduction system and filter design procedure are
described and the measured performance of BC, ACC and PM discussed.
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3.4.1 System realization and geometry
A reproduction and measurement system was designed and mounted on a bespoke spherical
structure, the “Surrey Sound Sphere”. The sphere is based around a geodesic frame, expanded
to form a radius on each arc, and truncated at the base to allow listeners to stand within the
structure. Some photographs of the assembled system are shown in Fig. 3.7. In the following,
the equipment, impulse response capture procedure and filter design process are outlined.
Equipment
The loudspeakers (Genelec 8020b) were clamped to the equator of the sphere to form a 60
channel circular array (radius of 1.68 m, as Fig. 3.2), and 48 microphones (Countryman B3
omni) were attached to a grid mounted on a microphone stand. In order to achieve the re-
quired sampling density of microphone locations, multiple positions of the microphone stand
were measured. A Mac Pro computer running Matlab8 was used to play the audio and also to
record the signals from the microphones, via the ‘playrec’ utility9 which allows simultaneous
recording and playback. A 72 channel MOTU PCIe 424 sound card was used for the ana-
logue to digital interface, with the microphone inputs first passed through a pre-amplifier stage
(PreSonus Digimax D8). Level differences between the input and output signal channels were
compensated through calibration. First, a Norsonic 1252 calibrator (producing 114 dB SPL at
1kHz) was used to calculate a gain factor for each channel. This was calculated in software and
therefore compensated for all gains in the channel (including the microphone capsule, pream-
plifier gain, sound card, and other losses). To calibrate the output levels and compensate for the
analogue gain controls on the loudspeakers, the microphone grid was then positioned with one
microphone being in the centre of the array. Pink noise was replayed through each loudspeaker
in turn and adjusted such that each channel produced the same level.
8http://www.mathworks.co.uk/
9http://www.playrec.co.uk/
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Figure 3.7: Photographs of the sphere showing the external view (top left), microphone array and
calibrator (top right) and internal panorama (bottom).
Impulse response capture
One key aspect of adopting BC, ACC and PM as sound zoning methods representative of their
respective approaches was that they could be set up in a reflective room based on measured
room impulse responses (RIRs). Accordingly, the RIRs between each microphone position
and each loudspeaker were measured. The maximum length sequence (MLS) approach to
RIR measurement was adopted, whereby pseudo-random sequences were replayed, captured
(simultaneously) at each microphone location, and cross-correlated with the original sequence
to derive the impulse. Using the MLS technique was appropriate as it was not always possible
to make measurements in a noise-free environment, and the technique was suitable for multiple
microphone capture [Stan et al., 2002]. The sequences were 15th order (32767 samples), and
the recordings were made at 48 kHz giving RIRs approximately 680 ms long. In order to
achieve the dense microphone sampling across the zones with the 48 physical microphones,
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8 positions of the microphone grid were measured in each zone, together with 2 positions in
the centre of the array that were used only for monitoring. As in the simulation work, the
microphones in the zones were split evenly and assigned to the control or monitor sets. The
RIRs were cropped at 150 ms (corresponding approximately to the RT of the room) to reduce
the effect of noise beyond the reverberation tail10.
Filter design and measurement procedure
For audition and measurement of the sound zones, it was necessary to design a time domain
filter for each loudspeaker channel. In this way, the audio programme material (for audition)
or the MLS (for objective measurements) could be convolved with the filters and a broadband
system realized. Typically, the control methods are formulated to optimize the source strength
vector in the frequency domain. Using the frequency domain design, finite impulse response
(FIR) filters can be populated and measured by considering a bin-by-bin approach, which is
illustrated in Fig. 3.8. The RIRs were first down-sampled to the simulation sample rate of
20 kHz, and a 8192 point fast Fourier transform (FFT) was then taken (giving a resolution of
approximately 2.4 Hz per bin). Subsequently, the plant matrices could be populated for each
frequency bin and the source weights calculated, up to the Nyquist bin. The source weights
were collated for each frequency bin, the negative frequency bins populated by complex con-
jugation, and the inverse FFT taken to obtain a time-domain filter. A 4096 sample modelling
delay was applied to ensure causality.
Measurements of objective performance were made by convolving an MLS sequence with each
10In practice, the acoustics of the room in which the measurements are made, including strong reflections and
the modal response, will affect the measured impulse responses and may have a significant influence on the eventual
control filters applied at the loudspeakers. In this thesis, it has been assumed that these effects are compensated for
in the optimization process. A comparison of measurements made in two rooms, one set of which is presented in
the thesis, did not reveal any significant differences arising from changes in the room acoustics.
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Figure 3.8: Diagram illustrating the process of RIR measurement, sound zone FIR filter design
and performance measurement. K indicates the length of the FFT.
of the FIR control filters, simultaneously replaying them through the loudspeakers, and sam-
pling the reproduced sound pressures with the microphone array. Finally, the FFT was taken
of the recorded system responses, and the evaluation metrics were calculated in the frequency
domain as in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The identical planarity steering matrices were used for the
measured performance as the anechoic evaluation; these were based on ideal far field responses
at the specified microphone locations.
3.4.2 Practical performance
The system was set up and calibrated as described in Section 3.4.1. The performance of ACC,
BC and PM was measured, and the results are given in the following sections. The regular-
ization conditions applied in the anechoic simulations (maximum matrix condition number of
1010; 0 dB control effort limit) were also imposed for the measured system, and aside from
the filter coefficients being calculated at specific frequencies imposed by the FFT rather than at
spaced integer frequencies, the experiments were conducted and evaluated in the same way as
above.
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Performance characteristics
The measured contrast, control effort and planarity performance of BC, ACC and PM is shown
in Fig. 3.9. Although the actual acoustic contrast scores were lower in the reflective room en-
vironment, the measured characteristics and rankings of the methods are consistent with the
observations made under anechoic conditions. In terms of acoustic contrast, ACC performed
the best, reaching a contrast of 20–25 dB between 100–3000 Hz and exceeding that of both
other methods above 70 Hz. PM achieved the next best contrast, also giving around 20 dB
contrast over the frequency range 200–2000 Hz. The effect of spatial aliasing above around
1.8 kHz was clearly present in the measured performance of PM. Finally, BC was the worst of
the methods in terms of contrast, achieving up to 18 dB in the measured environment. The BC
contrast degradation between the (ideal) anechoic and measured environments was consider-
ably less than for the other two methods, which implies that robustness in the contrast is due to
creation of a deep, stable cancellation region rather than variations in the bright zone level.
The control effort ranking was again retained among the methods in the measured results11.
With the addition of experimental noise and room reflections, the transfer function matrices
become more linearly independent, which generally has the effect of lowering the control effort
scores. Thus, even at low frequencies, the matrix condition number constraint was adequate
for ACC to ensure the effort fell below 0 dB (this is evident as the effort does not reach -1 dB
or higher). The limit was still enforced for PM for a significant amount of the frequency range,
although it was required at fewer frequencies than the anechoic case. The lowest effort was
always given by BC. Furthermore, the general trend of increasing effort with frequency for
ACC and BC was also confirmed.
The planarity metric was shown in the measurements to produce scores comparable with the
11The control effort values were taken directly from the vector norm of the source weights before their trans-
formation into the time domain and subsequent convolution with the MLS sequences. They are ‘measured’ in the
sense that they are based on the measured RIRs used to calculate the frequency domain coefficients.
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Figure 3.9: Measured performance of BC (blue), ACC (thick, green) and PM (dashed, red) applied
to a 60 element circular array, under the metrics of contrast (top), control effort (middle) and
planarity (bottom). Data smoothed for plotting using a 15-bin moving average filter.
anechoic predictions. In general, it can therefore be concluded that even when there is some
experimental uncertainty (due to the mismatch between the specified and actual microphone lo-
cations, measurement noise, and differences in the speed of sound), the beamforming approach
used to estimate planarity can discern between different reproduced sound fields. Above 400
Hz, the ACC and PM scores followed the trends predicted by the anechoic simulations, with
PM being high and consistent, and ACC being low and gradually beginning to increase above 1
kHz. The BC scores were generally lower than in the anechoic predictions, but do fall between
the PM and ACC scores. Below 400 Hz, the PM planarity scores decreased and for the other
methods they fluctuated more than expected from the anechoic simulations. At low frequen-
cies, the conditioning of the beamformer was relatively poor, in addition to the aperture being
narrow. Therefore, the effects of the experimental uncertainties at these frequencies are likely
to be more severe. Nevertheless, the planarity metric showed discerning performance over a
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Figure 3.10: Measured distribution of energy across azimuth, analyzed using the planarity beam-
former, for BC (top), ACC (middle) and PM (bottom). Each line represents a single frequency,
with lines at 200 Hz intervals between 50–6000 Hz superimposed on each plot.
wide frequency range.
Similarly to the anechoic case, the planarity beamformer was used to analyze the energy im-
pinging on to the target zone. The energy distributions are shown in Fig. 3.10. It can be
observed that PM consistently places the plane wave components at 90◦, although there is
some deviation at the lowest frequencies which may be attributed to the beamformer sensitivi-
ties discussed above. The two dominant directions, spaced either side of 180◦ again appear for
ACC. The presence of room reflections has modified the distribution slightly, with the peaks at
azimuths of 90-180◦ more pronounced than those between 180-270◦. Similarly, the energy dis-
tribution for BC is much less clearly defined than that observed in the anechoic case, but there
is evidence that the method is behaving in a similar manner to that described above, where
the loudspeakers closest to the zone (at around 180◦) are responsible for much of the energy
impinging on the zone.
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Figure 3.11: Upper frequency where 15 dB contrast was measured for ACC (dashed, red) and PM
(solid, blue), as a function of the number of loudspeakers included in the circular array.
Effect of system size
The effect of system size was also considered for the circular array used for the measure-
ments. In this case, the loudspeaker locations were fixed and equally spaced arrays of different
sizes were created by taking subsets of the installed loudspeakers. With the measured contrast
performance, the depth of contrast for ACC changed between loudspeaker sets as the perfect
cancellation seen in the anechoic case is impractical. Similarly, the fluctuations in contrast
level over frequency for PM made it difficult to precisely assess the frequency at which spatial
aliasing became detrimental to the contrast. BC was again excluded as there was no significant
change in contrast over frequency. Therefore, as both methods (and all array sizes) exceeded
15 dB contrast at the frequencies of good operation, the upper contrast limit was in this case
taken to be the frequency at which the contrast performance dropped below 15 dB. Prior to the
analysis, a 50-bin wide moving average filter was applied to the contrast values to smooth the
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data. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.11, with the fit line gradients as in Figure 3.6a, and the
x-intercept for ACC was again adjusted to correspond to the fewest loudspeakers used.
The main observation from Fig. 3.11 is that the traits among control methods were very similar
between the measured and anechoic performance. That is, for a given number of loudspeakers,
the bandwidth (as well as the depth) of the contrast achieved by ACC was greater than that of
PM. The fit lines also broadly describe the measured trends. In the PM case, the measured
frequencies were slightly above the predicted values, which may be due to the differing levels
of contrast achieved; for the larger arrays, the 15 dB point was further along the roll-off that
occurred due to spatial aliasing and so the aliasing point was over-estimated. On the other hand,
while the ACC gradient due to the projected spacing around the dark zone somewhat fitted the
observed values for 6–30 loudspeakers, the final observation (L = 60) was some way below
the predictions. Due to the decreasing wavelength reproduced with frequency, errors in the
loudspeaker and microphone placement, and measurement noise, may have a greater impact
at high frequencies. Therefore, although the anechoic simulations showed that the larger array
could reproduce contrast at higher frequencies, it is hypothesized that the practical contrast
is lower due to experimental uncertainties and larger performance drops around the control
microphone locations.
3.5 Summary
Control methods from the literature, representative of sound focusing (BC), energy cancellation
(ACC) and sound field synthesis (PM), were compared for their suitability for sound zone
creation. In order to make a fair comparison among methods, the array geometry was fixed and
a physically motivated control effort and matrix condition number based regularization was
applied. The planarity metric was adopted to evaluate the properties of the target zone. Where
reproduction error was unsuitable for methods other than PM, planarity objectively assessed
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the energy flux distribution in the target zone, giving a score indicating how much the target
field resembled a plane wave.
ACC was shown to be the most effective method for creating contrast between the zones, with
PM (synthesizing a plane wave) giving the highest planarity, and BC the least effort. The
results were borne out for circular and line arrays in anechoic simulations, and verified with
measurements of the sound pressure reproduced by FIR filters applied to a circular array of
loudspeakers in a practical sound zone system. As a consequence of reproducing significantly
less contrast than ACC and PM, with only a slight effort gain compared to ACC, BC will not
further be included in the discussion of developing optimization cost functions in the following
chapters.
Furthermore, the energy distributions at various frequencies were analyzed to reveal that the
poor planarity performance of ACC was due to equal and opposite energy components imping-
ing on the target zone, creating an energy null in the centre of the zone. This weakness will be
resolved in Chapter 4 by means of a novel optimization cost function, to allow high contrast
and high planarity from circular arrays. Finally, the effect of the number of loudspeakers in
the array was considered. It was shown that ACC produced greater contrast over a larger band-
width with respect to PM, for both linear and circular arrays in anechoic simulations. These
findings were validated with experimental data, although the highest levels of contrast were not
measured at high frequencies in the practical system.
Chapter 4
Planarity control optimization
In Chapter 3, the advantages of controlling the target sound field phase were investigated.
One particular concern for ACC was the formation of standing wave patterns, causing uneven
sound pressure distributions in the target zone and potentially disruptive perceptual effects in
the localization of the programme material across frequency. Conversely, PM was shown to
successfully reproduce a plane wave sound field, although this came at a higher control effort
cost and with a limited bandwidth of successful operation.
The central contribution of this thesis is the planarity control (PC) optimization proposed in
this chapter. The microphone array beamforming approach previously adopted for sound field
evaluation is extended to constrain the distribution of energy in the target zone in the context
of maximizing the acoustic contrast between two zones. Although the phase is not explicitly
controlled, properties consistent with phase-controlled sound fields are achieved. The specific
contributions of this chapter are re-stated as follows:
• Proposal of a novel cost function ‘planarity control’ for sound zone optimization to im-
prove the energy distribution in the target field.
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• Implementation of the cost function.
• Presentation of simulation results to explore the cost function performance.
• Experimental validation of the technique.
• Considerations of the design of an appropriate range of angles from which energy may
impinge on the bright zone.
• Proposal of planarity control as a means to reproduce spatial audio in the context of
personal sound zones.
• Experimental investigation and evaluation of planarity control for stereophonic sound
zone reproduction.
In the following, related articles where the acoustic intensity has been optimized for control of a
single zone are briefly summarized. Then, the PC cost function is introduced and discussed, and
its performance analyzed through anechoic simulations. Finally, experimental measurements
validating the method performance are presented.
4.1 Approaches to single-zone plane wave reproduction
The only existing approach to producing planar sound fields in the context of personal audio
is SFS, where analytical methods or PM may be used to reproduce a plane wave over one
region while attenuating the sound pressure in another. The SFS opportunities were discussed
in Section 2.4, and the PM approach was included in the method comparison in Chapter 3.
The PC approach differs in two ways. Firstly, it focuses the bright zone energy to impinge on
the zone from a range of directions, using superdirective microphone array beamforming to
project the energy into a spatial domain rather than synthesizing complex pressures or a sound
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field based on orthogonal basis functions. Secondly, the range of acceptable angles, defined by
a parameter in the cost function, may be loosely or tightly constrained depending on the user
requirements. The second aspect has not previously been explored to the knowledge of the
author. Regarding the first aspect, a few methods have been proposed to control a spatial region
that are not directly derived from a SFS paradigm. These fall into two categories: intensity-
based approaches, and approaches which control the sound pressure in a spatial domain. These
are considered in the following subsections.
4.1.1 Intensity-based approaches
Some methods for planar sound field reproduction have considered the manipulation of inten-
sity in a single zone. Choi and Kim [2004] used a loudspeaker array to manipulate the intensity
over a region by estimating the pressure and pressure gradient at a number of discrete micro-
phone locations. Each microphone location was approximated by measuring two positions,
one on either side of the specified location, with offsets in the positive and negative direction
of the desired intensity flow. The spatially averaged acoustic intensity in the bright zone can be
related to the source weights as
I =
1
2ρ0c
qHℑ
[
GHA−GA+
(k∆r0)MA
]
q = qHCq, (4.1)
where ℑ is the imaginary part operator, ∆r0 is the distance between the two measurement
points, and the subscripts − and + denote the transfer function measurements made at the
positions either side of the position where the intensity is estimated. The intensity is controlled
over the region, by maximizing the ratio
λ =
aqHCq
qHq
. (4.2)
This equation appears familiar as it is similar to the expression for BC (Eq. (2.13)) and may
be solved in the same way. Thus, it can be said that the intensity control approach maximizes
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the spatially averaged intensity in a certain direction, limited by a certain source power. The
main difficulty with this approach is that the matrix C depends on the desired direction of the
intensity. Thus, in order to arbitrarily set the direction of the intensity, each desired micro-
phone position would have to be surrounded by measurements. To create first-order intensity
estimates for the microphone resolution used in Chapter 3, the measurement capture process
would become very time consuming.
An alternative means to reproduce a planar single-zone sound field was recently proposed by
Shin et al. [2013], who controlled the velocity at the boundary of the zone based on the principal
of the Kirchoff-Helmholtz integral. The boundary sampling allows the zone to be controlled
by considering the velocity in the inward direction, and the source weights were calculated by
matching (in a least-squares sense) these velocities with those due to a virtual source from a
certain direction. However, this approach also suffers from the practical difficulties entailed
with making pressure gradient measurements as an estimate of first-order intensity. It would
therefore be ideal if the planar sound field creation could operate on microphone pressures
alone.
4.1.2 Control of pressure in a spatial domain
One other approach has been proposed for plane wave reproduction in a region based on pres-
sure microphones. Chang et al. [2010] reproduced a plane wave by focusing the plane wave
energy towards a point in the wavenumber domain. The concept exploits the idea that in the
wavenumber domain a plane wave appears as a point. Existing energy focusing techniques
(such as BC and ACC, introduced in Chapter 2) have been shown to successfully concentrate
sound energy to a spatially confined region. Therefore, by transforming the sound pressures
into the wavenumber domain, the sound energy may be focused towards a point corresponding
to a plane wave source. In an earlier work [Chang et al., 2006], the wavenumber domain point
focusing (WDPF) was compared with 2D implementations of HOA using a circular array and
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WFS with a planar array, and was found to improve precision of plane wave placement with
respect to HOA and require fewer loudspeakers than WFS.
To illustrate the concept and provide the necessary background for the introduction of PC, the
problem may be written in a familiar form. The matrix HA was introduced in Eq. (3.4) in the
context of the planarity metric, representing a mapping between the complex pressures at the
microphones and the reproduced plane wave energy distribution over azimuth. The equivalent
matrix YA, of dimensions I×NA, can equivalently project the sound pressure at the control
microphones into a spatial domain. For planar sound field reproduction in a single (bright)
zone, an appropriate cost function is to maximize the brightness via such a spatial domain:
J = pHA Y
H
AΓYApA−λ (qHq−Q), (4.3)
which closely resembles the BC cost function introduced in Eq. (2.10). Thus, Eq. (4.3) can
be interpreted as the maximization of acoustic brightness via the spatial domain, constrained
by a certain sum of squared source weights. The solution to Eq. (4.3) can be found in exactly
the same way as Eq. (2.10), although it is not necessary for this discussion. The term Γ is a
diagonal matrix allowing a weighting to be applied based on the desired incoming plane wave
directions:
Γ = diag[γ1,γ2, . . . ,γI], (4.4)
where 0≤ γi ≤ 1 is the weighting corresponding to the ith steering angle. Energy will therefore
be focused in the direction of the nonzero elements of Γ.
In Chang et al. [2010], a general framework is given for WDPF whereby the sound field,
expressed in times of spherical harmonics, is transformed into the wavenumber domain via a
spatial Fourier transform. This formulation has the advantage of being generalizable, although
as with SFS approaches relying on spherical harmonic decomposition, a spherical loudspeaker
array is required, with the order of expansion depending on the frequency and the density of
the loudspeaker spacing. For the purposes of comparison with PC, which will be introduced
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in Section 4.2, the WDPF can be expressed by Eq. (4.3), with YA populated by spatial Fourier
transform and Γ having infinitesimal angular resolution with a single nonzero element γϕ at the
desired plane wave direction.
The WDPF approach provides an interesting perspective on the problem of plane wave repro-
duction over a zone. Similarly, the description in Eq. (4.3) shows a clear opportunity to include
dark zone pressures in the optimization. In the following, such extension of WDPF for multiple
zones is considered.
4.2 Cost function
The concept of projecting the bright zone energy into a spatial domain to control the plane
wave components present in the reproduced sound field represents an opportunity to achieve
planar sound fields where at least one dark zone is also present. The proposed PC cost function
optimizes the acoustic planarity by combining ACC and WDPF (Eqs. (2.22) and (4.3)).
The PC optimization cost function can thus be introduced as a minimization of the dark zone
pressures, with the bright zone energy constraint enforced via the spatial domain, and with an
effort constraint. For a single frequency,
JPC = p
H
B pB+µ(p
H
A Y
H
AΓYApA−A)+λ (qHq−Q). (4.5)
As in Eq. (2.22), µ and λ are Lagrange multipliers. The solution is found in the identical
manner to Eqs. (2.22) and (2.26) above, by taking the derivatives with respect to q and each of
the Lagrange multipliers, and setting to zero:
∂JPC
∂q
= 2
[
GHB GBq+µG
H
A Y
H
AΓYAGAq+λq
]
= 0 (4.6)
∂JPC
∂µ
= pHA Y
H
AΓYApA−A = 0 (4.7)
∂JPC
∂λ
= qHq−Q = 0. (4.8)
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The optimal source weights are proportional to the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum
eigenvalue of (GHB GB+λ I)
−1
(GHA Y
H
AΓYAGA). The values of the Lagrange multipliers are
determined iteratively as above, where the sum of squared pressures (projected via the spatial
domain) is fixed to satisfy the constraint A= pHA Y
H
AΓYApA, with λ = 0. Then, λ is chosen such
that the constraint on qHq is satisfied. If Q > qHq when λ = 0, the constraint is not active.
Otherwise, λ is determined numerically using a gradient descent search such that qHq ≤ Q,
with A being fixed at each step. In practice, the value of λ is initialized based on the condition
number of GHB GB, as described in Section 3.3.1.
Similarly to the adoption of planarity as an evaluation metric, Eq. (4.5) does not depend on a
particular approach to populating YA. Here, as for evaluation, the ACC beamforming approach
described in Section 3.2.3 was used to calculate the steering matrix for the simulations and
measurements described in this and subsequent chapters. This was shown by Jackson et al.
[2013a] to improve the spatial filtering resolution with respect to approaches relying on the
spatial Fourier transform.
The design of Γ, with weightings γ between zero and one, is clearly a significant factor in PC
implementation. If the diagonal is filled with ones, then PC is identical to ACC (Eq. (2.22)).
If, on the other hand, the vector is populated with zeros apart from a single target direction,
a plane wave impinging from the specified direction should be reproduced, similar to WDPF.
In fact, expression of the mapping into the spatial domain via steering matrices rather than
strictly in the wavenumber domain presents an opportunity to set a range of pass angles rather
than a single plane wave direction. This would correspond to focusing the energy towards a
region in the wavenumber domain, rather than a single point. For sound zones, the primary
motivation for a planar bright zone is to restrict the plane wave components such that the self-
cancellation seen for ACC does not occur. Therefore, the actual angle of the source may not
need to be strictly specified to create a planar bright zone. However, if required for plane wave
reproduction (such as for spatial audio in sound zones), fewer non-zero elements of Γ may be
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used.
The PC cost function is fundamentally novel in that it considers maximization of the acous-
tic contrast between multiple zones, but with the bright zone energy projected into a spatial
domain. Similarly, although the bright zone term in the cost function is similar to WDPF, it
differs in three important ways:
• A dark zone is reproduced;
• The spatial resolution is increased by adopting superdirective array beamforming as op-
posed to a Fourier decomposition approach;
• The range of plane wave directions is not restricted to a single location.
In the following sections, simulation results and measured performance data are presented,
both exploring the usefulness of PC as a method for sound zone creation, and exploring various
designs of the angular pass range.
4.3 Anechoic simulations
The performance of PC is demonstrated in the following by means of anechoic simulations.
The 60 channel circular array, previously used in Chapter 3, was adopted (Fig. 3.2), and identi-
cal regularization conditions were imposed (maximum matrix condition number of 1010; 0 dB
control effort limit). The reference cases of ACC and PM were specified identically to their
implementations described in Section 3.3. For PC, the pass range was set to be 120◦ wide,
covering 30–150◦ (indicated on Fig. 4.3, top).
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Figure 4.1: Performance of PC (blue), ACC (thick, green) and PM (dashed, red) applied to a 60
element circular array, under the metrics of contrast (top), effort (middle) and planarity (bottom).
4.3.1 Performance characteristics
The PC method was applied to the array and the performance assessed under the evaluation
metrics introduced in Section 3.2. Figure 4.1 shows the method’s performance over frequency
in comparison with ACC and PM (BC is not directly included in the comparison with PC, for
clarity, and because it creates minimal contrast between the zones).
The PC contrast performance was very good and consistent across the considered frequency
band of 50–7000 Hz. The fundamental cost function focus (Eq. (4.5)) is the cancellation term,
which is unchanged from that in the ACC cost function (Eq. (2.22)). The contrast therefore
reached the maximum level of 76 dB for a considerable portion of the frequency range, and
outperformed PM at all frequencies. The limitations of PM in terms of the bandwidth imposed
by the spatial aliasing limit were alleviated by PC allowing a larger range of possible pass
angles. This advantage was particularly pronounced between 2–6 kHz.
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Figure 4.2: Sound pressure level (top) and phase (bottom) distribution of reproduced sound field
at 1 kHz using PC (left column), ACC (centre column) and PM (right column).
Likewise, the control effort performance tended towards that of ACC, which gave preferable
performance by a small margin across the whole range. At the lowest frequencies, the 0 dB
control effort constraint was enforced up to 100 Hz for PC, whereas ACC only required the
constraint up to 60 Hz. Nonetheless, the effort was below 0 dB for much of the frequency
range, and was consistently preferable to PM under the same conditions.
Finally, PC had good planarity performance across frequency. Under this metric, the least-
squares optimization of PM produced the best scores. At the lowest frequencies (below 400Hz),
the planarity performance was limited by the confounding of resolution limitations in the beam-
former used to populate the steering matrices for both the calculation of the PC filters and the
planarity metric. There was also a narrow notch in PC planarity at 3.3 kHz, corresponding to
the transition between one and two aliasing lobes being present across the sound field. Yet,
the PC planarity scores were for the most part similar to PM, and greatly improved from ACC
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(even at the aforementioned frequencies). Thus, the constraint on the energy flux in the bright
zone has reduced the appearance of self-cancellation artifacts from the reproduced sound field.
The optimal contrast and planarity performance obtained using PC can be further clarified by
studying the sound pressure level and phase maps, which are shown for 1 kHz in Fig. 4.2.
Here, the standing wave characteristics of ACC and the plane wave target field of PM can be
readily identified, as in Fig. 3.4 above. By inspection, PC can be noted to produce an ACC-
like dark zone, yet with a much simpler beam pattern through the bright zone1. Visualizations
of the comparative performance of PC, ACC and PM at 100 Hz and 3000 Hz are shown in
Appendix C, Figs. C.4 and C.5.
The energy analysis across azimuth has been repeated with the PC optimization and allows
further insights into these effects. The planarity scores (Fig. 4.1, bottom) and the phase distri-
butions in the enclosure (Fig. 4.2, bottom) support the case that the planarity control method is
capable of creating highly planar fields in the target zone, at individual frequencies. It is also
interesting to observe the range of incoming plane wave directions as a function of frequency.
Figure 4.3 shows the normalized energy distributions for multiple frequencies plotted across
azimuth for PC, ACC and PM. The energy impinging on the target zone when PC was adopted
can be seen to conform to the window specified by Γ (drawn as a thick red line, cf. Eq. (4.4)),
with the poorer low frequency beamformer resolution (and the resulting poor planarity scores)
notable from the line corresponding to 50 Hz (which does not reach zero energy at any az-
imuth). Some principal plane wave components were placed in the roll-off portion of the pass
window, although their peaks correspond to angles where the value of the window function is
at least 0.5. The locations of the energy peaks across frequency were variable, and it is ex-
pected that when a (monophonic) system is designed for a listener, some further restrictions on
the range will be necessary to make the programme feel coherent. Nevertheless, the freedom
1Animations of the phase, showing the propagation of the sound, can be found online at
http://personal.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/P.Coleman/resources.html.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of energy across azimuth, analyzed using the planarity beamformer, for
PC (top), ACC (middle) and PM (bottom). The thick red line in the uppermost plot indicates the
specified window along the diagonal of Γ, and the directions 90◦ and 180◦ correspond to incoming
plane wave directions of west-east and south-north, respectively, as indicated in Fig. 3.2. Each line
represents a single frequency, with lines at 200 Hz intervals between 50–6000 Hz superimposed on
each plot.
that the optimization has to place the energy at each frequency has a clear beneficial effect on
the achieved contrast between PM and PC, while maintaining a planar energy distribution at
individual frequencies.
4.3.2 Plane wave approximation using planarity control
The PC pass window is an important parameter in system design using PC, and further char-
acteristics of the method can be noted by narrowing the pass range. To test the ability of PC
to reproduce a specific incoming plane wave direction, the window was set to allow a narrow
azimuth range (considering a single azimuth with a 5◦ roll-off on either side), and the direction
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varied. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the energy distributions across azimuth for two interesting
cases: varying the incoming angle and studying the placement in different frequency bands.
Three significant results are plotted in Fig. 4.4 at 1 kHz for specified directions of 90◦ (east-
west; the direction specified for PM above), 115◦ (the mean angle of principal energy compo-
nents under the relaxed constraint used above) and 180◦ (south-north; across the two zones).
PM is also plotted as a reference. At 90◦, PC can be seen to accurately place the plane wave to
arrive from the required direction, and at 115◦ this was achieved with additional side lobe sup-
pression. In both cases, the width of the energy lobe for PM was slightly narrower. However,
for 180◦, which would effectively require a beam to be placed across the dark zone, a highly
self-cancelling pattern was instead reproduced and the peak in this direction was unsatisfactory,
although there was increased energy at 180◦ compared to ACC (cf. Fig. 4.3, centre).
The behaviour over frequency for the 115◦ direction is shown in Fig. 4.5. At low frequencies
up to 400 Hz, very wide lobes can be seen, which are generally wider for PC than for PM, and
there are also some significant side lobes at some frequencies. At mid frequencies up to the
spatial aliasing limit (400–1800 Hz) the placement was satisfactory (where again the width of
the energy lobe was slightly inferior to PM), with the principal energy component placed at the
desired azimuth. Above the spatial aliasing limit, the behaviour diverged a little between the
two approaches. PM continued to reproduce an accurate peak (although the contrast suffered),
whereas for PC side lobes emerged and the principal energy components deviated from the
target value by up to 25◦ in the worst cases. The contrast, effort and planarity performance
across frequency for all cases in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 is shown in Appendix D.
PC therefore has the potential for plane wave reproduction in conjunction with the creation of
significant cancellation between the zones. Certainly, although PM exhibited slightly narrower
side lobes than PC, the latter method could be adopted below the loudspeaker array aliasing
limit to produce plane wave energy from many directions and an improved dark zone over
PM. The perceptual effects of deviations from the specified directions in comparison with the
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Figure 4.4: Energy distribution over azimuth at 1 kHz for PC (left) and PM (right) approximating
a plane wave impinging from 90◦ (top), 115◦ (middle) and 180◦ (bottom). The intended direction
is indicated with the thick red line.
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Figure 4.5: Energy distribution for PC (left) and PM (right) with 115◦ target direction, in frequency
bands 50–400 Hz (top), 400–1800 Hz (middle), and 1800–6000 Hz (bottom). Each line represents
a single frequency, with lines at 200 Hz intervals between 50–6000 Hz superimposed on each plot.
The intended direction is indicated with the thick red line.
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improved contrast achieved should be investigated in further work to determine whether PC is
suitable for plane wave approximation in personal audio.
4.4 Practical performance
The anechoic simulations described above indicated that PC is a promising optimization method.
However, good practical performance is necessary to make significant claims in terms of real-
world performance. The performance was therefore evaluated using the experimental system
described in Section 3.4. Two implementations of PC were used: the 120◦ wide pass window
previously adopted in Section 4.3.1, and a window specifying a plane wave direction centred
at 90◦ with a 5◦ raised-cosine weighting at either side. The former specification is denoted
as PC (wide), and the latter specification, designed to closely match the PM specified field,
will be identified as PC (narrow) in the following discourse. In this section, measured perfor-
mance data are presented and analyzed. Subsequently, an implementation of a stereo sound
zone system using planarity control is discussed.
4.4.1 Measured performance characteristics
Baseline methods of ACC and PM were used for comparison with PC, and the results are
plotted across frequency in Fig. 4.6. The measurements for ACC and PM are directly re-
stated from the experiments described in Section 3.4. The claims made from the anechoic
simulations are largely seen to be substantiated by the measurements: PC (wide) produced
ACC-like contrast, ACC-like effort and PM-like planarity.
In the anechoic domain, it was observed that the contrast levels for PC were below the maxi-
mum level of 76 dB at low frequencies, and this error was attributed to the low resolution of
the beamformer driving the steering matrix used in the cost function. Similarly, the measured
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Figure 4.6: Measured performance of PC (wide) (thick, blue), PC (narrow) (dotted, blue) ACC
(thick, green) and PM (dashed, red) applied to a 60 element circular array, under the metrics of
contrast (top), control effort (middle) and planarity (bottom). Data smoothed for plotting using a
15-bin moving average filter.
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PM performance (Fig. 3.9) showed a decrease in planarity scores over a wider frequency range
than the anechoic case. The measured PC performance also exhibited these properties, albeit
with an extended ‘low frequency’ range, with the contrast values for PC (wide) converging
with ACC at around 600 Hz and remaining similar up to 7 kHz. Both implementations of PC
outperformed PM above 100 Hz in terms of the measured contrast.
It is interesting to consider the more tightly constrained implementation, PC (narrow), in terms
of the physical constraints imposed by the array. For PM, the aliasing effect imposed by the
source spacing around the reproduction region (corresponding to frequencies above around
1800 Hz) was clear in terms of the fluctuating contrast above this value. With a target angle of
90◦, PC (narrow) was somewhat more robust to this limit in the first aliasing region (2–4 kHz),
although the contrast did clearly suffer with respect to ACC and PC (wide). The performance
of PC (narrow) and PM was very similar in the second aliasing region (4–6.5 kHz). There
was also a drop in contrast for PC (narrow) with respect to ACC and PC (wide) in the range
500–800 Hz, although again the method here outperformed PM and there is a corresponding
increase in PC (narrow) planarity.
The control effort performance was comparable between PC and ACC for these filters. The low
frequency increase in control effort for PC (wide) with respect to ACC, noted in the anechoic
simulations, is again visible in Fig. 4.6. The PC (wide) control effort was lower than that
of PM over a significant portion of the frequency range. An interesting switch in the effort
performance of PC (narrow) occurred at around 1.5 kHz. At frequencies below this, the PC
(narrow) effort matched that of PC (wide); however at the higher frequencies, the effort very
closely matched PM. This reflects the extra power required to meet the tighter constraint of
reproducing a planar sound field with the energy impinging from a certain direction.
Analysis of the measured planarity reveals that below 2 kHz there was generally more differ-
ence between the planarity of PC (wide) and PM than in the anechoic case. Nevertheless, PC
(wide) represents a significant improvement upon ACC in terms of the planarity yielded. The
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principal energy components for each PC window can be seen from Fig. 4.7 to largely fall into
the specified ranges. Two regions of planarity performance are particularly noteworthy. First,
in the region 500–800 Hz (where the PC (narrow) contrast was also slightly lower than ACC),
there was a drop in planarity for both PC (wide) and PC (narrow). Closer analysis of the energy
distribution in this range revealed that two peaks of energy were placed within the PC (wide)
pass region. It may therefore be that the window should be more carefully designed to ensure
that multiple self-cancelling energy components cannot fall within it. Perceptual input on the
appropriate range of pass angles should also be taken into account. PC (narrow) also gave a
poorer planarity performance in this region, which can be attributed to the emergence of side-
lobes in the energy distribution. However, the principal plane wave components were placed at
the expected azimuth.
Second, while PC (narrow) performed well over a large frequency range, it produced a slightly
less planar sound field around the array aliasing frequency. Once again, the need to reproduce
good cancellation was traded off against the constraint to reproduce energy from a specific
direction. The effect was that in these regions both PC implementations produced an ACC-like
energy distribution, where rather than fully replicating the ACC solution, an energy component
was placed at the target direction and a corresponding component (symmetric about 180◦ for
this geometry) emerged to create the energy distribution familiar from the ACC studies. It is not
clear whether there is a perceptual degradation in localization due to these regions, integrated
across frequency with those where the energy is accurately located, when a broadband solution
is auditioned. Nevertheless, for large portions of the frequency range, the sound field planarity
was excellent for PC (wide) and PC (narrow), and PC (wide) outperformed ACC over the
whole frequency range (with PC (narrow) outperforming ACC for large regions). Overall, the
measured performance of PC validated the method’s significance for sound zone reproduction.
Although the method did not perform best under any metric, it avoided poor scores under all
metrics, achieving much better contrast than PM and much higher planarity than ACC. The
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Figure 4.7: Measured distribution of energy across azimuth, analyzed using the planarity beam-
former, for (top-bottom) ACC, PC (wide), PC (narrow) and PM (bottom). The thick red lines in
the PC plots indicate the specified windows along the diagonal of Γ. Each line represents a single
frequency, with lines at 200 Hz intervals between 50–6000 Hz superimposed on each plot.
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freedom to design Γ is thus a significant benefit of PC, where for monophonic reproduction
a wider pass range can be specified, eliminating the self-cancellation patterns yet allowing
freedom for good cancellation. Narrowing the pass range demonstrated a trade-off between the
freedom to achieve good contrast and correctly place the plane wave, leading towards reduced
contrast performance. Even so, the reproduced contrast exceeded the PM values.
4.4.2 Practical extension to stereophonic reproduction
One motivation for using plane wave target fields to demonstrate SFS performance is the po-
tential for superposition of any number of plane waves to reproduce an arbitrary sound field.
Often, complex sound scenes are rendered in this way [see Spors et al., 2013, for a summary
of spatial audio technologies] with massive multichannel sound systems. Although the SFS
approaches to sound zone reproduction (Section 2.4) give the potential for spatial audio, such
a system (synthesizing multiple plane wave directions per zone) has not currently been real-
ized in conjunction with quiet zone reproduction. Similarly, the intensity-based reproduction
approaches discussed in Section 4.1 have not been combined with a dark zone to reproduce
stereophonic personal audio. The PC approach has the potential for application with multi-
ple superposed energy directions impinging on the target zone, while improving the acoustic
contrast achieved with respect to the existing SFS approaches.
As with the SFS approaches, in theory any number of plane wave components can be approx-
imated using PC. Here, two components are superposed to approximate stereo reproduction.
Although complex sound scenes can be achieved by directly rendering the locations of audi-
tory events (e.g. a cello), low order mixes (i.e. 2 or 5 channels that can be directly panned by
a recording engineer) can be reproduced by considering each loudspeaker as a virtual source.
Any panning applied by the mixing engineer should then be preserved for the listener. As such,
the aim is to reproduce two virtual sources placed at ±30◦, corresponding to the left and right
loudspeakers in a conventional stereo setup. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. The exten-
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Figure 4.8: Concept of synthesized stereophonic personal audio reproduction, showing virtual
loudspeaker positions with reference to the bright zone energy distribution.
sion to stereo represents a significant advance in demonstrating the potential of such systems
in general usage, as stereophonic reproduction has been used for decades in consumer audio
systems. It also carries perceptual benefits by way of reducing binaural unmasking for the lis-
tener, thus improving the perceived level difference, in addition to greatly enhancing the spatial
quality of the reproduced audio.
The two most important properties for stereo sound zone reproduction are the accuracy of the
placement of energy and the acoustic contrast achieved. The left and right loudspeakers must
appear to be located consistently across frequency to ensure a stable stereo image. To realize
stereo, four sets of sound zone filters are required (target zone A, left and right channels; target
zone B, left and right channels). When superposing such solutions, obtaining a good level of
acoustic contrast is extremely important, as any residual sound pressure in the dark zone will
also be summed when applying the left channel and right channel filters.
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Figure 4.9: Performance of PC and PM for placing plane wave energy at angles corresponding to
the left (left column) and right (right column) channels of a stereo loudspeaker setup, at 500 Hz, 1
kHz and 2 kHz. The target window for PC is indicated by the thick red line. The corresponding
acoustic contrast values are given in each case.
Figure 4.9 shows the energy impinging on the zones for stereo reproduction, measured using
the 60 channel circular array implementation as above. PC and PM results are shown at 0.5,
1 and 2 kHz, together with the corresponding values for acoustic contrast (measured inde-
pendently for the left and right channels). The target window for PC is also indicated. The
fundamental result indicated by Fig. 4.9 is that the normalized energy peak was correctly lo-
cated for both PC and PM. This result generalized across significant portions of the frequency
range tested.
The main advantage of using PC over PM for stereophonic personal audio reproduction is in
terms of the cancellation achieved for each channel. Acoustic contrast values for individual
channels noted in Fig. 4.9 gave an indication that PC outperformed PM under this metric. To
further support this, the acoustic contrast values of the combined left and right channels are
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Figure 4.10: Combined acoustic contrast for the stereo scenario, for PC (solid) and PM (dashed),
based on individual measurements of the left and right channel sound pressure levels. The plot
shows data smoothed (after combining the channels) using a 15-bin wide moving average filter.
shown in Fig. 4.10. At all frequencies above 70 Hz, PC produced a greater acoustic contrast
than PM, with an improvement of at least 3 dB between 200–2000 Hz, with as greater than 10
dB improvement at some frequencies up to 1 kHz.
It is again of interest that PM and PC responded differently around the spatial aliasing frequen-
cies, as discussed in the context of Fig. 4.6. The mean scores over various frequency ranges
are shown in Table 4.1. For the stereo placement, this meant that the accuracy of the princi-
pal energy components for PC around these frequencies may have been compromised by the
cancellation it achieved (tending towards ACC), whereas PM tended to still produce a planar
field. This effect was especially noticeable for the left channel, where in the range 100–7000
Hz the root-mean-square error (RMSE) was 40.0◦ for PC and 4.1◦ for PM. For the same filter
set between 100–1800 Hz (i.e. below the spatial aliasing limit for the array), the errors were
11.4◦ and 12.2◦, respectively, which are more comparable. The effect was considerably less
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pronounced for the right channel, where the RMSEs over 100–7000 Hz were 6.3◦ and 5.2◦ for
PC and PM, respectively. Some inflation of the RMSE across this frequency range may also be
attributed to the beamformer resolution, and the RMSEs in the range 500–1800 Hz were 4.6◦
(left) and 3.7◦ (right) for PC, and 2.0◦ (left) and 1.9◦ (right) for PM.
The large RMSE for the PC left channel can be explained by the angle between the left chan-
nel beam and the dark zone, which is larger than that of the right channel beam. Therefore,
significant grating lobes emerged in the frequency range 2.3–3 kHz for the left channel. The
principal energy directions therefore switched from the desired 60◦ location towards ACC oper-
ation, whereby the principal directions were distributed around 180◦. The right channel beam,
which was closer to the ‘optimal’ angles for the plane wave energy when PC was less con-
strained, are able to closely satisfy the direction constraint while also steering the grating lobes
away from the dark zone. Interestingly, the self-cancelling behaviour of PC around the aliasing
limit was not exactly equivalent to ACC; rather the optimization placed a significant (but not
the principal) component of energy at the target direction, moving the ‘mirrored’ components
accordingly. The effect of such energy distributions in a minority of frequency bands on source
localization has yet to be investigated. In comparing PM and PC, it is also clear from Fig. 4.9
that there were additional energy sidelobes in the PC case, even when the principal components
were correctly placed. Similarly, it is not clear what kind of perceptual impact these sidelobes
have on the quality of the stereo image achieved.
The application of PC to reproduce stereophonic programme material by rendering two virtual
loudspeakers, while creating significant cancellation, has much potential. At frequencies up
to the array aliasing limit, PC and PM produced comparable RMSEs in terms of the principal
energy direction impinging on the bright zone, with PC producing 6.1 dB better mean contrast
over 100–1800 Hz. At higher frequencies for PC, some energy was placed at the desired lo-
cation, but this was not always the principal direction. Similarly, the contrast for the narrow
range of directions specified was, while improved over PM, still limited by the physical distri-
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RMSE (L, deg) RMSE (R, deg) Contrast (dB)
PC PM PC PM PC PM
100–7000 Hz 40.0 4.1 6.3 5.2 15.7 12.1
100–1800 Hz 11.4 8.1 12.2 10.2 26.0 19.9
500–1800 Hz 4.6 2.0 3.7 1.9 27.0 21.3
Table 4.1: Mean RMSE (left and right channel) and combined contrast values for PC and PM for
the stereophonic application, showing the effect of the frequency band on performance.
bution of the loudspeakers. The perceptual properties of stereophonic reproduction conducted
in this way, including both localization and interference considerations over frequency, are an
interesting and necessary topic of further work.
4.5 Summary
A novel method, planarity control, for optimizing the planarity in the target zone, as well as
producing significant cancellation between zones, has been proposed. The method performed
well in anechoic simulations and practical performance measurements, and was shown to pro-
duce ACC-like acoustic contrast and control effort, and PM-like planarity. The mean scores
under each metric are summarized in Table 4.2 under both anechoic and measured conditions.
These scores demonstrate that although PC does not attain the best scores under the metrics,
it successfully combines the desirable properties of the state of the art methods evaluated in
Chapter 3.
In particular, PC reproduced sound fields with significantly simpler distributions of bright zone
energy than ACC, with energy components being placed at a range of azimuths within the
user-specified pass region. Furthermore, consistently high levels of acoustic contrast were
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Anechoic Measured
ACC PC PM ACC PC PM
Contrast (dB) 74.4 73.3 25.4 19.6 18.4 10.6
Effort (dB) -7.9 -6.5 -1.0 -7.2 -5.4 -3.3
Planarity (%) 69.1 94.7 95.1 66.4 83.5 84.8
Table 4.2: Comparative mean performance of ACC, PC and PM, under anechoic and measured
conditions. Performance averaged over 50–7000 Hz. The highest two scores are emphasized in
bold font.
maintained well above the spatial aliasing limit, when a relaxed constraint was placed on the
directions of the incoming plane wave energy. Such a pass window can be specified for mono-
phonic reproduction and will remove the standing wave artifacts from the bright zone pres-
sure distribution over azimuth. For a more tightly constrained range of azimuths, the physical
constraints of the loudspeaker spacing become more apparent, although the contrast was still
improved over PM. The localization performance should be perceptually evaluated in further
work. When the energy direction did not contradict cancellation (when sound energy must be
transmitted across the zones), the plane wave component could generally be well positioned.
Such a design was exploited for the novel realization of stereophonic reproduction for multi-
zone audio, and the locations of the energy components were shown to be consistent with the
above comments, while providing increased contrast compared to PM. One limitation of the
PC technique is the poor resolution of plane wave placement at low frequencies, which is due to
the microphone array aperture, although the perceptual significance of reduced low frequency
planarity has yet to be determined.
PC therefore represents a compelling new optimization approach for sound zone and spatial
audio reproduction. In the subsequent chapters, the robustness and regularization of PC, as
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well as its performance applied to optimally selected loudspeaker arrays, will be considered
alongside ACC and PM.
Chapter 5
Robustness and Regularization
The discussion in Chapters 2 to 4 has primarily focused on the selection of a suitable opti-
mization cost function to allow the source weights to be determined. Indeed, this aspect of
sound zone reproduction is critical in that it provides the fundamental solution to the problem.
The various cost functions evaluated (BC, ACC, PC and PM) have demonstrated the potential
sound field characteristics that may be realized, with PC performing well under the metrics of
acoustic contrast, control effort and target zone planarity. The remaining chapters of this thesis
are concerned with investigations to deepen the understanding of the optimization approaches
applied to practical systems, and here the effect of regularization is considered.
Alongside the selection of an appropriate cost function for sound zone optimization, a suit-
able regularization scheme must be used. Regularization has two key functions: to reduce the
condition number of the matrix for inversion (reducing the impact of numerical errors and the
influence of calibration/setup errors), and to constrain the effort required by the array to repro-
duce the specified sound field (reducing the overall sound energy in the enclosure and thereby
the impact of reflections in a real room and limiting the drive of each loudspeaker resulting
in more realizable filters). If there is too little regularization, the conditioning of the matrix
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will remain poor and the effort may be excessive. If there is too much, the effort will be well
controlled but the approximations introduced to the solution will compromise the contrast per-
formance. The condition number of the matrix is highly dependent on the microphone and
loudspeaker positions and varies as a function of frequency [Takeuchi and Nelson, 2002].
In Chapter 2, the control methods were each formulated such that the Lagrange multiplier λ
acting as the constraint on the source weights also added a constant to the diagonal of any
matrices to be inverted. Similarly, the PC cost function introduced in Section 4.2 utilizes
the control effort constraint for regularization of the matrix inverse calculated as part of the
eigenvalue problem. Thus, λ acts as regularization in both senses described above, in the form
of Tikhonov regularization, and it will be referred to as the ‘regularization parameter’ in the
following. The cost functions considered in this chapter are summarized in Table 5.1.
The simulations and measurements presented in Chapters 3 and 4 were regularized using an
approach that first set λ to reduce the matrix condition number to below 1010, and subsequently
increased its value if necessary such that the effort fell below 0 dB. It was argued that such an
approach ensured good numerical accuracy and was physically well motivated, and the mea-
sured performance indicated that this approach was appropriate. Nevertheless, the amount of
regularization applied has a significant effect on the control effort, performance and robust-
ness of the sound zone system, so further investigation is warranted. In this chapter, results
are presented that allow conclusions about the effect of regularization on each method to be
drawn, based on direct variation of the regularization parameter applied to the 60 element cir-
cular array. First, the effect of varying the regularization parameter was considered under ideal
anechoic conditions. Then, systematic errors were introduced in order to study the effect of
regularization on the robustness of the control methods under anechoic conditions. Finally,
experiments were conducted to assess the measurable performance of sound zone systems with
different levels of regularization.
This chapter therefore makes the following contributions:
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• In depth study of the regularization effect for sound zone reproduction
• Investigation of the regularization effect under ideal conditions by directly varying the
regularization parameter.
• Investigation of robustness by perturbing the conditions in an anechoic environment.
• Investigation into the regularization effect in a practical system by measuring the perfor-
mance achieved by directly varying the regularization parameter.
5.1 Robustness and regularization in the literature
Although the regularization effect has not previously been systematically studied for sound
zone reproduction using multiple control methods, many methods for determining the value
of a frequency-dependent Tikhonov regularization parameter have been proposed in the con-
text of acoustic inverse problems and directive array design. Bai and Lee [2006], Choi et al.
[2010] and Elliott et al. [2012] implemented a ‘hard’ control effort constraint, adjusting the
regularization until the effort fell below a threshold. This method is physically well defined,
and the threshold can be set in relation to the system under consideration. Cheer et al. [2013b]
extended the approach to drive loudspeakers covering different frequency ranges, by allowing
a diagonal matrix of regularization parameters that could be set according to the characteris-
tics of each driver. Elliott et al. [2012] studied the regularization effect in relation to acoustic
contrast and control effort for ACC applied to small sound zone systems with up to 3 sources.
They also added perturbations to the three element system by introducing uncertainties to the
acoustic environment (via a position error and errors in the plant matrix) and by varying the
gain of the central driver. Regularization was shown to improve the performance in each case,
although the optimal regularization parameter was derived manually and the effects of a range
of parameters were not explicitly shown. Choi et al. [2010] studied the regularization effect
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by plotting a curve of acoustic contrast against brightness, thereby indicating the trade-off be-
tween contrast and effort, but only under ideal conditions. The robustness of ACC has been
considered analytically in Park et al. [2013] by introducing transfer function errors, including
electro-acoustic and position mismatches for microphones and loudspeakers, and assessing the
performance. However, this study did not consider the effect of regularization for potentially
improving the robustness.
For acoustic inverse problems, a number of approaches have also been proposed. Kirkeby et al.
[1996] maintained a certain ratio between the largest eigenvalue of the matrix to be inverted
and the regularization parameter, citing a ratio of 1000-5000 as a rule of thumb. This method
has the advantage of being simple and direct, although a judicious choice of the target ratio
must still be made, and it is difficult to relate the magnitude of eigenvalue to the control effort.
Optimal trade-offs between effort and reproduction error such as the L-curve [Hansen, 1992]
and Generalized Cross-Validation [Golub et al., 1979], which are compared in Kim and Nel-
son [2004] and Nelson [2001] for inverse problems can also be used, although the relationship
among acoustic contrast, reproduction error and control effort is less clear for multiple-zone
systems than single zone ones. Thus, although the relationship between reproduction error
and control effort is reasonably well understood, adoption of one of the above approaches may
not prove optimal for the sound zone application. The effect of the Tikhonov regularization is
comparable with using a pseudo-inverse approach (based on a truncated singular value decom-
position) [used in e.g. Chang and Jacobsen, 2013] and modifying the threshold for a singular
value being discarded, but the modal control is more continuous using the regularization ap-
proach and it has a clearer physical definition when included as a control effort constraint, as
in this thesis. In this chapter, the relationship between control effort and acoustic contrast is
explored. Additionally, the comparative effect of regularization between inverse problems and
the alternative energy control approaches has not previously been investigated.
The study presented in this chapter therefore extends the scope of the current literature by
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considering the regularization effect with large loudspeaker and microphone arrays, and by
demonstrating the performance over a large range of λ values such that the relationships among
control methods, regularization parameters and evaluation metrics can be better understood.
Furthermore, regularization is considered over a large range of environments, including ideal
anechoic conditions, anechoic conditions with systematic errors applied, and in a measured
system.
In addition to determination of the regularization parameter, the robustness to errors of some
techniques has been considered in the literature. One aspect of using measured transfer func-
tions for sound zone filters is that there is not usually a listener present when the initial dataset
is captured, with listeners representing a significant modification to the acoustic environment
on playback. Chang et al. [2009b] studied the degradations due to scattering based on a real-
ization of acoustic contrast control, and modified their approach such that less energy was di-
rected towards the head position. Olsen and Møller [2013] measured the scattering effect using
a circular array of loudspeakers surrounding two zones, comparing an analytical SFS method
with (unregularized) ACC, and found that for a few frequencies measured with pure tones, the
presence of a scatterer significantly reduced the contrast difference between the methods. It
was suggested that the complex ACC bright zone energy patterns may have contributed to the
degradation. Although it is an interesting topic, the scattering effect is not considered in this
thesis.
The simulations presented in this chapter are novel in that they show the effect of direct ad-
justment of the regularization parameter, allowing insight for sound zone designers. They
compare the methods under identical conditions, and also compare the effects of introducing
errors among methods, offering additional insights from the baseline method comparisons in
Chapters 3 and 4. Finally, novel experimental results, where the sound zone performance of
filters designed using the different methods and with a directly varied regularization parameter,
are presented. These allow new insights into the practical effect of regularization.
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Cost Function Matrix Inversion Reference
Minimize
ACC pHB pB+µ(p
H
A pA−A)+λ (qHq−Q) GHB GB+λ I Page 26
PC pHB pB+µ(p
H
A H
H
AΓHApA−A)+λ (qHq−Q) GHB GB+λ I Page 98
PM pHB pB+(pA−dA)H(pA−dA)+λ (qHq−Q) GHA GA+GHB GB+λ I Page 48
Maximize
BC pHA pA−λ (qHq−Q) Page 21
Table 5.1: Summary of BC, ACC, PC and PM cost functions, showing how λ acts as regularization
by constraining the control effort (cost function) and adding a diagonal term to the matrix inversion.
5.2 Anechoic simulations
As a starting point for analysing the regularization effect, anechoic simulations were conducted.
For ACC, PC and PM, the regularization parameter λ was varied from 10−10 to 1010 at 101
logarithmically spaced values, and corresponding source strengths were calculated. The per-
formance for each set of source weights was evaluated against the familiar metrics of acoustic
contrast, control effort and planarity. In the anechoic simulations, ideal conditions were first
considered, before systematic errors in the speed of sound and the loudspeaker positions were
introduced and the regularization effect on robustness discussed.
5.2.1 Regularization under ideal conditions
The regularization effect was first tested under ideal conditions with assumed perfect estimates
of the system’s acoustic response. Figure 5.1 shows the effect of regularization on the contrast,
effort and planarity reproduced by the array. While the parameter cannot be varied for BC, its
scores under each metric were plotted as a horizontal line. The regularization parameter used
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Figure 5.1: Performance of ACC (blue), PC (thick, green) and PM (dashed, red) at 250 Hz (left),
500 Hz (centre) and 1 kHz (right), as function of the regularization parameter, in terms of the
contrast (top), effort (middle) and planarity (bottom). The BC score is indicated (thick, dashed,
magenta). The regularization parameters used for the anechoic circular array simulations in Chap-
ter 3 are marked (◦).
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for the previous circular array simulations in Section 3.3 are marked for reference on each line.
Visualizations of the SPL maps for the smallest, largest and optimal regularization parameters
at 1 kHz are shown in Appendix E.
Three regions of performance in relation to the control effort were observed. First, for very
small regularization parameters, numerical errors in the matrix inversion caused an unstable
response. This is most clearly visible for the control effort at 250 Hz for λ < 10−8, and can
also be observed in e.g. ACC and PC planarity and PM contrast in the same range. In the sec-
ond region, once the matrix inversion had been numerically stabilized, there was a monotonic
relationship between increasing λ and decreasing effort. Finally, the minimum possible effort
was reached.
The asymptotic minimum effort values for very high regularization tended to the BC effort
values, showing this to be the least-effort approach, albeit with poor contrast. In fact, the BC
scores corresponded in each case to the asymptotic scores for ACC, demonstrating that such
heavy regularization limits the freedom of the optimization to the extent that cancellation is
impossible. Similarly the PC and PM scores tended towards the BC line. Therefore, although
the cost functions imply that the control effort limit could be set arbitrarily, it is evident that
there is a lower bound beyond which the effort cannot be further reduced.
While an increased regularization parameter consistently reduced the effort for each method,
the relationship with contrast varied. BC gave the lower performance bound and PM, PC and
ACC all tended towards this score for very high regularization parameter values. For ACC, the
regularization had no discernible effect on the upper performance, until the regularization even-
tually caused the contrast to degrade from the maximum value. A similar trend was observed
for PC, which maintained the high level of contrast for slightly larger λ than ACC. There were
local maxima in the PM contrast, becoming increasingly significant with increasing frequency.
In Fig. 5.1, this is clear at 1 kHz, and it is evident that too small a value of λ degraded the
contrast as well as too large a value. Mathematically, the reproduction error increases mono-
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tonically as λ (Eq. (2.51)) trades off between the reproduction error and control effort (which
was previously verified to behave as expected). The relationship between reproduction error
and contrast is therefore not straightforward for PM.
The choice of regularization parameter had little bearing on the planarity scores once the ma-
trix inversion had been stabilized. For very large regularization parameters, ACC planarity
increased towards the BC score as the array effort was heavily constrained; otherwise the array
was typically self-cancelling and the planarity very poor. For PC, numerical stability in the
matrix inversion was essential for achieving the desired high planarity scores. The effort and
planarity scores for PC were inversely related, and this effect is most readily observed at 250
Hz. The point at which the PC planarity flattens (λ ' 101, at 250 Hz) corresponds to the knee
where the control effort approaches the asymptotic value. PM planarity began to decrease as
the regularization reduced the number of available array modes below that required for accu-
rate reproduction (visible at 250 Hz), with the tolerance therefore increasing with frequency.
By 2 kHz the planarity was high even for very large regularization parameters.
Considering the regularization approach used in Chapter 3, it is clear that the minimum reg-
ularization based on the matrix condition number was required in order to reduce numerical
problems arising from the matrix inversion. Furthermore, the control effort constraint was
active at several frequencies. Although at lower frequencies this approach provides a sim-
ple trade-off between effort and contrast, it does not consider contrast performance and may
under-regularize if there is any performance benefit to further increasing the regularization.
For instance, if the control effort limit had been set at 20 dB, PM contrast at 1 kHz could
have been improved while concurrently reducing the array effort. Therefore, a useful advance
in regularization for PM applied to sound zones would be to adopt a procedure whereby the
performance of a number of prototype regularization parameters is predicted in order to deter-
mine whether an increased contrast could be obtained for a reduced control effort. In any case,
Fig. 5.1 showed that the parameter chosen at each of the frequencies considered was close to
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optimal in terms of contrast.
5.2.2 Robustness to mismatched setup and playback conditions
The practical benefits of regularization in relation to the robustness of the system can be further
tested by introducing perturbations. A sound zone system should be robust to small changes
in the reproduction atmosphere, and allow some tolerance to the positioning of the equipment,
which in practical scenarios will generally be restricted to loudspeaker placement once a set of
room impulse measurements have been acquired. For the following simulations, errors were
introduced for the playback stage, first by varying the sound propagation speed and second
by applying random errors to each loudspeaker position. The performance was then evaluated
with various regularization parameters. After calculating the source weights for the circular
array as above, the configuration was modified before the original source weights were ap-
plied. Specifically, these experiments test the robustness of a certain set of filter weights to
variations in the geometry post-calibration, as a function of the control method, frequency and
regularization parameter.
The discussion of robustness in the following sections is based around the contrast and pla-
narity results, which are plotted for ACC, PC and PM at 100 Hz in Fig. 5.2 and at 1 kHz in
Fig. 5.3, with speed of sound and loudspeaker position mismatches introduced in each case.
The control effort is not affected by the changes in transfer functions between the setup and
playback conditions.
Mismatched sound propagation speed
First, robustness to sound propagation speed was investigated. This varies with temperature,
air pressure and humidity in practical situations. The transfer functions were modified by
introducing a variation of up to 10 m/s (corresponding to a change in temperature of 17◦C) to
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Figure 5.2: Performance of ACC (left), PC (centre) and PM (right) at 100 Hz, as a function of
the regularization parameter, in terms of the contrast (top) and planarity (bottom). The lines show
the ideal (solid), speed of sound error (10 m/s, dot-dash) and loudspeaker positioning error (1
mm, dashed). The regularization parameters used for the anechoic circular array simulations in
Chapter 3 are marked (◦).
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Figure 5.3: Performance of ACC (left), PC (centre) and PM (right) at 1 kHz, as a function of
the regularization parameter, in terms of the contrast (top) and planarity (bottom). The lines show
the ideal (solid), speed of sound error (10 m/s, dot-dash) and loudspeaker positioning error (1
mm, dashed). The regularization parameters used for the anechoic circular array simulations in
Chapter 3 are marked (◦).
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the Green’s function and recalculating the transfer function matrices ΩA and ΩB accordingly.
Such a variation, applied consistently across each transfer function term, is analogous to a shift
in frequency between setup and playback. The lines (dot-dash) plotted in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3
correspond to the largest error tested.
Figure 5.2 shows the contrast and planarity achieved under the mismatched propagation speed
conditions for each method at 100 Hz. It is clear that such error has the potential to seriously
degrade the realizable contrast. The ACC and PC results exhibited very similar characteristics
in terms of both contrast and planarity. The contrast scores were degraded with respect to
the ideal case with the error. However, increasing the amount of regularization applied did
not improve the robustness to the error, rather the performance was even more sensitive to the
regularization parameter. On the other hand, PM had a very significant degradation (in terms
of both contrast and planarity) for small regularization parameters, but some performance was
recovered by increasing the regularization. In terms of the planarity, the PC scores were the
most robust to error, and ACC did not vary greatly from the ideal conditions. For the speed
of sound error considered, there was a small degradation in planarity for small regularization
values.
At the higher frequency of 1 kHz (Fig. 5.3), the ACC and PC performance was again com-
parable, and the PC planarity was the most robust among the methods. The contrast for these
methods was more robust than at the lower frequencies, although similarly to the low frequency
case increasing the regularization parameter did have the effect of reducing the contrast. The
effect of the error on ACC contrast was negligible for all regularization parameters. In the PM
case, the variation in contrast seen for different regularization values under ideal conditions
was greatly exaggerated by the errors. The region of fairly high contrast (58 dB) for low regu-
larization parameters under ideal conditions was shown to be especially sensitive to the errors.
The worst degradation also corresponded to the flatter effort response observed in Fig. 5.1 for
the PM effort at 1 kHz (i.e. before regularization had reduced the control effort). As the effort
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decreased, the contrast achieved for PM increased. Here, the maximum contrast for optimal
regularization was only 5 dB below the optimal contrast under ideal conditions, and optimal
regularization gave 45 dB performance improvement from the unregularized case. The best
robustness to error was noted to correspond to the point of optimal regularization under ideal
conditions. Similarly to 100 Hz, there was a small degradation in the PM planarity for small
regularization parameters.
Mismatched loudspeaker positions
The second mismatch introduced between the setup and playback of the source weights was a
variation in the positioning of the loudspeakers. Each loudspeaker was moved independently
in the x and y directions by a random distance drawn from a normal distribution. Unlike the
systematic error in sound propagation speed, the error on the phase component of the transfer
function is not the same for each path, and additionally an amplitude error is introduced. Here,
the maximum error considered was with one standard deviation of the loudspeaker placement
equal to 10 cm. The 95% confidence interval therefore has a diameter in the x-y plane of 57 cm
about the setup location, which corresponds to fairly significant movement of the loudspeak-
ers. In order to illustrate the effects of very small movements, the normal distribution of the
errors plotted in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 was only 1 mm (95% confidence of 5.7 mm), which might
correspond to small movements of the loudspeakers with careful re-installation of a system.
For a rigidly installed system (e.g. a sound system in a car), considerably smaller variation in
loudspeaker locations would be expected.
The effect of regularization under position error conditions is shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3
(dashed) with respect to the ideal and 10 m/s speed of sound error conditions. At the lower
frequency considered (100 Hz, Fig. 5.2), the methods all exhibited similar properties in their
contrast as the regularization parameter was increased; there was a clear peak in the contrast
where too little regularization resulted in degradation due to the errors, and too much regular-
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ization tended to constrain the system and damage the performance. Considering the smallest
regularization parameters, ACC and PC still reproduced some contrast (20-30 dB), whereas
PM produced zero or even slightly negative contrast. For each method, a well selected regular-
ization parameter improved contrast performance by around 40 dB, compared against the worst
cases. The loudspeaker errors did not significantly perturb the planarity scores for ACC or PC,
but for PM the effect was more severe than the speed of sound error considered previously.
Nevertheless, suitable regularization could recover good planarity performance for PM under
these conditions.
At 1 kHz (Fig. 5.3), increasing the regularization for ACC (beyond ensuring satisfactory matrix
conditioning) did not bring about any further benefit in contrast. Indeed, the benefit of the two-
condition regularization approach used throughout the thesis is demonstrated in this example,
where in itself the relatively strict 0 dB limit would not have resulted in any regularization at
all (cf. Fig. 5.1, right column). There was a similar trend for PC, although there was a slight
peak in the contrast in this case, which was not precisely found by the current regularization
approach. PM behaved in a similar manner to the lower frequency case, where there was severe
degradation for light regularization, and additional regularization improved performance. The
planarity scores were very robust for PC and ACC, but for PM there was a significant degra-
dation in planarity at 1 kHz for small regularization parameters. The large degradations for
PM in terms of both contrast and planarity imply a significant reproduction error, even though
the matrix condition number was reasonable. This demonstrates the need for a control effort
constraint for robust operation.
5.2.3 Discussion
It is clear that the regularization parameter has a significant effect on the sound zone system
performance, particularly in terms of the acoustic contrast. Under ideal conditions, reason-
able contrast performance can be achieved, even when there is a significant control effort cost.
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For each method, there is a requirement to ensure that any matrix inversion is well conditioned.
Even under ideal conditions, this can be noted from the planarity performance among the meth-
ods, and it is therefore clear that a simple constraint on control effort does not constitute ade-
quate regularization at all frequencies. In the simulations and results presented in this thesis, a
straightforward yet novel procedure has been adopted that first ensures that the matrix condi-
tion number falls below a certain value (limiting the effect of errors in the matrix inversion) and
further constrains the control effort required by the filters with respect to a reference source,
if necessary (ensuring that the filters are physically constrained in a principled manner). The
method is also frequency dependent, ensuring that the variations in the contrast-regularization
relationship are accounted for in a broadband sense. One of the most interesting aspects of
the results presented is that the contrast performance does not monotonically decrease as the
control effort decreases. This effect is particularly marked in the PM examples, where a promi-
nent peak appears in the contrast response over λ . In these cases, the control effort may be
decreased beyond the specified control effort constraint, giving a contrast improvement with-
out increasing the demand on the power required. With an appropriate model for predicting
contrast performance, a search-based extension of the above approach could be introduced,
whereby (after constraining the matrix condition number and effort), further increases in the
regularization parameter are tested against a possible increase in contrast. This approach was
hypothesized in a conference paper by the present author [Coleman et al., 2013a], and shown
to work well under ideal conditions. However, development of an appropriate error model is
necessary under non-ideal conditions, and this extension has not yet been made.
One common aspect among the ideal and non-ideal conditions is that, even with optimal regu-
larization, the ranking among the control methods identified in Chapters 3 and 4 is maintained.
However, the contrast scores are grouped much more closely when errors are introduced upon
playback. For sub-optimal regularization, the performance degradations observed for PM were
much more significant than those for ACC and PC. This, together with the general trend of an
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emerging optimal regularization parameter for the best contrast performance, further motivates
the notion of a search-based approach. Under non-ideal conditions, the increased sensitivity in
the system when very high levels of control effort were required was noticeable, and supports
the motivation for limiting the control effort as adopted throughout this thesis.
5.3 Practical Performance
In Chapters 3 and 4, practical measurements were included in order to experimentally verify the
discussions around the method performance. For the discussion on regularization, which is mo-
tivated by the desire to achieve the best practical performance, such measurements are also very
important. While some insight was gained into the behaviour of the methods in sub-optimal
conditions by introducing systematic errors to the speed of sound and loudspeaker positions,
the measured case shows the realistic magnitude of errors that may be expected in an imple-
mented system. In addition to the degradation caused by room reflections, the errors acting on
the system include measurement noise; calibration errors (loudspeaker and microphone levels);
external noise (steady state and impulsive); differences in temperature, static air pressure and
humidity; small movements of the loudspeakers and other objects in the room; and errors in the
microphone positions. Furthermore, reduced regularization requires more complicated filters
to be applied at the loudspeakers, which may have an effect on the drivers’ ability to physically
reproduce the intended audio. In this section, the above approach of directly varying the reg-
ularization parameter was replicated and the performance was measured for FIR filters based
on measured transfer responses. The experimental setup described in Section 3.4.1 was again
adopted for the measurements.
Eleven frequency-independent regularization levels were used to calculate the filters for this
experiment, varying between 10−6 to 104. By predicting the performance over a wider range
of values, this range was determined to be the most useful in that it contained the optimal
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Figure 5.4: Performance of ACC (blue, 2), PC (green, .) and PM (red, 3) at 250 Hz (left),
500 Hz (centre) and 1 kHz (right), as a function of the regularization parameter, in terms of the
contrast (top), effort (middle) and planarity (bottom). The BC score is indicated (magenta, no
symbol). Markers correspond to the measurement points. The regularization parameters used for
the measured performance in Chapter 4 are marked (filled) on each plot.
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contrast point. The performance of each set of filters was measured in a single capture in order
to minimize differences among regularization parameters that could potentially be attributed to
different locations of the microphone grid (i.e. all filters were measured for a single position
before it was moved) or any changes in the temperature or static air pressure in the room. As
for the measured data plotted above, the results were then smoothed using a 15-bin moving
average filter in order to reduce the effect of rapidly changing values between adjacent bins.
The measured effect of directly varying the regularization parameter is shown in Fig. 5.4, at
250, 500 and 1000 Hz. The regularization parameters used for the previous practical experi-
ments in Chapter 4, together with the (smoothed) contrast achieved, are plotted as filled circles,
and the BC scores are plotted as horizontal lines.
In relation to the direct regularization parameter variation, the overall pattern of results was
similar to that of introducing loudspeaker positioning error into the ideal conditions. It can cer-
tainly be verified that the regularization parameter had an optimal value, at which the greatest
contrast performance was achieved. The consequences of sub-optimal regularization were very
similar, with PM the most sensitive to degradations when the solution was under-regularized,
and all methods suffering (and tending towards the BC contrast) when over-regularized. The
ACC and PC behaviour over frequency was again similar to the position error; the most pro-
nounced contrast optima were observed at low frequencies, with the contrast more robust to
different regularization parameters at higher frequencies. Nevertheless, the peaks for ACC
and PC were more pronounced for higher frequencies than those in the perturbed anechoic
case, where increased regularization did little to improve the performance. The measured op-
timal contrast was generally very similar between the methods, although ACC outperformed
the other methods by 5 dB at 250 Hz, and PM did not outperform the other methods in terms
of contrast. Broadly, the method ranking in terms of contrast is consistent with the previous
results, even when sub-optimally regularized.
The methods’ behaviour in terms of control effort also matched the anechoic predictions very
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well; the ranking among methods was retained for most regularization parameters, and the
effort tended towards the asymptotic BC score. The effort scores for all methods, and for
all regularization parameter values considered, were generally lower than the anechoic case
(in this sense, the experimental noise added to the plant matrices was beneficial in increasing
the linear independence between the plant matrix rows). Nevertheless, the effect of increased
regularization was to decrease the control effort, beginning more steeply and having less effect
for larger parameters.
In terms of the planarity performance for different regularization, the overall ranking among
the methods was again maintained at the points of optimal regularization. The lower frequency
peaks in PM planarity were more pronounced than those observed in the non-ideal anechoic
cases, and the peak at 1 kHz was less pronounced. Nevertheless, there was a clear region for
PM where the planarity was optimal. In general, the planarity is a secondary measure for sound
zones, but at some frequencies a trade-off between PM contrast and planarity may be necessary.
There was a general trend that the PC planarity increased with increased regularization, and as
frequency increased, this also tended towards having an optimal value. However, ACC could
only achieve poor planarity; even though it increased at higher frequencies the contrast was
then similar to BC.
The differences between the values observed in the experiments in Chapter 4 and the regular-
ization experiments are noteworthy. It was expected that the filled circles plotted in Fig. 5.4
would intersect with the lines plotted for the performance when directly varying λ . The control
effort values give a good example of the expected behaviour, as they are only affected by the
(identical) set of impulse responses used to determine the filters rather than any experimental
differences between measurement sets. The performance measurements for the two experi-
ments were captured in separate acquisition sessions, and therefore a number of differences
could be encapsulated in the results. Notably, the measurement set for the main performance
comparison was conducted very soon after the impulse response capture used for the filters,
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minimizing differences between the geometry, room conditions and environmental conditions
between setup and playback measurements. On the other hand, the regularization measure-
ments were conducted some days later, once the 33 sets of filters had been prepared (3 control
methods x 11 regularization levels).
The consequent degradations for the contrast and planarity scores across measurement sets
give an alternative perspective on the effect of regularization, and performance deterioration of
the system over time. In terms of the achieved planarity, PM and ACC gave consistent scores
across the measurement sets, with the observed scores from the first set coming close to the line
plotted for the regularization experiment. The planarity for PC diverged more from the regu-
larization experiment curve, although it was higher in the later measurements. This increase
in planarity was somewhat mirrored by the PC decrease in contrast for the same regulariza-
tion parameter value. Similarly, ACC exhibited a decrease in contrast that was unrecoverable
through regularization in the later measurement set; the optimal performance for the direct reg-
ularization was 3–4 dB lower than the initial values recorded. On the other hand, PM exhibited
scores that were on the regularization experiment curve at lower frequencies, and at 1 kHz the
initially measured value was recoverable in the later measurement set with increased regular-
ization. Therefore, increased regularization for PM would have been generally beneficial for
maintaining or improving the contrast performance, whereas the degradation for ACC and PC
appears to be mostly unrecoverable, although they still marginally outperformed PM. These
findings correspond well to the non-ideal anechoic results discussed above, and motivate an
online re-estimation of the transfer functions, such that the optimal performance is maintained
and the previously measured differences among the methods could be maintained over a longer
time period.
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5.4 Summary
The simulations and measurements presented highlighted the importance of judicious selection
of the regularization parameter (or the related constraints) for optimal sound zone performance,
even under ideal anechoic conditions. The performance of PM was significantly improved, in
terms of contrast and control effort, by a well selected regularization parameter. Consequently,
the method suffered more from sub-optimal regularization than ACC and PC, especially when
errors were introduced and in the practical measurements. Moreover, the acoustic contrast, in
having maxima in relation to the regularization parameter, did not directly correspond to the re-
production error, which would increase monotonically with increased regularization according
to Eq. (2.51).
Continuing the underlying thread of the control method comparison throughout the thesis, the
results in this chapter also demonstrated the comparative effects of errors and mismatched
(anechoic and experimental) conditions on the methods. Regularization was shown to be im-
portant for all methods to find the optimal point in the contrast curve at low frequencies, but
for increasing frequency, it was not able to significantly improve the degraded performance of
ACC and PC, an effect which was demonstrated by the performance mismatch between filters
measured on different days in the experimental work.
The results also showed the importance of selecting a frequency-dependent value for the reg-
ularization parameter in a principled manner. The approach used throughout this thesis, of
setting the maximum matrix condition number and subsequently reducing the control effort,
was shown to be reasonable and achieved near-optimal contrast for most of the scenarios con-
sidered. Future work should consider predicting performance for increased regularization to
assess any performance benefit. The relative method performance was shown to be generally
maintained regardless of the regularization; ACC and PC produced the best contrast for the
least effort, and PM and PC the best planarity.
Chapter 6
Optimal Loudspeaker Selection
In the preceding chapters, systems with a relatively large number of loudspeakers were adopted
for sound zone reproduction. This was in part due to the physical constraints of the SFS ap-
proaches, whereby a dense set of loudspeakers is required to increase the effective frequency
range of reproduction in relation to the sampling of the reproduction region boundary. Sim-
ilarly, it was seen in Chapter 2 that many groups investigating sound zone reproduction have
used line arrays for broadband reproduction of focused sound. Typically, line array configura-
tions have been used when relatively few loudspeakers are available. In Chapter 3 the effect of
reducing the number of equally spaced loudspeakers in circular and line arrays was considered
in terms of the bandwidth of effective contrast achieved by ACC and PM. Although the line
arrays reproduced contrast at higher frequencies than the circular arrays, the low frequency
performance was improved in the latter case. So, in terms of the frequency range of contrast,
both a wide array aperture and small inter-element spacing are desirable. Additionally, when
line arrays are placed in reflective environments, the reflected energy may need compensation
[Simo´n Ga´lvez and Elliott, 2013]. This may be partially achieved by steering the energy peaks
and nulls appropriately to the reflecting surfaces [Olik et al., 2013b], but the ability to use loud-
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speakers surrounding the zones (including near the reflecting surfaces) may also aid the room
compensation. Therefore, when considering placement of a few loudspeakers, there are com-
peting demands on array aperture, inter-element spacing and the compensation for reflections.
In this chapter, the possibility of using irregular loudspeaker arrays comprising relatively few
loudspeakers is examined. A numerical search procedure was used to select optimal arrays
based on certain criteria, and the performance of the arrays was evaluated in terms of the
acoustic contrast, control effort and sound field planarity, measured in a practical system. The
following contributions are described in this thesis as a result of the loudspeaker selection
experiments:
• Application of a search based optimization of loudspeaker positions for sound zone re-
production.
• Novel objective function comprising weighted terms relating to acoustic contrast, robust-
ness and reproduced sound field properties.
• Experimental investigation of performance comparing optimally selected loudspeaker
sets with circular and arc array configurations.
• Experimental investigation of the contribution of each cost function parameter to the
chosen loudspeaker sets and their performance.
The precedent for loudspeaker selection is first given. Then, the selection procedure is intro-
duced, followed by the results of the loudspeaker optimization experiments.
6.1 Optimal loudspeaker placement
The topic of numerical selection of loudspeaker positions for sound zone reproduction has not
previously been considered in the literature. However, there are some examples of related work
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from various fields. The positioning of a number of loudspeakers in a room has been considered
in relation to the room interactions [D’Antonio and Cox, 1997] and questions have also been
raised about the effect of room interactions on the spatial image of a stereophonic reproduction
system [Linkwitz, 2009]. In the former case, a cost function based on the predicted comb
filtering due to a particular candidate set of positions was used to propose optimal positions (the
latter work literally posed questions around this topic, rather than proposing a technology to
compensate for loudspeaker positions). For ANC, a number of studies have been proposed for
secondary source positioning, including the adoption of genetic algorithms [Baek and Elliott,
1995; Ruckman and Fuller, 1995; Martin and Roure, 1998; Montazeri et al., 2003]. Such work
utilized very small systems (both in terms of loudspeakers and microphones) and the current
work could be considered as an extension of this approach. In relation to these studies, the
work presented in this chapter focuses on a number of important properties specific to sound
zone reproduction in a reflective environment, uses the loudspeakers to optimize over a larger
area (covering two fairly large zones) and considers up to 30 loudspeakers.
More recent considerations of optimal loudspeaker positioning have come in regard to improv-
ing the robustness of crosstalk cancellation systems. Early work by Ward and Elko [1998,
1999] identified an inversely proportional relationship between loudspeaker spacing and fre-
quency for robust reproduction, as indicated by the matrix condition number, for a crosstalk
cancellation system comprising two loudspeakers and two microphones. This relationship was
investigated further by Takeuchi and Nelson [2002], who proposed an optimal source distribu-
tion for crosstalk cancellation based on three pairs of loudspeakers that were active in different
frequency bands, where for the lowest frequencies the pair with the widest spacing was used,
and the spacing decreased with increasing frequency. The solution was proposed based on the
singular value decomposition of the transfer function matrix and mathematical analysis of the
sound pressures based on the system geometry. Thus, ill-conditioning of the transfer function
matrices inverted during filter calculation was minimized.
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Bai et al. [2005] also treated the design of loudspeaker arrays for crosstalk cancellation, in-
stead using a numerical approach. This had the benefit of making the entire array available for
crosstalk cancellation, thereby increasing the degrees of freedom allocated. Bai et al. explored
the source configurations using an objective function J = performance+W × robustness. The
channel separation (effectiveness of the crosstalk canceller) was used as the performance met-
ric, and the beam width when the separation was below -20 dB was used as the robustness
measure. Tikhonov regularization was used to ensure that the matrix inversion was well condi-
tioned. The cost function proposed in Section 6.2.1 uses a similar approach, whereby the cost
functions elements are a weighted combination of desired terms. However, the robustness term
in Bai et al. [2005] was related to the size of the ‘sweet spot’ for crosstalk cancellation, and
is not exactly equivalent to that used here, which considers robustness in terms of errors. In
Chapter 5, such robustness was linked to the control effort and the matrix condition number of
inverted matrices.
Optimization of the source positions has also been considered for SFS approaches. Atkins
[2010] selected a number of loudspeakers from a spherical array for finding the solution for
source weights based on mode matching, considering the matrix condition number and desired
reproduction accuracy as constraints in the selection procedure. In this way, the order of modes
reproduced and the corresponding location of the virtual source could be compared with hu-
man perception (e.g. increased accuracy in the azimuthal plane). The selection procedure only
placed the loudspeakers to reproduce a plane wave at 1 kHz, and no indication was given as
to potential degradations at other frequencies. Reduction of the number of loudspeakers used
for least-squares sound field reproduction has also been considered. Radmanesh and Burnett
[2013b] imposed a sparsity constraint on the candidate set to reduce the number of sources.
The optimal sets were clustered around the virtual source locations, yet a smaller inter-element
spacing was allowed. Therefore, the equally spaced reference array could not be considered
as similar to the equally spaced candidate set of sources utilized here. Khalilian et al. [2013]
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adopted an approach whereby an ideal singular value matrix was defined based on a certain
number of loudspeakers, the positions of which were then modified based on a candidate set.
This approach was able to select the loudspeakers to minimize the reproduction error and the
magnitude of the source weight vector (i.e. the control effort) simultaneously, but relied on a
virtual acoustic environment in order to propose the candidate source locations.
The approach to loudspeaker selection in this chapter builds primarily on Bai et al. [2005], in
that a numerical search approach is used to select a number of loudspeakers from a candidate
set based on an objective function comprising elements of performance and robustness. The
objective function itself will be proposed based on the aspects of sound zone performance that
have been shown to be important throughout this thesis, and therefore represents an important
contribution. Furthermore, optimal loudspeaker positioning has not previously been studied for
sound zone reproduction under energy cancellation or SFS approaches, nor has the interaction
between control method and loudspeaker set been considered. In the following sections, these
interesting aspects around reducing the number of loudspeakers for sound zone reproduction
are considered.
6.2 Selection procedure
The optimal loudspeaker sets were selected using a numerical search procedure, acting on pre-
dicted sound zone performance (obtained by convolving measured room impulse responses
with the filter responses). In this section, the search algorithm, objective functions, and acous-
tical detail of the selection procedure are described.
6.2.1 Objective function
In Chapter 3 the three primary evaluation metrics of contrast, control effort and planarity, used
throughout this thesis, were introduced. The most desirable characteristics of a sound zone sys-
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tem are the reproduction of high levels of contrast between the zones, at a low control effort,
and with a high target field planarity. In Chapter 4, the PC optimization was introduced, and
this was shown to go some way towards exhibiting such characteristics under each metric. Sim-
ilarly, in Chapter 5, the control effort and condition number of the matrices for inversion were
shown to be vitally important in terms of the robustness of a solution to errors. Although the
matrix condition number is to some extent represented in the summary control effort scores,
improved robustness could perhaps be obtained by directly minimizing the matrix condition
number. Thus, the aim of the investigations in this chapter is to use the selection of loud-
speakers as a means to improving the performance under each evaluation metric, in addition to
considering the matrix condition number.
The objective function for physical optimization of sound zone performance is formulated
similarly to Bai et al. [2005] and is comprised of four terms corresponding to the contrast,
control effort, matrix condition number and planarity
Y = υcC−υeE +υmM+υηη , (6.1)
where C, E and η are defined in Eqs. (3.1), (3.3) and (3.5), υ indicates a real weighting value
pertaining to the term indicated by the underscore, and
M =−10log10
(
‖X‖1‖X−1‖1
)
, (6.2)
with
X,

GHB GB for ACC; PC
GHB GB+G
H
A GA for PM
1 for BC.
(6.3)
The matrix condition number penalty M is similar to Atkins [2010] but is framed in terms of the
logarithm of the reciprocal matrix condition number as this allows the penalty to tend towards
minus infinity for very large condition numbers.
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Such an optimization framework also allows perceptual evaluation models to be included in the
selection of the loudspeakers. In Francombe et al. [2013a], this was investigated by the present
author and colleagues using a model of listener distraction [Francombe et al., 2013b]. The
incorporation of a perceptual cost function resulted in different loudspeaker sets being chosen
depending on the programme material to be replayed, and had the effect of reducing the highest
distraction score rated by listeners compared to a physical optimization cost function. In this
thesis, the scope of the investigation is restricted to physical evaluation metrics, in line with the
results presented in Chapters 3 to 5.
6.2.2 Search algorithm
A sequential forward-backward search (SFBS) [Devijver and Kittler, 1982, p. 220] was used to
select a number of loudspeakers from the candidate positions, based on the objective function
described above. Although more sophisticated search algorithms are available, the SFBS is
suitable for the sound zone task as it is fast to run and simple to implement, yet allows for a
backward search step to help avoid nesting of a solution. Here, the focal point is the applica-
tion of a search procedure to loudspeaker selection for sound zone reproduction, in order to
demonstrate the concept, and alternative approaches such as a random walk search or genetic
algorithm could be adopted [see e.g. Stracuzzi, 2007; Dy, 2007]. The SFBS algorithm com-
prises a number of iterations of a sequential forward search algorithm, followed by a number
of iterations of a sequential backward search algorithm. Here, two forward steps and one back-
ward step are used, set empirically based on preliminary investigations. For the forward step
the selected set Fk contains k features (loudspeakers) from the full set X . The features ξx in the
candidate set X−Fk are ranked according to their performance Y under each cost function such
that
Y (Fk +ξ1)≥ Y (Fk +ξ2)≥ ·· · ≥ Y (Fk +ξX−k), (6.4)
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and the feature set Fk+1, initialised with F0 =Ø, becomes Fk+1 = Fk+ξ1. In order to maximise
the performance in both zones, the ranking of Y was based on the minimum of the zone A and
zone B scores,
Y (Fk +ξx) = min{YA(Fk +ξx),YB(Fk +ξx)}. (6.5)
In this way, selection of loudspeaker sets that produced good performance in one zone at the
cost of the other zone was avoided. The backward step operates in a similar manner, reducing
the feature set on each iteration. The candidate features ξ for removal from Fk are ranked such
that
Y (JF −ξ1)≥ Y (Fk−ξ2)≥ ·· · ≥ Y (Fk−ξX−k), (6.6)
and the feature set becomes Fk+1 = Fk−ξ1. The ‘maximin’ approach was again used.
An alternative to optimizing for performance in both zones would be to split the candidate
set and determine an optimal set, considering each zone in turn as the target zone. However,
it may not be straightforward to allocate the candidate sets between the zones, especially in a
reflective environment where different numbers of loudspeakers may be required to achieve the
same performance in each zone. For this reason, the selected arrays described in this chapter
were required to produce good performance across both zones. Nevertheless, the approach
could be considered if adequate resources were available.
6.2.3 Method
The practical sound zone system described in Chapter 3 was used for the experiments related to
loudspeaker positioning. The 60 loudspeakers arranged as a circular array were adopted as the
candidate set. At each step of the SFBS algorithm, filter weights were calculated based on the
loudspeakers populating each set (i.e. Fk +ξx). The performance of a set was evaluated by the
objective function (Eq. (6.1)) based on the predictions of sound pressure at the monitor micro-
phone positions, obtained in the frequency domain by multiplying the source weights with the
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measured transfer functions between the microphone positions and the loudspeakers. Based on
Druyvesteyn and Garas [1997]’s description of a suitable frequency range for an array signal
processing solution to sound zones, the selected set was required to optimize performance over
the 100–4000 Hz bandwidth. For the ranking of each feature set, the scores Y were calculated
as the unweighted mean of the performance at the frequency bins nearest to 100 Hz intervals
between 100–4000 Hz. After the final iteration of the search procedure (when the required
number of loudspeakers was reached), a final set of filters was calculated based on the chosen
set. The performance of these filters was measured, as before, with the pressure microphone ar-
ray recording filtered MLS signals replayed simultaneously through the selected loudspeakers.
Thus, the recorded performance of the loudspeaker sets was independent from the predicted
values, both in that the full bandwidth was considered for evaluation, and in that experimental
measurement errors were present between setup and playback.
Baseline array configurations were required to determine whether the performance achieved by
the selected arrays was optimal. For this purpose, the performance of an equally spaced cir-
cular array and of an arc array comprising adjacent loudspeakers was measured. As discussed
previously, circular and line arrays are ubiquitous in the sound field reproduction literature.
The arc array was used as the second reference as this was the closest available approximation
to a line array (having relatively close inter-element spacing and not surrounding the zones).
For the 10 loudspeaker case, the reference array layouts are shown in Fig. 6.1. In the following,
two experiments are described: maximizing the contrast for a certain number of loudspeakers,
and using the selection of 10 loudspeakers to effect control over the system and reproduced
sound field properties. For each set of FIR filters calculated, the regularization conditions were
fixed as in Chapters 3 and 4 (maximum matrix condition number of 1010; 0 dB control effort
limit).
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Figure 6.1: Plan view of the reference circle and arc arrays for the 10 loudspeaker case (zone
positions not to scale).
6.3 Optimal positioning of a fixed number of loudspeakers
One significant benefit of the loudspeaker selection approach would be to propose a configura-
tion that demonstrated an improvement in performance over the reference configurations where
only a certain number of loudspeakers were available. For instance, if a consumer already in
possession of a 5 channel home cinema system wanted to use their current equipment for sound
zones, the optimization procedure could search for the best combination of 5 loudspeaker po-
sitions in their listening room.
For the current experiment, where the 60 loudspeaker circular array was used as the candidate
set1, a limited number of regularly spaced subsets were available. These subsets determined
the target number of loudspeakers given to drive the optimization process. In the first case,
where the aim was purely to maximize the contrast, the objective function weights were given
as υc = 1;υe = 0;υm = 0;υη = 0. Filters were calculated and the performance measured based
on ACC, PC and PM, using 6, 10, 15, 20 and 30 loudspeakers. The sound field specified
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Figure 6.2: Measured mean contrast performance for increasing numbers of loudspeakers (L) for
ACC (left), PC (centre) and PM (right) based on a regularly spaced circular array (blue, ◦), an arc
array (green, 3), and an optimally selected array (red, 2), over the frequency range 100–4000 Hz.
for PM was again a plane wave impinging from 90 degrees (east-west), and for PC the pass
range of Γ was set between 70-110 degrees, to produce sound broadly located in front of the
listener. The results are presented in Fig. 6.2, where the summary contrast values are plotted
for each control method, comparing the performance under the 3 arrays for varying numbers
of loudspeakers. The mean scores plotted were calculated in the frequency domain over all
frequency bins between 100–4000 Hz. The positions of the loudspeakers in the selected sets
are shown in Appendix F, Fig. F.1.
From Fig. 6.2, it is clear that the circular array was suboptimal in terms of acoustic contrast for
all control methods. Of course, if the plane wave direction for PM or the angular pass range for
PC were to be significantly changed, then the circular array would be the only configuration
1For comparison, the mean measured performance over 100–4000 Hz using all loudspeakers was 24.3 dB, 23.0
dB and 15.2 dB for ACC, PC and PM, respectively.
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able to adequately reproduce the changed specification. The selected sets can be noted, for
each control method, to marginally outperform the reference arc with 6 loudspeakers. How-
ever, consultation with the selected sets in Appendix F, Fig. F.1 reveals that in each case the
optimal sets of 6 loudspeakers formed an arc. Therefore, while it is difficult to conclude that
an arc geometry should not be used, it is at least noteworthy that the arc may be positioned
differently depending on the control method and its interaction with the room reflections. Sim-
ilarly, although the performance was only measured for target zone A, the selected arcs were
designed to maximize performance across both zones.
For greater numbers of loudspeakers, the reference arc array tended to slightly outperform the
selected arrays in terms of the mean contrast. There are a number of potential reasons for
this, including potential increased overall performance (i.e. to both zones), and experimental
errors leading to inaccurate predictions. Furthermore, in the calculation of the objective func-
tion score (for selection), no smoothing was applied, and so increased noise for a particular
frequency bin may have unduly influenced the scores. Moreover, there may not have been suf-
ficient freedom in the selection procedure to reconfigure the array from 6 loudspeakers (where
the selected set outperformed both references) to greater numbers. Finally, it can be noted that,
for all array geometries, the ranking of ACC, PC and PM with respect to the achieved contrast,
discussed in Chapter 4, was maintained.
In order to gain greater insight into the loudspeaker sets selected by the optimization procedure,
the measured contrast was studied across frequency. Figure 6.3 shows this representation of
the measured performance of each set, for the 10 loudspeaker case.
An interesting trade-off between the minimum and maximum contrast over the required fre-
quency range can be noted from Fig. 6.3. This is particularly striking for ACC, where although
the mean contrast scores were very similar for both the selected array and the reference arc
(13.4 and 13.7 dB, respectively), the minimum (smoothed) contrast scores were 7.2 and 1.2
dB, respectively. So, although the selected set exhibited a lower contrast score than the arc
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Figure 6.3: Measured acoustic contrast performance across frequency for ACC (left), PC (centre)
and PM (right) based on a regularly spaced circular array (blue), an arc array (thick, green), and
an optimally selected array (dashed, red). The response was smoothed using a 15 bin wide moving
average filter.
below 2 kHz, it reduced the effect of the dip in contrast between 2–3 kHz. For PC, the ben-
efit was reduced due to the greater constraints imposed on the reproduced field compared to
ACC. Nevertheless, a small increase in the minimum contrast was obtained compared to the
arc, with the minimum scores 1.9 and 0.7 dB for the selected set and arc, respectively. The
contrast performance for the optimally selected set using PM was worse than the arc in general
across frequency, although the differences were small in the lower frequency range where the
reproduction was more accurate.
Throughout this thesis, visualization of the sound pressure levels in simulated anechoic rooms
has been used to interpret the behaviour of the various sound field control methods. In the
context of Fig. 6.3, it was important to verify that the measured performance improvement for
the case of the contrast-only selected 10 loudspeakers using ACC could be explained in terms
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Figure 6.4: Sound pressure level distribution at 2650 Hz for ACC applied to 10 element loud-
speaker arrays: contrast-only selected (left), arc (centre) and circle (right). The loudspeaker posi-
tions are marked with black circles. Source weights and sound pressures were based on anechoic
responses for simulated sources and sensors at the same locations as the physical loudspeakers and
microphones.
of the operation of the array. Therefore, a free field simulation using this set of loudspeakers
was conducted at 2650 Hz, corresponding to the frequency at which the selection procedure
yielded the most benefit. This result is shown in Fig. 6.4, along with the equivalent sound
pressure level maps for the reference arc and circular arrays. The differences in operation of
the three arrays are somewhat evident. In terms of the reference cases, the circular array is
too widely spaced to create any cancellation at this frequency and the arc array is suffering
from a grating lobe passing across the dark zone. On the other hand, it is evident that the two
loudspeakers towards the bottom-left of Fig. 6.4 (left) are operating as a separate sub-array at
this frequency, radiating energy towards the bright zone but steering the null-centre towards the
dark zone. All 10 loudspeakers then combine to provide the required sound pressure level in
the bright zone. The effect of the loudspeaker selection for this loudspeaker set and method is
therefore to trade some contrast at lower frequencies for improved contrast between 2–3 kHz
where the arc suffers from a grating lobe crossing the dark zone.
For ACC and PC, the loudspeaker selection process based on the contrast-only cost func-
tion performed well for various numbers of loudspeakers, although the reference arc array
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marginally outperformed the selected sets for 10 or more loudspeakers. Considering the 10
loudspeaker case, the search also gave some benefit in terms of the minimum measured con-
trast in the frequency range 100–4000 Hz, due to the ability of the array to create multiple
beams focusing on the bright zone.
6.4 Positioning to achieve desired performance characteristics
The objective function introduced in Eq. (6.1) contains terms relating to four physical eval-
uation criteria. The contrast-only formulation described above was shown to provide some
benefit for positioning 10 loudspeakers, in terms of the minimum measured contrast perfor-
mance with respect to the reference circular and arc arrays. In this section, the other terms
in Eq. (6.1) are considered for sound zone optimization using ACC and PC. For compari-
son against the contrast-only case (υc = 1;υe = 0;υm = 0;υη = 0), the loudspeaker selec-
tion procedure was run using effort-only (υc = 0;υe = 1;υm = 0;υη = 0), conditioning-only
(υc = 0;υe = 0;υm = 1;υη = 0) and planarity-only (υc = 0;υe = 0;υm = 0;υη = 1) weightings.
The results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 6.5. For the conditioning-only case, it would
be expected that the loudspeakers would be widely spaced, such that the condition number of
GHB GB was minimized. Conversely, for the planarity-only case, a closely clustered array would
be expected (even ACC was shown to achieve relatively high planarity in Chapter 3 for the
line arrays). As matrix condition number and control effort are related, some spread of sources
would be expected for the effort-only case, although the widest spacing may require higher
effort to fulfil the main sound zone optimization and be avoided. Finally, the contrast-only
selected sets depend on the allocation of sources in the room to focus and cancel direct and
reflected sound, which also depends on the sound zone optimization, and are more difficult to
predict. The positions of the selected loudspeakers are shown in Appendix F, Fig. F.2.
The loudspeaker selection results for ACC are given in Figure 6.5a, considering the measured
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Figure 6.5: Measured contrast (top), effort (middle) and planarity (bottom) performance over fre-
quency for (a) ACC and (b) PC, with loudspeaker sets chosen using contrast-only (blue), effort-only
(thick, green), condition-only (dashed, red) and planarity-only (thick, dashed, cyan) weightings.
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acoustic contrast, control effort and planarity for each array considered. Under each metric,
two cost function elements emerged as having the greatest advantage. Considering acoustic
contrast, the loudspeaker sets chosen using the contrast-only and planarity-only cost functions
performed the best. In fact, the planarity-only set marginally outperformed the contrast-only set
by 1.2 dB averaged over the frequency range 100–4000 Hz, although the contrast-only set still
marginally achieved the highest minimum contrast (0.3 dB better than planarity-only). These
characteristics also appear in Figure 6.5b for PC, which shows a clearer difference between the
performance of the contrast-only and planarity-only sets in comparison with the effort-only and
conditioning-only sets. As expected, the condition-only sets provided a wide spread of loud-
speakers, such that the contrast performance tended towards the circular array (for both ACC
and PC it exceeded 15–20 dB at lower frequencies) but giving a lower contrast bandwidth.
Indeed, identical sets were chosen for each method, as the same matrix was inverted. The
effort-only sets gave contrast performance between the others, which follows from the loud-
speaker arrangement comprising some smaller clusters with other spread-out sources. These
results suggest that the compact array geometries achieved by maximizing the target zone pla-
narity are beneficial in terms of the achieved contrast, which follows from the reference arc
giving the maximum mean contrast. As above, the minimum contrast was improved for the
contrast-only and planarity-only sets, for both methods, with respect to the reference arc array.
Conversely, the effort-only and condition-only selected sets gave the best performance in terms
of control effort. The condition-only sets showed the effect of the sound zone optimization
on the eventual performance, which was closely aligned to the circular array results shown
previously in this thesis. For ACC, the lowest effort (and also the lowest contrast) was achieved
with this set, whereas for PC, the lowest effort was achieved by directly optimizing with the
effort-only objective function. This difference can be accounted for by the need for PC to create
a planar sound field, which requires more power with a wide spread of loudspeakers.
The planarity scores were highest for ACC with the planarity-only and effort-only sets, and for
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PC with the planarity-only, contrast-only and effort-only sets. There was much less difference
between the planarity scores for PC with the different sets, which follows from the planarity
requirement of the underlying sound zone optimization. However, for ACC, the planarity was
much improved using the planarity-only cost function, also giving a slight improvement in
contrast. The ACC planarity-only selected configuration was close to being a regularly spaced
arc, and was therefore similar in performance to the reference arc in terms of planarity (0.1%
poorer planarity). The effort-only and condition-only scores diverged under the planarity met-
ric for ACC, with the effort-only metric giving arrays which reproduced relatively high pla-
narity scores, suggesting that groups of sources combining as a beamformer use relatively little
power for sound zone reproduction. Conversely, the condition-only set comprised an array with
greater distance between the sources, which inevitably led to poor planarity scores for ACC, as
for the circular arrays.
Altering the objective function for loudspeaker selection led to the selection of various 10
element subsets which gave differing performance according to the objective function weight-
ings. The highest contrast was given for the contrast-only and planarity-only cost functions, the
least effort systems were those selected with effort-only and condition-only weightings, and the
highest planarity was given by planarity-only and effort-only weightings. In a practical system,
the weightings may each be selected as non-zero, depending on the desired performance. Al-
though such a weighting was not investigated in these experiments, the individual components
largely give the expected performance.
6.5 Discussion
The loudspeaker selection investigation presented above may be considered as a preliminary
study into the kinds of irregular array geometries available for a limited number of loudspeak-
ers, and the corresponding performance characteristics. Further work may focus around five
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key topics: the search algorithm, the candidate set, the prediction process, the weighting of
objective function coefficients, and the interactions between the sound zone optimization cost
function (and constraints) and the loudspeaker selection cost function.
In terms of the search algorithm, the SFBS was introduced as being computationally simple
while including a backward step to avoid nesting towards a certain solution. However, the opti-
mality of the 6 loudspeaker array with respect to the references, compared to the sub-optimality
of the larger arrays, may raise a concern about the freedom of the search procedure to appropri-
ately reconfigure if a change of operation is required from a line array towards a set of sources
(e.g. a split line array). Related to the search procedure itself is the candidate array. The inves-
tigation presented in this chapter utilized a fairly limited set of candidate loudspeakers (these
positions were the only ones measured). However, by more extensive measurements and adopt-
ing room acoustics modelling software, very large candidate sets are conceivable. For instance,
multiple positions, loudspeaker directivities and orientations may be considered. In such a sit-
uation, a search algorithm that can arrive at a selected set by testing fewer combinations would
be beneficial, for example a genetic algorithm.
Once a suitable candidate set and search procedure have been established, there may be an
opportunity to improve the performance prediction process. In Chapter 5, the concept of an
error model was introduced, and it was suggested that the predicted performance may be used
to find an optimal regularization parameter. In the context of loudspeaker selection, a prediction
process should be used that responds to the appropriate frequency band, (perhaps including a
perceptual frequency weighting corresponding to loudness) and that is suitably robust to small
artifacts due to using measured RIRs in a reflective environment. For instance, the RIRs could
be aggressively smoothed to isolate significant room effects before performance prediction.
Otherwise, the selected sets may turn out to effectively be over-trained, and fail to validate
with independent performance measurements.
The weighting of the objective function should also be considered. Each element was designed
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to correspond to a certain desirable feature of sound zones, and therefore it would be expected
that each of the weighting coefficients would be active to a certain degree. If each coefficient
were set to equal 1, then 10 dB of acoustic contrast would trade off against 10 dB of effort,
a matrix condition number reduction by a factor of 10, and 10% of planarity. The design of
the objective function should therefore consider the desired system characteristics, and such
design could also be perceptually informed.
Finally, in comparison with the objective functions used for loudspeaker selection, the con-
ditions of the ‘inner’ sound zone optimization were fixed throughout the above experiments.
These included regularization to enforce of a 0 dB control effort limit for reproduction at 76
dB SPL and a maximum matrix condition number of 1010. Similarly, the ACC cost function is
designed to maximize acoustic contrast, and the PC cost function maximizes contrast and pla-
narity. So, there is an opportunity in both the ‘inner’ optimization and the loudspeaker selection
to achieve the desired performance characteristics. The balance between and contribution of
the ‘inner’ optimization cost function and constraints and the loudspeaker selection weighting
coefficients would make a valuable study. In particular, it would be interesting to explore the
performance in two extreme cases: where the inner and outer objective functions are as closely
aligned as possible, and where the two cost functions are designed to counter limitations of
the other. The first case follows intuitively from the design, and an example of the second was
seen in Figure 6.5a, where using ACC (maximizing contrast) with the planarity-only objective
function resulted in a sound field with high contrast and high planarity.
Even considering the potential for extending the work presented in this chapter, it yields sig-
nificant implications for practical sound zone systems. The concept of the investigation in
Section 6.3 may readily be applied to determining the best positions with fixed loudspeaker
resources. Such a situation may occur in consumer living rooms, where the best performance
may be achieved using selected positions, and using the proposed approach the design of the
room, desired sound zone positions and desired source direction (e.g. a television) would all
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be considered. Similarly, the concept of Section 6.4 could be applied to best utilize available
loudspeaker resources based on desired sound field characteristics, for instance where there are
severe restrictions on potential loudspeaker positions. This is likely in many practical environ-
ments such as cars, aeroplanes and offices, where loudspeaker positions compete with safety
and aesthetic and other functional requirements in terms of where they may be placed.
The work presented in this chapter constitutes an important step towards these benefits, by ex-
ploring the pertinent sound field properties, providing a numerical framework by which loud-
speakers may be selected, and presenting results measured in a practical system that show
the potential for manipulating the reproduced sound field in a principled manner based on the
combination of loudspeakers used.
6.6 Summary
Motivated by the need to reduce the number of loudspeakers utilized in a practical sound zone
system, a loudspeaker selection procedure was proposed. In principle, irregular arrays, combin-
ing the advantages of line and circular arrays, could be proposed and produce optimal perfor-
mance. The procedure, not before applied to sound zone reproduction, used a classical SFBS,
with the rankings given by a novel objective function comprising weighted terms relating to
contrast, effort, matrix condition number and planarity. Two experiments were then conducted
to select subsets of loudspeakers, based on various objective function weightings, using a 60
channel circular loudspeaker array acoustically defined in a real room via measured RIRs as
the candidate set.
In the first experiment, the selection of loudspeakers to produce contrast-optimal performance
was considered. Over 100–4000 Hz, the selected sets performed the best for 6 loudspeakers
in terms of the mean contrast (measured with target zone A). Although the selected sets with
larger numbers of loudspeakers were marginally outperformed by the reference arc array in
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terms of mean contrast, investigation of the 10 loudspeaker case revealed that the minimum
contrast was improved by up to 6 dB. Here, the freer sound zone optimization of ACC (in
terms of the bright zone energy distributions with respect to PC and PM) allowed for the most
improvement compared to the reference cases. This was verified by a sound pressure level map
which showed that the contrast at 2650 Hz, corresponding to the aliasing region for the arc,
was achieved with energy impinging on the bright zone from multiple directions.
The second experiment considered the selection of loudspeakers to encourage good perfor-
mance under each of the objective function elements. This experiment generally confirmed
that the loudspeakers could be selected to achieve the desired characteristics for a certain sound
zone optimization cost function and under certain regularization constraints. The best contrast
was given with the contrast-only and planarity-only sets; the least-effort with the effort-only
and condition-only sets; and the best planarity with the planarity-only and effort-only sets.
Further work was proposed that considered each element of the loudspeaker selection process,
including the search method, candidate set, performance prediction, objective function coeffi-
cient weightings and the relationship between the sound zone optimization and the loudspeaker
selection objective function. The investigations presented in this chapter demonstrated poten-
tial in the application of a numerical search approach to sound zones, and each of the elements
in the objective function was shown to have the expected effect on influencing the eventual
measured performance in a reflective room.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and further work
The main goal of this thesis was to significantly advance the understanding of sound zone repro-
duction from a practical perspective. To this end, a number of contributions have been made.
Specifically, this work focused on loudspeaker array approaches to sound zone reproduction
and their practicality for real-world applications.
The contributions have been identified from and delimited by a study of the literature (Chap-
ter 2), which revealed that there was a need for a comparative performance study of sound
zone optimization approaches, under a suitable range of evaluation metrics. In Chapter 3, the
performance characteristics of sound zone methods representing beamforming, energy cancel-
lation and synthesis approaches were evaluated. Energy cancellation methods produced the
greatest contrast, synthesis the greatest planarity, and beamforming required the least effort at
the consequence of significantly less contrast. In Chapter 4, a novel cost function ‘planarity
control’ was introduced, which was shown to combine the most desirable aspects of the energy
cancellation and synthesis approaches via a constraint on the bright zone energy distribution.
The potential of planarity control to be applied to stereo personal sound reproduction was also
investigated.
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Practical aspects of performance were then considered. In Chapter 5, the effect of reducing
control effort was studied via adjustment of the regularization parameter. The acoustic contrast
was found to not always decrease with reduced control effort, and to not straightforwardly
correspond with the reproduction error for the least-squares approaches. Such results have
not previously been reported. The robustness of various regularization parameters was then
considered, with reduced control effort shown to be beneficial in terms of robustness. Finally,
the problem of reducing the number of loudspeakers was considered in Chapter 6. A framework
was given for selecting loudspeakers from a candidate set based on a numerical search, and this
approach was shown to provide some benefit in terms of achieving the desired performance
characteristics.
The work was developed through both ideal and non-ideal anechoic simulations using a pur-
pose built software toolbox. Additionally, significant experimental work was conducted, requir-
ing the capture of large impulse response datasets and subsequent FIR filter design, realization,
and measurement of the reproduced sound pressures in an acoustically treated room. Such ex-
perimental results are rare in the literature and add significant weight to the claims made in the
thesis.
In Chapter 1, four main research questions were stated, governing the research direction of
each technical chapter in the thesis. These were:
1. What are the performance characteristics of the state of the art approaches to sound zone
reproduction?
2. How can the existing approaches be improved upon?
3. How can a practical system be made robust to typical sources of noise and error?
4. How can the loudspeaker array geometry be optimally configured to realize the best
practical performance of a system with a limited number of loudspeakers?
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In this chapter, concluding remarks are made in relation to each of the above questions, then
further work is also suggested.
7.1 Conclusions
In the following subsections, the main findings of Chapters 3 to 6 are summarized.
7.1.1 Sound zone performance characteristics
Through the process of conducting the literature review, it was revealed that no significant com-
parative study among the control strategies for sound zone reproduction had been conducted.
Some hybrid methods and implementation-based papers contained partial comparisons, but
these contained a number of limitations. For instance, comparisons had been conducted over a
limited frequency range (especially where SFS methods were considered), with limited evalu-
ation metrics (comparing one or two specific elements relevant to the study), and using various
array geometries and simulation conditions, making it difficult to firmly conclude the charac-
teristics of the approaches from the different papers.
Conversely, the study presented in Chapter 3 was over a wide frequency range (up to 7 kHz),
compared the methods under identical conditions (including a physically motivated regulariza-
tion approach) and adopted a novel ensemble of evaluation metrics in order to present a bal-
anced discussion on the method benefits. For the latter contribution, the target zone planarity
was evaluated in addition to the acoustic contrast and array effort. Previously, reproduction
error had sometimes been used as a spatially averaged measure of the sound field properties,
and sound field decomposition had been used for wavenumber domain analysis. For the sound
zone scenario, methods such as BC and ACC which control only the sound energies do not
have a target sound field from which to calculate the reproduction error, and spatial analysis
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techniques have limitations on the array geometry and angular resolution compared to super-
directive beamforming. Therefore, the planarity metric was introduced in order to provide an
objective spatial analysis of the target sound field, and the corresponding beamformer coef-
ficients have been shown throughout the thesis to be a useful means of analysing the energy
flux distribution in the target zone. Although the metric was not directly developed by the
author, the simulations and experimental measurements demonstrating planarity’s ability to
discern between sound fields are novel and represent an important contribution to the metric’s
development.
With the metrics in place, computer simulations and measured data were used to thoroughly
characterize the performance of three representative approaches to sound zone reproduction.
These enabled the conclusions that ACC, PM and BC each performed optimally under some
metric - ACC produced the best contrast; PM the best planarity; and BC the least effort. These
conclusions were borne out for linear and circular arrays in the computer simulations, and with
measurements made using a 60 channel circular loudspeaker array in an acoustically treated
room. Furthermore, the frequency range over which good contrast performance could be
achieved was characterized for each method, with the additional optimization freedom afforded
to ACC corresponding to a significantly increased upper frequency of performance compared
to PM, for both circular and linear arrays. The circular array case was again validated with
measured data.
7.1.2 Novel sound zone optimization
The performance evaluation in Chapter 3 highlighted that the ACC approach to sound zoning
exhibited high levels of acoustic contrast at a relatively low control effort cost and over a wide
frequency range. However, the method did exhibit self-cancelling behaviour where multiple
plane wave energy components impinged on the zone from different directions, creating a
central null in the zone and causing potentially unsatisfactory listening conditions.
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Consequently, the novel sound zone optimization cost function of planarity control was pro-
posed in Chapter 4 as the central contribution of this thesis. The method modifies the ACC
cost function such that the energy can be limited to impinge on the zone from a limited range
of azimuths, which is adjustable via a diagonal matrix. Anechoic simulations and measured
data showed the method to produce ACC-like contrast and effort, and PM-like planarity. The
design of the angular weighting matrix was shown to be important. With a wide pass range,
optimal contrast over a wide frequency range was achieved, but although the planarity scores
were high, the principal energy direction varied from frequency to frequency. Conversely, as
the pass range was narrowed, the performance converged towards PM, where the physical con-
straints on loudspeaker spacing in relation to the reproduction wavelength limited the frequency
range, but the energy direction was more narrowly placed across frequency.
Using two strict definitions of the angular pass range corresponding to stereo loudspeaker posi-
tions, planarity control was also shown to reproduce an approximation to a stereophonic system
while maintaining a good level of cancellation. For the case where one channel required a beam
to pass across the dark zone, the range of frequencies where placement was effective was lim-
ited by the spacing between the loudspeakers and the corresponding grating lobe locations.
Nevertheless, improved contrast was still achieved compared to a PM approach.
7.1.3 Robustness and regularization
The simulations and measurements presented in Chapters 3 and 4 were regularized in a novel
and principled manner, whereby the regularization parameter was first increased to ensure that
any matrix to be inverted had a suitably low condition number (to limit the effects of small
errors on the result of the matrix inversion) and subsequently was further increased based on
predictions of the array effort required to reproduce the target sound pressure level. If the effort
was predicted to be above a certain threshold (0 dB was used, relative to the required energy for
a single loudspeaker to reproduce the target sound pressure level), the regularization parameter
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was further increased to ensure that it fell within the required range.
The regularization study presented in Chapter 5 was partly motivated by the need to justify this
choice of regularization approach, but significantly the properties of sound zone reproduction
methods for various regularization parameters have not been studied across approaches. The
contribution in this chapter therefore adds significantly to the understanding of least-squares
and energy maximization approaches to sound zone reproduction when the regularization pa-
rameter is varied under both ideal and non-ideal conditions.
The simulations presented directly studied the effect of varying the regularization parameter.
Under ideal conditions, there was not a monotonic relationship between increased regulariza-
tion (and consequently reduced control effort) and contrast performance. For PM, this means
that the contrast is not monotonically related to the reproduction error. When systematic errors
were introduced under anechoic conditions, significant degradations to each control method
resulted in similar contrast values among all of the methods, while retaining the overall rank-
ing of methods determined in Chapter 3. Under such conditions, regularization was shown to
be extremely important for robustness, where each method exhibited an optimal regularization
value corresponding to the peak contrast. This behaviour was also observed in the measured
contrast values, where the performance was obtained of filters with frequency-independent
regularization parameters.
7.1.4 Loudspeaker selection
The final thesis contribution was in relation to the optimal selection of a reduced number of
loudspeakers for sound zone reproduction. In Chapter 6, a framework for such selection based
on a numerical search was proposed. A novel objective function, based upon the desirable
sound field characteristics derived in Chapter 3, was proposed. The objective function com-
prised weighted terms relating to the contrast, control effort, matrix condition number and
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target zone planarity.
Measured results were presented, where the loudspeakers were selected using each cost func-
tion element in turn. The optimally selected sets were shown to have different characteristics,
according to the set of loudspeakers selected. In particular, for the contrast-only cost function,
optimal selection of the loudspeakers resulted in a better broadband contrast performance than
the circle or arc reference arrays. The other elements of the cost function were likewise shown
to reproduce the intended characteristics.
7.2 Further work
The outcomes of the research presented in this thesis will be relevant to any future designer
considering the sound zone problem. In particular, the research has covered:
• Selection and performance of sound zoning approaches;
• A new sound zoning approach giving benefits in relation to the previous state of the art;
• The robustness of sound zoning approaches;
• Optimal selection of loudspeakers.
In the following subsections, further work arising from the thesis is proposed under three main
topics: 3D personal audio, programme-aware control, and dynamically located sound zones.
7.2.1 3D personal audio
One clear extension of the planarity control work lies in the potential to reproduce 3D im-
mersive audio in a sound zone. This would first require extending the planarity beamforming
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approach to 3D so that virtual sources could be placed arbitrarily in the space. The mapping
between virtual source positions and the 3D energy distribution should then be considered,
for instance how virtual sources would appear when placed at various distances, heights and
azimuths. Furthermore, the zones could be made robust in terms of their dimensions in 3D,
extended from the planar geometries considered here.
With this achieved, one would be able to define an appropriate pass window for an arbitrarily
located virtual source. A further extension would be to incorporate information from an object-
based audio representation, to update the source positions in real-time. Finally, an extension
could be made to reproducing moving audio sources.
7.2.2 Programme-aware control
Although the physical acoustic contrast between zones is maximized by the optimization ap-
proaches considered in this thesis, there may be perceptual motivation to attempt to balance
acoustic contrast between the zones such that the listening experience in each is optimized.
Then, either by pre-conditioning of the audio before reproduction, or by suitable selection of
the loudspeaker positions or directivities, the interference may be better balanced between the
listeners.
Such processing would require identification and online estimation of pertinent features of
the audio, and mapping between these features and the required processing. The study could
also incorporate perceptual evaluation of the interference effects and localization accuracy for
planarity control, and an investigation of the sound quality of different approaches.
7.2.3 Dynamically located sound zones
The system implemented for the experimental results in this thesis produced reasonable levels
of contrast over a wide frequency range. One limitation of such a system is that it is established
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based on fixed RIR measurements and the zones are therefore static. It would be ideal if
a system could respond to listener head orientation and movement in the room to provide
dynamic sound zones. Such a system could also potentially adapt the zone size and shape to
change the number of occupiers; for instance if two people in a family want to watch a movie
but a third wishes to listen to music, the zone corresponding to the movie soundtrack could be
enlarged.
Among the research challenges relating to such a system are the online re-estimation and in-
corporation of RIRs, and updating the filter coefficients based on the new zone definitions.
Furthermore, it may be necessary to develop new approaches to RIR measurement or estima-
tion in order to feasibly cover a reasonably-sized room. Computational room acoustics and
error models to predict performance in specific environments could potentially be adopted to
optimize the system with a reduced requirement for practical measurements.
A dynamic system may further incorporate multi-modal information to deduce where the zones
should be placed and to inform room acoustics predictions. For instance, visual tracking could
be used to ensure that the listener remains in the zone if they adjust their posture.
7.3 Discussion
The results presented throughout this thesis have been validated in a practical sound zone sys-
tem. Mean contrast performance for PC and ACC was measured to be just under 20 dB over
50–7000 Hz, which easily exceeds the minimum of 11 dB set out by Druyvesteyn et al. [1994].
Furthermore, the maximum measured performance for these methods reached the 31 dB point
at which Francombe et al. [2012] proposed that 95% of inexperienced listeners would find the
interference acceptable.
Additionally, the system realization gave the opportunity for audition and demonstration of
the sound zone system. In addition to the 60 channel array used for the experimental results,
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other circular array (24, 40 and 48 channels) and line array (24 channels) realizations have
been auditioned. In the following subsections, some reflections on the experience of inhabiting
a sound zone are included, based on extensive informal listening from the various prototype
systems. These are grouped in to thoughts on the overall sound zone experience, and comments
on the method comparison, planarity control and other aspects discussed in the thesis.
7.3.1 Sound zone experience
The sound zones realized offered an impressive overall experience. With filters calculated for
two target zones, a listener in the room but not in either zone was able to clearly hear both
programme items, and upon stepping in to one of the zones, one of the programmes became
considerably quieter. Listeners therefore tended to maximize the experience by moving back
and forth between the zones, thus listening to each programme item in turn while hearing
both items when they were between the zones. Communication between the listeners was
straightforward, and did not compromise the sound zone experience.
The zone experience was found to be tightly localized to the setup microphone positions. Small
head movements did not tend to affect the perceived cancellation, but the zone edges were fairly
well defined. The presence of a listener in the alternate zone did not appear to affect the zone
separation, suggesting that the effects of scattering measured in the literature were not as severe
under reflective conditions with a correctly regularized system. The zones were fairly robust
to listeners of different heights, although when the listeners’ ears were closely aligned to the
loudspeaker plane, there was noted to be reduced spill at higher frequencies.
The choice of programme item was found to have a significant effect on the perceived inter-
ference when listening in a zone. In the extreme case, where one of the programmes was
designated to be silence (similar to the results reported throughout the thesis), the interfering
audio was clearly audible (although noticeably attenuated). Conversely, popular music gener-
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ally provided a favourable sound zone experience, probably due to heavy compression leading
to a small dynamic range, which in turn provided perceptual masking of the interfering pro-
gramme. The experience with other programme items could be rated somewhere in between
these cases, where quieter sections of music provided less masking for the other programme.
Other factors such as clashes of key and tempo between the programme items were informally
noted to degrade the experience.
7.3.2 Perception of aspects discussed in technical chapters
The audition of the various control methods was illuminating in relation to the technical results
presented in the thesis. In particular, the early prototype systems enabled the performance
of brightness control, acoustic contrast control and pressure matching to be compared. The
conclusions from such informal listening support the conclusions drawn in Chapter 3, and
additionally the target zone audio reproduced by each method had differing properties. The
contrast produced by brightness control was unacceptable, although the quality of the target
audio was relatively good. Conversely, acoustic contrast control gave the most impressive
separation effect among the methods. However, there were significant degradations to the
target quality. The lack of phase control gave rise to unpleasant sound distributions where head
movement caused a significant change in the programme localisation. Additionally, there was
considerable pre-echo in the FIR filters, which led to severe artefacts on the programme that
were especially noticeable for reproduction of speech. Pressure matching produced a pleasant
target field, with no spatial artefacts and fewer temporal ones. However, the interfering audio
was much more prominent.
In addition to the spatial differences between the methods noted in Chapter 3, auditioning the
method characteristics provoked an interesting compromise between target quality and inter-
ferer suppression. This relationship has not been formally evaluated, and such a study would
constitute valuable extension of the perceptual work already conducted regarding sound zones.
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Planarity control, as presented in Chapter 4, was found informally to provide an excellent com-
promise between spatial control and interferer suppression. The method removed the spatial
artefacts heard for acoustic contrast control and significantly reduced the interference compared
to pressure matching. The temporal artefacts were less prominent, although pressure matching
had a slightly better overall target quality considering both spatial and temporal aspects.
Regularization was found to impact on target quality as well as robustness. Increased regular-
ization leads to smoother filter frequency responses, as it removes overly precise cancellation
being attempted. Similarly, the target quality was affected by the portion of the measured im-
pulse responses used to calculate the filter responses. A control effort limit of 0 dB, combined
with cropping the impulse responses between 20–100 ms after the main impulse onset, was in-
formally found to give a good balance between cancellation and target quality. These filters also
had the advantage of being rather robust; after dismantling the equipment and re-assembling
in the same configuration in a different room, the original filters could produce a compelling
sound zone effect.
The ability to listen to the various cost functions and regularization approaches was invaluable.
Overall, the experience of inhabiting various sound zones has informed the research, and the
results described in the thesis support the characteristics noted from extensive listening.
7.4 Summary
Much has been achieved during this project. The author has made significant contributions to
the existing body of literature on sound zones. These include: providing a thorough evaluation
of sound zone methods that may be set up using measured RIRs; developing a novel approach
to sound zone optimization; considering the robustness of the methods under various acoustic
conditions and with differing amounts of regularization; and proposing an approach to select
subsets of loudspeakers from a candidate array.
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Much of this work has been presented to and criticized by the international audio research com-
munity. Much of the material in Chapters 3 and 5 comprises the topic for a journal article that
has been accepted after rigourous peer-review [Coleman et al., 2014a]. Similarly, the planarity
control optimization described in Chapter 4 was first introduced in a fully peer-reviewed con-
ference submission [Coleman et al., 2013b]. Even more of the material has been presented, or
has been accepted for presentation, at international conferences. This dissemination relates to
Chapter 4 [Coleman et al., 2014c], Chapter 5 [Coleman et al., 2013a], and Chapter 6. [Coleman
et al., 2012, 2014b].
Sound zone reproduction remains an active topic of spatial audio research. The contributions
listed above will be useful to any future researchers investigating topics such as:
• The most appropriate sound zone optimization to adopt when considering the personal
audio problem, via the comparative performance study.
• Reproduction of spatial audio in the context of personal sound zones, while improving
the contrast, via PC.
• Optimal regularization of sound zone systems.
• Optimal arrangements of loudspeaker arrangements in practical environments.
These topics are of utmost importance if there is to be widespread adoption of sound zones in
ecologically valid environments such as domestic listening rooms and cars, and therefore this
thesis and the work derived from it form a significant contribution to this process. Further work
was proposed, suggesting extension of the sound zone technology contained in the thesis to 3D
reproduction, programme-aware control and dynamically located zones.
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Appendix A
Planarity metric
The planarity metric was introduced in Section 3.2.3. One motivation for its introduction was
the inadequacy of the reproduction error for discerning between different kinds of spatial en-
ergy distributions in the sound field. In Fig. A.1, phasor diagrams are shown to illustrate various
sound fields giving the same magnitude of reproduction error. The phasors illustrated in the
top row would each give a planarity score of 100%, but the planarity scores in the bottom row,
more closely corresponding to the interference patterns produced by many loudspeakers, would
differ (for the same reproduction error).
Figure A.2 illustrates the reference sound field distributions used in Jackson et al. [2013a] to
verify the planarity scores. The plane wave sound field (left) should reproduce a score of 100%,
the standing wave and diffuse fields (left-centre and right-centre) a score of 0%, the check
(centre) a score of 50%, and the point source (right) a score approaching 100% depending on
the wavefront curvature.
In Fig. A.3, the directivity and robustness of the steering vectors is illustrated, at 100, 1000 and
6500 Hz (robustness is shown indirectly, as the microphones were moved between calculating
the weights and plotting the directivity). The limitations in resolution of these steering vectors
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Figure A.1: Phasor diagrams showing the kinds of single component (top row) and multiple com-
ponent (bottom row) sound fields that give equivalent reproduction errors [reproduced from Jack-
son et al., 2013b, with permission].
at low frequencies, based on a microphone array of limited aperture, are evident from the 100
Hz plot, although the rear radiation is relatively low and the principal energy is received from
the correct location. So, even with errors applied to the microphone positions, the microphone
array remains directive over a large frequency range. The microphone positions used for the
directivity plots are shown in Fig. A.4.
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Appendix B
Simulated line array results
In Section 3.3, results were presented based on simulations of line array geometries. Figure B.1
shows the results for the 60 element line array with the spacing set equivalently to the projected
spacing around the reproduction radius for the circular array (9.4 cm, Section 3.3.2). The
acoustic contrast is good over all frequencies and for all methods, and likewise the planarity
scores are generally high for all methods. Nevertheless, the overall ranking among the methods
under each evaluation metric is maintained for the line arrays considered.
In the discussion of the effect of reducing the number of elements in the line array with fixed
spacing (Section 3.3.2), the reduced freedom of the methods to steer grating lobe energy away
from the dark zone was noted. This effect is evident from Figs. B.2 and B.3, which show
the line array performance over frequency for ACC and PM, respectively, with 10 and 30
loudspeaker line arrays. The sharp drop off in frequency for the ACC 10 element line array
is particularly notable, as is the increased performance of PM when the spacing is relatively
small. The roll-on at lower frequencies is also seen to be much shallower for PM than for ACC.
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Figure B.1: Performance of BC (thin, solid), ACC (thick, solid) and PM (dotted) using a 60
element line array, with spacing of 9.4 cm, equivalent to the circular array spacing around the
reproduction radius.
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Appendix C
Sound field visualizations
This appendix presents further visualizations of the reproduced sound fields. Visulazations
at 1 kHz were included in Chapters 3 and 4 and demonstrated the key method properties.
The differences in method contrast, effort and planarity scores over frequency can be further
understood by inspecting the sound fields at different frequencies.
Figures C.1 and C.2 correspond to the performance plotted in Fig. 3.3. The slightly increased
BC contrast at 100 Hz can be seen to relate to the reproduction wavelength, with the quiet lobe
coinciding with the dark zone position. Also, the ACC dark zone is seen to be much larger than
that for PM. At 3 kHz, the ACC increased contrast with respect to PM is partially achieved
by positioning the nulls in the grating lobes towards the dark zone. The direction of the target
energy for BC is seen to be split, similarly to ACC. This was noted in the commentary around
Fig. 3.5.
The effect of grating lobes for the 60 channel line array contrast performance is shown in
Fig. C.3. In Section 3.3.2, it was stated that one reason for ACC outperforming PM in terms
of frequency was that it has more freedom to narrow the angle between the main lobe and the
grating lobe. For the 5 kHz case shown, it is evident that PM cannot create contrast while
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Figure C.1: Sound pressure level (upper) and phase (lower)distribution of the anechoic perfor-
mance of BC (left), ACC (centre) and PM (right), at 100 Hz (60 channel circle).
balancing the reproduction error for both zones, while ACC still maintains a good cancellation
region.
Figures C.4 and C.5 correspond to the performance plotted in Fig. 4.1. At 100 Hz, PC can be
seen to adopt a different solution to ACC, with increased planarity but higher effort. At the
higher frequency of 3 kHz, PC is constrained to produce only a single beam through the bright
zone. However, this does not, at this frequency, affect its ability to steer the grating lobe around
the dark zone and create a deep cancellation region in the dark zone. On the other hand, PM is
only able to produce very limited cancellation, albeit with a planar bright zone.
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Figure C.2: Sound pressure level (upper) and phase (lower) distribution of the anechoic perfor-
mance of BC (left), ACC (centre) and PM (right), at 3 kHz (60 channel circle).
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Figure C.4: Sound pressure level (upper) and phase (lower) distribution of the anechoic perfor-
mance of PC (left), ACC (centre) and PM (right), at 100 Hz (60 channel circle).
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Appendix D
Planarity control simulation results
In this appendix, the results over frequency are shown for the results summarized in Figs. 4.4
and 4.5. For this experiment the pass range of PC was narrowed such that plane wave energy
impinging from 90◦, 115◦ and 180◦ was expected with respect to the bright zone (while also
cancelling the energy in the dark zone). The placement and planarity was found to be satis-
factory for PC and PM at 90◦ and 115◦, but for 180◦ (where the bright zone energy would
propagate directly across the dark zone) the PC solution tended towards ACC.
The contrast, effort and planarity are shown in Fig. D.1. In each case, PC outperforms PM in
terms of contrast and control effort. Notably in terms of contrast, although PC suffered from the
physical limits of the array at certain frequencies (corresponding to the dips in PM contrast),
these tended to be narrower than PM, with good contrast achieved otherwise. Over much of
the frequency range for 90◦ and 115◦, PC and PM had similar planarity scores; however the
superior contrast for the 180◦ case comes at the cost of planarity over much of the frequency
range.
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Figure D.1: Contrast (top), effort (middle) and planarity (bottom) performance over frequency for
PC (solid) and PM (dotted), for reproducing bright zone energy impinging from 90◦ (left), 115◦
(centre) and 180◦ (right).
Appendix E
Regularization effect on sound field
To illustrate the effect of increased regularization on the reproduced sound fields for ACC, PC
and PM, the SPL maps have been plotted in Fig. E.1 for the lowest and highest regularization
parameters considered (the end points of Fig. 5.1), and the optimal regularization point in terms
of contrast and effort1.
1Animations of the parameter adjustment, showing the intermediate stages and effect on the sound field, can
be found online at http://personal.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/P.Coleman/resources.html.
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Figure E.1: Sound pressure level distribution for ACC (top), PC (middle) and PM (bottom) when
unregularized (left), over-regularized (centre) and optimally regularized (right).
Appendix F
Loudspeaker subsets
In Chapter 6, results were presented based on selection of subsets of loudspeakers from a
candidate set comprising a 60 channel circular array. For the first experiment, loudspeakers
were selected with a contrast-only objective function using ACC, PM and PC, with 6, 10, 15,
20 and 30 loudspeakers. The loudspeakers selected are indicated in Fig. F.1, with the candidate
set shown as faint black dots.
In the second experiment, each cost function element was considered in turn to select 10 loud-
speakers from the candidate array. The loudspeakers selected under these conditions are illus-
trated in Fig. F.2.
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Figure F.1: Selected loudspeaker sets for the contrast-only cost function applied to ACC, PC and
PM.
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Figure F.2: Selected 10 loudspeaker sets for ACC and PC, under each objective function element.
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